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TOWARD A DISPOSABLE WORE FORCE: THE
INCREASING USE OF ^'CONTINGENT' LABOR

TUESDAY, JUNE 15, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Labor,

of the commtitee on labor and human resources,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Metzenbaum
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Metzenbaum, Dodd, and Wellstone.

Opening Statement of Senator Metzenbaum

Senator Metzenbaum. The hearing will come to order.

This morning the labor subcommittee convenes to hear testimony
on the increasing use of so-called "contingent" labor. This trend has
alarming implications for working men and women in this coimtry,

for our standard of living, and for our economy as a whole.
The so-called "contingent" work force consists of part-time, tem-

porary, and leased employees, as well as independent contractors.

It can include anyone who is not a full-time employee.
Of course, companies have always hired these workers to meet

fluctuations in demand for their product or service. More recently,

though, many companies have been hiring contingent workers to

replace full-time workers as part of a restructuring effort aimed at

cutting labor and health care costs.

These companies are cutting much more than just wages and
benefits. They are cutting job security. They are cutting worker
training. They are cutting opportunities for advancement. In short,

they are cutting the heart out of the American work force.

Tnere are 34 million contingent workers today—over one quarter
of our work force—and some say they may outnumber full-time

workers by the end of the decade.
As this chart shows, in the last decade, the temporary help in-

dustry has grown three times faster than the work fx)rce as a
whole. Only half of the new jobs created in the past year have been
full-time jobs. In a recent article, Time magazine suggested that

This is the most important trend in business today, and it is fun-

damentally changing the relationship between Americans and their

jobs."

Frankly, it is an insidious development. It isn't something that

you see all of a sudden. It does not come crashing through to you.

(1)



It just slowly develops, and meanwhile the permanent work force
is cut, and the temporary/part-time work force continues to grow.
Now, it is true that some workers want temporary or part-time

jobs, but a growing number of Americans who want fiiU-time jobs
cannot find them. Instead, as the second chart shows, they &)d
themselves earning 25 to 50 percent less in wages, leavine many
of their families below the poverty line. They typically find them-
selves without employer-provided health care or pension benefits.

These workers also frequently find themselves without the protec-

tions of Federal labor and civil ri^ts laws like OSHA, Title VII,

the National Labor Relations Act, and our minimum wage law.

The recently-enacted Family and Medical Leave Act, for example,
only covers workers who are employed 25 or more hours per week.
And many contingent workers cannot qualify for unemployment in-

surance when they are out of work. Federal and State laws provide
a broad protective umbrella for American workers, but contingent
workers, a full quarter of our work force, are getting the short end
of the stick.

This trend also has serious long-term implications for the United
States economy. President Clinton says we need a hig^ wage, high
productivity strategy to ensure U.S. competitiveness into the next
century. That strategy is dependent upon long-term investment in

workers' skills. But me increasing use of contingent labor, a central

feature of a low wage strategy, takes us in the opposite direction.

When companies replace full-time employees with disposable work-
ers to cut labor costs, these costs do not simply disappear, they are

borne by workers and by taxpayers. The more "contingent* our
work force becomes, the more de(>endent workers will be on Gov-
ernment programs for income assistance, health care, and retire-

ment income.
Ultimately, I am very concerned that if this trend continues, we

may wake up one morning to find that the American dream has
sUpped away. As we will hear today, for many workers, that morn-
ing has already arrived.

Our witnesses today are on two different panels. The committee
has a standing rule of 5 minutes for each witness. The entire state-

ments of witnesses will be included in the record.

Our first panel includes Wendy Perkins, from Scottsdale, AZ, a

temporary employee and author of a book called Temporarily
Yours; Richard Delaney, of Oakland, CA, international representa-

tive of the Office and Professional Employees International Union;

Jimmie Ruth Daughtrey, Nashville, TN, a former employee of Hon-
eywell Corporation; and Michael D. Hobbs, of New Canaan, CT,
president of Hobbs, Inc.

Wendy, please proceed.



STATEMENTS OF WENDT PERKINS, SCOTTSDALE, AZ, TEM-
PORARY EMPLOYEE AND AUTHOR OF TEMPORARILY YOURS;
RICHARD DELANEY, OAKLAND. CA, INTERNATIONAL REP-
RESENTATIVE, OFFICE AND PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES
INTERNATIONAL UNION; JIMMIE RUTHDAUGHTREY, NASH-
VILLE, TN, FORMER EMPLOYEE, HONEYWELL CORP^ AND
MICHAEL D. HOBBS, NEW CANAAN, CT, PRESIDENT, HOBBS,
INC.

Ms. Perkins. Good morning. Senator Metzenbaum.
Thank you for inviting me this momine to discuss my experi-

ences as a member of the contingent work lorce.

In the late 1980's, I lost my ioo as a stockbroker in Beverly Hills,

CA and begin to look for another full-time job, but I was not able

to find one in securities or in marketing management, and I start-

ed temping out of necessity. I had no secretarial skills at the time
and became a temp receptionist for $6 an hour, with no benefits,

and only 20 to 30 work hours weekly. This was not enough money
to meet my basic monthly expenses, so I worked an additional 20
hours per week evenings and weekends at a retail store. After re-

ducing my expenses by selling my car, I travelled to temp assign-

ments, sometimes 30 miles away, via the bus system.

I began housesitting to provide myself with lodging when my
temp income was erratic. I had no permanent address as a temp.
I lost 90 percent of my belongings wnen I couldn't afford to pay off

7 months of storage fees, a low point in my life.

Temp work came with a price. Eventuallv, I got an apartment,
but I was constantly stressed out^ worrying how I was going to pay
my rent and eat. Sometimes I skipped meals when money was low.

It was a lesson in survival, perseverance, negotiating my monetary
worth daily in the workplace, and a lot of faith in divine guidance

to keep me going as a single, 8elf-supp>orting woman.
I was determined to turn personal misfortune into my advantage

and to create something permanent for temps and displaced work-

ers. Therefore, I wrote, published and promoted my book, Tempo-
rarily Yours, documenting many cases of temp abuse.

I learned computers and wofked as an executive temp secretary

and later as a legal temp secretary. I temped for Chubb Insurance

Co., Security Pacific Bank, Kaufman & Broad. Sothebeys, Chase
Manhattan Bank, and MGM Studios. I worked assignment to as-

signment, agency to agency, living from house to house. I signed

up with nnStipfe agencies, iust to keep working at all times. I

chose assignments wnich paid the most money. It is lonely to temp,

and friends and support systems were nonexistent. After all, I was
"only temporary " so why invest the time getting to know me?

Agencies' loyalty is to their permanent clients, not their expend-

able worit force. I was in a car accident on a temp assignment, but

when I called the temp agency from the hospital to say a truck had
hit our car, the agency counselor hung up on me after the first

phone call. When I called again, the counselor said, "I know, and
it was your fault You are probably scamming to collect workers'

comp." I went throu^ years of therapy—chiropractors, sports doc-

tors, and acupuncturists. I did collect money from the agenc/s in-

surance company 3 years later, but I never totally recovered. I suf-

fered from temporomandibular joint, TMJ, in 1989 as a result of



that accident "niis experience was another 'l)lame it on the temp"
syndrome I had heard so many times before.

Temps are in every facet of business today, working as temp
nurses, engineers, lawyers, paralegals, UPS drivers, librarians,

marketeers, talk show hosts, and yes, even as CEOs.
I found that the larger temp agencies pay the lowest hourly

rates. They say they have great benefits, yet look at the number
of hours it takes to achieve them. It takes 1,200 work hours to ob-

tain a paid holiday through Manpower—160 work days based on
7.5 hours per day—or 5.3 times the rate of a 30-day qualifying pe-

riod which is typical for ftill-timers.

I signed up with smaller agencies so as to put more money in my
pocket Large agencies have gimmicks, like "employee of the

mon^" awanis. Tne bottom line that counts for the temp is money.
Most temps have no career advancement and are controlled by
"ceilings" at temp agencies. But there is no "ceiUng" on the temp
agency CEO's pay.

I found temp work to be highly stressful, with no opportunity for

professional career advancement There is no recourse for a temp
who is harasswi or discriminated a^nst in any way. The agency
quicUy tells the temp worker her job is finished and brands her

as a troublemaker, not worthy of choice assignments. Temp work-

ers are not protected by Federal laws. After one client law firm

fired me for taking a limch break during my 8-hour shift, the temp
agency told me, "Temps have no rights, and forget about the inci-

dent*^
I worked from week to week with no benefits, no sick day, no hol-

iday pay until hours accumulated, no health care^ and no pension.

We need accumulation of benefits from one temp acrency and
part-time job to the next Temps will never accumulate their bene-

fits if they work under several agencies to accumulate a 40-hour

work week.
Temps are an invisible work force with the toughest jobs in

America and the least amount of respect. They are unrepresented

in collective bargaining power to seek greater income stability and
work benefits.

Corporate America has no loyalty to or respect for its work force.

I have been approached on a new assignment with, "Hev, you, we
ordered you toaay." to which I repheo, "My name is Wendy, and

I am not a hamburger." Management gets rewarded for cost control

of the labor force, early retirees, and eliminating full-time jobs to

create contingent jobs. They save 30 to 50 percent for not providing

benefits to their workers. Have we created a modem-day slave or

a flexible, highly skilled worker? Corporations know they can ^et

around Hillary's health care plan, wrongful termination lawsuits,

the Disabilities Act, and Federal fair labor laws bv hiring contin-

gent workers. Will we create a new global temp worker if the North

Ajnerican Free Trade Agreement passes?

Temp agencies and corporations must share in the cost of bene-

fits for all contingent workers. If not, you will see them figure out

ways to keep workers below qualifying work hours. Let's make a

permanent advancement for all contingent workers with enforced

legislation on health care, pension, sick days, holiday pay, and va-

cation pay.
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First, create and enforce legislation so both agencies and corpora-

tions invest in their temps and part-timers with acomiulation from
one job or agency to another.

Second, update U.S. Department of Labor statistics on temp
workers and pay scales. They are categorized by each industry, and
most Department of Labor figures imderestimate the number of

contingent workers.
Contingent workers contr>^<ite thousands of hours of service to

the profits of corporate ''
>' -jrica and the gross national product

Such fair and equitabi' ' itment of this growing work force will

result in increased loyal; ^md productivity, and that is a good rea-

son to do it. However, as Donna Guy, a Pnoenix part-timer, states,

'The best reason is that it is the right thing to do."

One thing I learned firom my own temp experiences is that in to-

day's business world, nothing and no one is permanent
Senator Metzenbaum. Thank you very much. I permitted you to

I over because I knew you wanted to finish your statement, and
1 have some questions for you. We do appreciate your comments.
Mr. Richard Delanev, we are happy to hear fi^m you, sir.

Mr. Delaney. Thank you. Senator.
I am a representative of the Office and Professional Employees

Internationa] Union, AFL-CIO. I am here on behalf of the several

thousand members of OPEIU, as well as milUons of unorganized of-

fice and professional workers who are being trapped in this grow-
ing contingent work force. I am also here on behalf of the workers
for the Bank of America in California, who wish to speak out
against the injustices of a recent B of A restructuring, resulting in

the forced transfer of thousands of bank employees into part-tmie

and temporary jobs with no job security and little or no benefits.

These B of A workers would like to be here today, but cannot be-

cause of the very real, legitimate fear of retaliation and job loss for

wanting to simply speak the truth about their own experience. It

is a sorry comment on the quaUty of the rights these workers os-

tensibly possess under Federal labor law that they cannot even ap-

pear before this subcommittee without substantial risk of reprisal

and job loss.

We are witnessing today a fimdamental restructuring of the jobs

of American workers. The stability and security of full-time perma-
nent employment is fast becoming replaced by the vagaries, msecu-
rities, and economic degradation of part-time and temporary em-
ployment Tliis is not a cvcUcal phenomenon. It is a structural

trend which cuts throu^ all indus^es and both private and public

sector employment T^e so-called "contingencpr work force" is a rap-

idly growine second-class woric force of Americans involuntarily rel-

egated to j(»s with no security, Uttle or no benefits, and no dignity.

Tnese new iobs perform the same work as the old, full-time perma-
nent jobs, but now the jobholders are simply disposable workers,

wiUi utUe attachment to the work, who can be ana are readily dis-

carded at the whim of the employer.
Employers tout the current restructuring and resort to the con-

tingent work force model of doing business as necessary to cut

costs, increase flexibibty and gain competitive advantage in a glob-

al economy—the same buzzwords always used to cover up work-

place injustices.



But what is the real story? The truth is the claimed benefits of
a work force transformation to part-time and temporary employ-
ment are illusory and spurious. In realty, the new restructuring is

an elaborate and ^nical shell game in which American workers
are used as pawns by employers for temporary profit gain, while
the risk of job insecurity and benefit loss is transfe^ed to the
workers, their families, and ultimately to the Government
The long-term effects of the contingent work force shell game are

dramatic for American workers, their families, and our economy.
These workers are far more vulnerable to fluctuations in the econ-
omy. "Riey have no savings to rely upon in the event of job loss;

they are without health or retirement benefits, and they are af-

forded no training which mig^t quality them for alternative em-
ployment opportunities.

The burden of supporting the new contingent work force even
when employed will fall squarely on the shomders of Government
The ultimate result of the increasing tax burdens of an expanding
social welfare safety net for an untrained contingent work force
will be loss of competitive advantage and more structural unem-
plo3anent and underemployment In short, the new contingent work
force restructuring promises to fuel a continual spiral of economic
decline, particularly in our urban areas where the so-called '*flexi-

bihty" of a contingent work force is most available to employers
due to high unemployment and easy victimization of workers des-
perate for jobs.

That this restructuring is not a necessary element of economic
survival is apparent with the Bank of America restructuring shell

game in Calilfomia. In 1992, B ofA realized profits of over $1.5 bil-

lion. The bank's CEO earned a salary of $1.2 million with an accu-
mulation of stock options fix>m 1987 valued at $12 million.

How did Bank of America respond to this unprecedented finan-

cial success? The bank implemented a restructuring to move to-

ward greater utilization of a contingent work force, forcing perma-
nent employees to sign so-called "at will" agreements permitting
the bank to fire them without cause at the employer's pleasure, or

arbitrarily reduce work hours, cut and eUminate health benefits, or

accept demotion or transfer anywhere in the bank's system.
The timing of this restructuring was bizarre. In December of

1992, employees received a letter fi-om the bank's CEO thanking
them for "a year of excellent performance" and pledged the bank's
commitment to "offer rewarding jobs to our employees at competi-
tive wages and benefits." A scant 5 weeks later, in spite of record
profits, employees were restructured out of their benefits.

As a resiilt of this restructuring, thousands of B ofA workers are

being trapped in the bank's contingent work force, with thousands
to follow. With these changes, B of A itself acknowledges only 19
percent of the bank's employees will remain full-time; 23 percent
will be part-timers who must pay for their own benefits if they can,

and 58 percent will be hourly or temporary with no benefits or op-

portunity to purchase benefits. The comments of one of the B of A
managers about this cynical plan are instructive: "It's real ugly.

They basically don't want any fall-timers except the manager."



Let me dte some examples of the impact of the bank's action on
individuals. All of these examples are women—in fact, the vast ma-
jority of those affected are women.
A 14-year employee had her hours reduced from 30 hours per

week to 19 per week. One week^ she might work as many as 24
hours, but tine following week sne would be reduced to no more
than 14 so as not to exceed the average of 19. This woman had
worked a second job at a convenience mart to supplement her low
wages. After Uie cut in hours at the bank, her second job became
her primary job.

An S-year employee, a single mother with two children, worked
on average 30 hours per weeE. She was informed her schedule was
to be reduced to 10 hours per week, or she could take the severance
package and leave. Her comment was: *I can't live on 10 hours'

pay." She took the package. As of last week, she was still looking

for a job that provided he^th benefits for her and her children.

A 9-year employee wiUi diabetes had her work hours reduced
from 32 to 16. She also took the severance package, but her very
real fear is that even if she secures emplojnnent with health bene-
fits, her condition will not be covered for up to 1 year.

As a union organizer for more than 25 years, I have been
touched by the pleas of the workers that we not abandon them.
What is so frustrating is their level of fear. As one employee said

to me. They made over a billion in profits. Fd be crazy to stick my
neck out The/d just chop it off."

Senator Metzenbaum. Thank you very much for a very strong
statement, Mr. Delaney.

I note that Senator Dodd has joined us. Senator Dodd, do you
care to make any opening statement?
Senator Dodd. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to commend and

comphment you for holding this timely hearing. It is never surpris-

ing to me that the Senator fh>m Ohio would be holding hearings
involving the conditions of workers. It is surprising sometimes
when some other Senators hold hearings like this, out Senator
Metzenbaum has been so consistently involved in the condition of

the workplace and the condition of the people who do the work for

America that in his case I am not surprised at all.

I am pleased to welcome Mr. Hobbs from mv State, who is a con-

tractor from New Canaan, CT, and who will "be offering testimony
shortly. I have had the pleasure of meeting with him on several oc-

casions. He works with a very p^ood friend of mine. John
Cunnin^iam, of the carpenters' union in Connecticut, who has
been involved in training programs and the like.

Mr. Chairman, I don t nave a prepared statement, but I would
say that it seems to me this prob em is just the tip of the iceberg.

In addition to the problems of the contingent worker—in fact it

may have been you the other day who made this point—the

amount of overtime of permanent employees has reached all-time

record highs. Rather than hire permanent new people, some em-
ployers are asking their existing employees to work far more hours
now than before. In fact, the average family today in the United
States is working almost 1 month longer each year than thev did

in 1969. So in addition to the contingent employee, who is being
brought in and out, at one end of the spectrum, you've got the per-
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manent employees, being told to do more and more work rather

than tJie employer taking on a new hire. So you are seeing at the

opposite end of Uie spectrum a different kind of strain, obviously,

but nonetheless one that ought to send out real warning signals

about the direction we are heading in.

So I commend you for this hearing. I welcome Mr. Hobbs from
my home State. I think you will enjoy his testimony tremendously.

This is a hi^ly responsible contractor, an employer, who will offer,

I think, a unique perspective on this problem as well as our other

witnesses.
Senator Metzenbaum, We very much appreciate your being with

us and your continued leadership in the Senate on this as well as

so many other issues, particularly witii respect to children. We are

happy to have you here. Senator, and hope that you can stay as

long as is convenient for your own schedule.

Our next witness is Jimmie Ruth Daughtrey, a former employee
of Honeywell Corporation.
Ms. Daughtrey. Mr. Chairperson, my name is Jimmie Ruth

Dau^itrey, and I have come from Nashville, TN to testify before

you today. I hope that what I have to say will help show that there

are some real problems with the idea that big companies can get

people to work for them without making them real employees.

When this happens, as it happened to me, a worker can lose her
pension and her health insurance and other benefits as well. Even
worse, a worker can lose basic employment rights, such as the

right not to be discriminated against because of age, that I thought
Congress wanted all Americans to have.

Briefly, my story is this. I spent most of my first 40 years outside

the job market. I raised 5 children and worked only occasionally,

when we got into a crunch, to help pay household bills. But when
my marriage ended and my children had grown up, I reentered the

work force. I was working as a clerk, but wantea a better job. So

while I was working, I went to school at night at Chattanooga

State Community Q>llege to learn how to write computer pro-

grams, a field that I knew was growing quickly.

If I must say so, I was a very good student Honeywell Informa-

tion Systems, which is now call«i Bull HN Information Systems,

must have thou^t so, too, for they hired me in 1978, even before

I completed the program I was enrolled in.

To work for Honeywell, I had to move to Atlanta, which was hard

for me. I was 42 years old at the time and had no family or friends

in Atlanta. I worked hard for Honeywell, and it seemed to be pay-

ing off. During the 8 years I worked there, I got very good evalua-

tions and good raises, and I was even given some supervisory re-

sponsibilities.

But then, in 1986, I and almost everyone else who worked in my
department were laid off. I was devastated. Honeywell helped me
look for another position within Honeywell, and I, of course, looked

for jobs with other employers, too. But it wasn't easy. I was 50 at

the time, and high-tecn companies did not seem too interested in

hiring a SO-year-old grandmother without a college education as a

computer programmer.
But finally, something did turn up. My former supervisor sent

me for a job interview at Honeywell to ao the same kind of pro-
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gramming I did before. The person I spoke with, Mr. William Bren-

ner, offered me a job, but he told me that to take the job, I would

have to be a consultant" rather than an employee. From speaking

with him, I learned that this meant that I would not get amr bene-

fits and woidd have to pay the employer's share of Social Security

taxes. He told me that he hoped this situation would be temporary

and that I could soon become a regular Honeywell employee again.

I didn't like this situation, but I felt I did not have much choice,

80 I UxAi the job. It was odd. In my new position as a consultant,

I worked in the same building that I had before. I did the same

sort of work that I did before. I had the same schedule. And what

was even more peculiar, I was working side-by-side with most of

the same people whom I had worked with before the layoff. Many
of them also had been rehired as "consultants."

Basically, the situation did not change, although Mr. Brenner did

tell us that those of us who were the best "consultants" might soon

be rehired as employees. And the IRS did come in and make Hon-

eywell pay Social Security tax, which Honeywell did by having an-

other company "hire" us and pay our Social Security. But the basic

fact, that I was not getting Honeywell benefits, continued.

I can't tell you how scary it is to be working, to be over 50, and

not to have health insurance or a good pension plan. The whole

time, I worried that I might become a burden on my children.

The project that we were working on for Honeywell ended sud-

denly, and Honeywell terminated some of the "consultants" in Jan-

uary of 1988. I was one of the unlucky ones. I was quite upset, not

only because I was again unemployed, but also because I didn't un-

derstand why Honeywell got rid of me while keeping younger, less

experienced workers on payroll.

So I decided to bring a lawsuit against Honeywell. 1 had trouble

getting a lawyer, so I filed it myself. My lawsuit claimed that Hon-

eywell violated ERISA by saying that I was not an employee for

the sole purpose of taking away my benefits. My lawsuit also said

that I was a victim of age discrimination when Honeywell fired me
and kept younger workers on payroll.

My lawsuit hasn't gotten too far. The judge dismissed the case

on summary judgment What really botherea me was that he did

not even want to listen to my story. He seemed to be saying that

ERISA and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act don t pro-

tect you unless you are a real employee. Just because Honeywell

called me a "consultant" and not a real employee, it was actually

legal for Honeywell to discriminate against me. As a result, he

didn't even look at the facts that I think show Honeywell discrimi-

nated against me because of my age.

My case is now on appeal, and the Pension Rights Center m
Washington found a lawyer for me. My lawyer told the appeals

court that the facts show that I was really an employee, even

though I signed a contract saying that I was not. And my lawyer

also told the court that it is illegal to hire a former employee as

a "consultant" for the purpose of depriving the worker of benefits

provided to other employees.
But even my lawyer says that Honeywell is right that the Age

Discrimination Act and ERISA and a lot of other Federal laws don't
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protect workers unless they are "employees," and that the word
employee" has a verv technical legal meaning.
This is an incredible loophole m the law. I just don't see why

Honeywell and other companies should be able to take away all the

protections Congress has eiven to employees just by calling them
consultants." It shouldn't Be that easy.

I believe that if Congress does not make clear that Federal em-
plojrment ridbts protect people like me, pretty soon there will be no
employees. There will be onV consultants, independent contractors,

ana ouier kinds of workers, with no rights and no protections.

I thank you for letting me tell my stoir. If what I have said

today can make a difference in helpmg others, then I feel it will

have been worthwhile.
Thank you.
Senator DoDD. It has been. Thank you.

Senator Metzenbaubl Thank you very much.
Mr. Hobbs.
Mr. HOBBS. Senator Metzenbaum, Senator Dodd, my name is Mi-

chael Hobbs. I am president of Hobbs, Incorporated, a small, cus-

tom residential construction company based in New Canaan. CT. If

I had known you were going to say those nice things, I would have
brought some cards to ^uid out I appreciate it

Senator Dodd. We have broad coverage for you here, I want you
to know.
Mr. Hobbs. I would Uke to begin my testimony by thanking the

chairman for holding the hearing on the contingent work force and
also to congraUilate nim on his opening statement, which I thought

was brilliant

One aspect of this important issue, the growing problem of em-
ployee misclassification, is the focus of my testimony. It is a com-

plex issue, and 5 minutes is a short time. There are industries,

such as data processing, which see the issue in a completely dif-

ferent hght from us, and I will let them speak for themselves. 1 will

try to explain the problem as it exists in my industry, construction.

Similar conditions exist in landscaping, apparel, building mainte-

nance and migrant farm work, among others.

Let me emphasize at the outset the point that this is not a union

or nonunion subject It concerns law. In our business, we find that

there are legitimate contractors who treat their employees as em-

ployees, and there are cheaters who treat them as subcontractors.

Let me explain the difference.

The legitimate contractor withholds Federal income tax; the

cheater doesn't The GAO did a study which indicated that the cost

to the Federal Government for under-reporting of independent con-

tractor taxes was $20.3 billion, with a "b." In this building, I be-

lieve it was Senator Dirksen who said that after a while, that gets

to be real money. And I submit that that was a very small number,

because the only people who were included in that study were peo-

ple who were in the system, and there is a very significant cash

economy which was not even touched.

We pay our half of the Social Security; the other people do not

We pay workers' compensation; the other people do not We have

an interesting system in the State of Connecticut which has a sec-

ond injury fiuid which covers uncompensated care for workers in-
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jured on the job. The good euys pay for the second injury fund. So

not only do we pay for workers' compensation on our workers; we
also pay for the workers' compensation coverage for the cheaters

—

an interesting condition, to put it mildly.

Unemplo3rment compensation, we pay; they do not The State of

Connecticut currently owes the Federal Government $770 million

that we have borrowed. The bad ^ys did not pay into the system.

When their employees were required to draw benefits, they were

able to do that We paid the bul going in and now, just to make
the cheese even more binding, we are EMsing slapped with a 30 per-

cent surchai^ to pay the Federal Government back at $770 mil-

lion. So it was bad before, but it is worse now.

What happens in the marketplace is that we tend to lose jobs be-

cause they wind up with a 25 to 30 percent labor cost discount over

us. We pay the social costs, and we go out of business. And in Sen-

ator Dodd s home State, there is a very lengthy hst indeed of legiti-

mate contractors who have gone bankrupt
I think the problem I have is when I plav the string out, and I

look at the end game, I see nothing but bad people out there run-

ning the companies, and I am asking who pavs the costs that these

people have so eloquently described earlier. And I don't see the an-

swer as being anybody good. My opinion is that America does not

need low-wage, no-benefit jobs. I think our economy works better,

and the quahty of life for all of our citizens is better when workers

are also consumers. The practice of misclassifying employees as

subcontractors in industries like construction Jtlies in the face of

this worthy goal.

I thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hobbs follows:]

Pbepaked Statement op Michael D. Hobbs

intboduction

Senator Metienbaom and memben of the sabcommittee, xny name is Michael D.

Hobba, and I am the president of Ho^be, Inc.. a amall, custom residential construc-

tion company baaed in New Canaan, CTT.

I would like to begin my testimony by thanking the Chairman and the members

of this conamittee for holding this hearing on contingent work. One aspect of this

important issue—the growing problem of employee nusdassificatioo—is the focus of

my testimony.

MlSCLASSirYINC EMPLOYEES AS INDEPENDENT OONTRACTORS: A NATIONAL PROBLEM IN

THE C»N»rKUCTI0N INDUSTRY

The consequences for empk)yee8 who are miaclassified as independent contractors

can be devastating. >^tacbed you will aee the testimony of, David Bucnis, a car-

penter who was misclaasified as an independent contractor working on a miblidy

Fuided housing project in Norwalk, CT, built by Pace Construction of Bridgeport,

CT. In addition, Mr. Bucnis was misclaasified as an independent contractor while

working on a larve nursing home in Stamford, CT, that was built by SufTolk Con-

struction, one of ue largest commercial builders in New England.

Mr. Bucnis' case illustrates the consequences for construction workers who face

a Hobson's choice of working as an independent contractor with no workers' com-

pensation insurance, unemployment insurance. Social Security, health insurance

and pension or not working at alL The consequences of woridng as an independent

contractor without health msurance protection can be devastatmg for someone like

David who has diabetes.

Sadly, Mr. Bucnis is not alone in the construction industry. Thousands of con-

struction workers m Connecticut are being forced to work in this manner. One con-

struction industry* analyBt noted that "until benefit avoidance 'doesn't pay" in any
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SUte, the practioe wiU remain an epidennc." (Coduhaw's Construction Labor News,
August 1990)
m sworn testimony before the House Government Operations Subcommittee on

Enq)loyment and Housing in 1991 a carpenter testified that he worked as a so-

called independent contractor on a jobsite developed by Trammel! Crow Residential

the Nation s largest residential developer. Another carpenter testified about being
misdassified on a Red Lobster Restaurant jobsite in Danen, CT.

"Rie contractor who built that restaurant for the General Mills subsidiary was
later arrested and convicted of labor violations related to employee misclassification.

According to Judge Nigro, who sentenced the law-breaking contractor that built the
Red Lobster RestauraaL* The use of the independent contractor was obviously an ef-

fort by the employer to avoid responsibility Cor WgAirting taxes, for oontributinff to

the unempbyment compensation division, and for insurance purposes. As Mr.
Bucnis not^ in his written testimony, the loss of financial benefits and statutoiy

protections provided to employees has very serious consequences in cases of illness

or unemplovment
Last week, Dave Bucnis and I testified before the House Government Operations

Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer and Moi>etaiy Affairs. There were many
witnesses, particularly fiom industries such as computer consulting, who spoke
about the benefits of working as independent contractors.

I think it is eztrenkelv important tor the members of the committee to note the

distinction between woikers in construction, building maintenance, the apparel in-

dustry or migrant farmworkers who are exploited by misclassification and computer
consultants making $80,000 or $100,000 a year who prefer the flexibility and tax

writeofiEs of working as independent contractors.

A Small Business Perspective on Independent Contractor Fraud
The consequences for a smaD business like mine whidi plays by the rules are se-

vere. We k>se a lot of jobs to competitors who cheat. The table below indicates the

average hourly labor cost for a carpenter in western Connecticut, including:

Wates S17 80

Sooal Security 1-33

Woftos' Compenution 4 S7

unciB pAoyns cfit — -.-^-......t^-..mmw - .».»».»«.» -...i.! ii --t--t i.w*

Toui wn
As you can see, a contractor can cut their hourly labor costs by $6.98 or approxi-

mately 25% an hour if they misclassiiy their workers as independent contractors

and fail to pay Social Security, Federal and State unemployment insurance and
workers' compensation coverage.
Thus, the economic incentive for a contractor to cheat is far sreater than in other

industries because workers' compensation rates sre significantly hi^er in construc-

tion. In Connecticut, for example, a contractor's average workers' compensation cost

is $23.82 for every $100 of payrolL (The Business Rounduble The Workers' Com-
pensation Crisis . . . Safety Excellence Will Make a Dilferenoe.' January 1991, p
9)

Connecticut's workers compensation costs continue to grow, as they do in every

State. Connecticut's 2nd Imury Fund—which pays compensation tor employees

whose employers fail to provide coverage—has nearly doubled in the last 4 years

from $23.9 million to $46 million. State of Connecticut Department of Treasury.

Just this past week the State of Connecticut enacted legislation to cut costs by

significantly reducing employee benefits bv 19%. This important legislation also in-

cluded language—supportiul by labor and management m the construction indus-

try—to make wilful! misclassification of employees as independent contractors a fel-

ony. This important change will allow the Workers' Compensation Fraud Unit to

prosecute these cases of employer fnud which hsve become commonplace in the

construction industry.
While this workers' compensation reform lenslation will help cut costs, it doesn't

mesn that employers will reclassify their employees correctly. Other cosU for Con-

necticut contractors, such as unemployment compensation, will continue to increase

significantly over the next 5 years. Finally, I would be remiss if I didn't nnention

the additional burden misclassification imposes on the Nation's health care cnsis.

r.ontractors are not required by law to provide health insurance for their workers.

Mowever, a contractor who misclassiries woriters as independent contractors, not

only avoids paying the mandated benefits, Soaai Security Federal and state unem-
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plornient insuimnoe and woiken' oompensation, but it is unlikely to provide their

•oiwd independent oontracton with any hearth insurance.

Gueaa wno helps to pay for the health care costs of the uncovered workers and

their famflies? &nall employers, Uke myselC who provide their workers with health

protection ultimately pay luger healUi care premiums to cover the uncompensated

costs for their competitor's unprotected workers. Insured workers also pay for their

nninsored counterparts in the fiarm of reduced benefits.

I am not here today to propose solutions to the health care crisis, but you should

be aware that hearth care expenses are another indirect, hidden cost of employee

miadaMificatian.
Not only do empfeyers who play by the rules pay greater health care costs, work-

ers' compensatwn premiums and unemployment taxes, but we ultimately pay more

Federal income tax as well. According to the Internal Revenue Service, the VS.
Ti«asQ7y k>st $20J billion in 1992 because of tinderreporting by self-employed indi-

viduals, including independent contractors. That lost revenue will be made up in the

form of hi^er income taxes on upper-income Americans, many of whom own and

manage a small-business, like myself.

ENFOBCElfENr DimCULTIBS IN CONSTRUCTION

In addition to the economic incentives for contractors to misclassify employees, it

is unlikely that they will ever get cau^t doing it. The construction industry tends

to empk)y a transient work force that often works on different jobsites for relatively

short periods of time.

As we all know. State governments and the Federal government have limited re-

sources to investigate complaints about this or anv other labor violation.

Earlier this month, for mstance, the State of Connecticut included two additional

investigators to monitor compliance of labor laws on construction projects. It was

the first timp since 1967 that additional enforcement personnel nave been ear-

marked for the pn^Iems of the construction industry.

Frequently, by the time a State or Federal investigator arrives to investigate a

complaint the offending contractor has moved on to another jobsite. Moreover, many
of the contractors who blatantly break the laws are from out-of-state with no ties

to the local commimities whatsoever.
It is also difficult for the IKS to track down contractors and employees that deal

strictly in cash. According to one IRS source, we're overburdened with many, many
other types of tax dodging. Manpower is stretdied so thin it is very difiicult to make
mudi oian impact on an industry as vast as construction. (Cockshaw's Coostruction

Labor News & Opinion. August 1990, p. 3) Even if by some chance a contractor is

caught, there is no systematic referral system between State and Federal agencies

on ueae matters that 1 am aware of.

HECOMMSNDATIONS

Then are several suggestkins I would like the Senate to consider that would be

bejpfuL
One of the reasons heard over and over again for not obeying this law is that

there is great confusion over the definition of an emplovee versxis an independent

contractor. As you probably know, there are 20 common law factors used by the In-

ternal Revenue Service to make the determination if someone is an employee. First,

I suggest you simplify the test to determine whether someone is an employee by re-

ducing it to three simple questions. This test covers most situations that 1 am aware

of.

1. Control. Who controls how, when and where the work is done?

2. Multiple Employers. Does the independent contractor work for more than one

empbyer?
3. Ftofit. Is the independent contractor making a profit or loss on their work?

Second, I believe that the Internal Revenue Service, the Department of Labor, and

the Immigration and Naturalization Service, as well as other Federal compliance

agencies, nave to do a better job of focusing their efforts on industries, such as con-

struction, apparel, building maintenance, and migrant farm workers, where this is

an enomuus problem. Workers are being exploited and employers, like myself, who
obey the rules are victims as well

Tnird, you should see that the Labor Law Reform Commission formed by Sec-

retary of Labor, Robert Reidi, kxA at this critical issue. AAerall, any recommenda-

tions that they will make will be worthless to the so-called independent contractors

who are exempted from all labor law protections.
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Fourth, impiwe cooperation between the variouB enforcement afiendee lo that if

the ntS unoovers a problem, they share the information with the Federal Labor De-
partntent and State enforcement officials as welL

Fifth, last wedc the Connecticut State legislature passed legislation, with biparti-

san support, that adds a $160 dvil penalty for wage and hour and prevailing wage
violations. These are the violations most frequently dted when a contractor

miaclaasifies an employee as an independent contractor. The fines are earmazked
to hire additional compliuoe peraonDei in the wage and hours division.

Rnally, you should consider repealing Section S30 of the Internal Revenue Code
which protects employers who wUiiiUy misdassify their empbyees as independent
contractors.

SUMMAKY

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate having the oppor-

tunity, as a small businessman for more than 20 yean, to address this critical issue

afTecting the construction industry.

Both Tabor and management stron^y support efforts by your committee to include

more people into the system as employees. Our 30ciety ultimately works best when
there are a lot of consumers. And a carpenter making $8 an hoiir, with no benefits,

doesn't consume very much—at least in the northeast He or she would be hicky

if they can pay the rent and buy ^Dceries.

The cost of woricers' compensation, the cost of unemployment insurance, the cost

of Social Security, the cost of Federal and State taxes are supposed to impact all

emplovers. Not just honest employers who obey the law. It is outrageous that I am
subsimzing mv competition wnen they knowin^y break the law by nusdaaaifying

workers as indepenoent contractors.

AS of \u pay the price for this fraud. Legitimate smaU employers lose jobs, the

govenunent loses revenue and workers lose wages, benefits and the legal protections

provided to employees.
Ihank yoa.

Senator Metzenbaum. Mr. Hobbs, I thank you for making that

statement As I was sitting here, I was thinking that we see all of

these TV promotions about the great horror stories, the great rip-

offs, and all the terrible things that this man did or that woman
did, and yet I think what vou have just told us is one of the worst

horror stories that could be found anywhere in America, because

you aren't talking E^\it one person or two people; you are really

talking about the economy in which you work, in which you make
your Uving, in which you hire people and pay them in accordance

with the law. But you are actually talking about a broader problem

that encompasses the entire Nation.

I am only sorry that millions of Americans could not hear your

statement, because I believe you have put your finger on a very,

very disturbing and very upsetting problem which I think could

amount to the destruction of the whole American free enterprise

system if it is permitted to go on as it is presently travelling. And
you are right in the midst of it, and you are one of those who is

living with it but being hurt by reason of what is occurring. I really

appreciate your comments.
Senator Dodd, I don't know what your time constraints are, but

if you have some questions for Mr. Hobbs, please proceed.

Senator DoDD. I was impressed as well, Mr. Chairman, with the

testimony. It is not often framed in those terms, and 1 think it is

important to hear that There is a tendency, and we are all guilty

of it here, not just with business but with so many other groups,

to sort of lump everyone together and to treat them all alike. There

are however significant differences, and for people who obey the

law and try to see to it that their work forces are being properly
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treated in this case, they end up paying a price. At the end of the
day, the bottom line ^ust reflects that
So by allowing this to continue to go on the way it is, we only

encourage more of it Our silence makes us complicit in these ac-
tions.

So I am pleased to have your testimony, Mr. Hobbs. We are obvi-

ously deligjited to have people such as Ms. Perkins, Mr. Delaney
and Ms. Dau^trey talk about what this trend has meant to Uiem.
These stories are critically important, because you aJl represent
thousands of other people with your testimony here this morning.
What we don't often hear however is the employer's perspective

of what happens to business—business people who turn a Key in

the door every morning, where the margins are razor thin, and the
difference between success and bankruptcy hangs on just a few
minor twists and turns. It is hard enough to compete in a world
todav where credit is not as available as it should be if vou are in

small business, and trade issues are such that it is harder for

American companies to compete overseas. All of those things, we
understand, we don't like, and we try to do something about. But
when people engage in the kind of practices we have neard about
this morning, that pushes the legitimate businesses Hterally out of
the game, ^d when that occurs, it is harmful to our economy and
to our country.
So Mr. Chairman, I don't have any real specific questions. I

think the testimony speaks for itself.

Senator Mettenbaum. Thank you very much, Senator Dodd.
I do have some questions. Ms. Perkins, what kind of money do

you make as a temporary worker?
Ms. Perkins. I don't temp anymore in Phoenix, AZ because the

money is only about $5 to $8 £in hour; that's the average salary.

So I temporarily teach now, at $20 an hour; and I lecture.

Senator Metzenbaum. I give you credit for being able to create
something, but I think you are an unusual temporary worker, and
obviously, you have been able to adjust. But knowing what you do
about the temporary workers, can an average temporary worker
pay rent, buv clothes and food, and make ends meet with what her
or she earns;
Ms. Perkins. I temped in Los Angeles in the late eighties, and

I got up to $22 an hour. Those salaries in Los Angeles have eroded
back down to about $12 to $16. In Arizona, there is something
called what I called a '^alf-day temp scam," where temp workers
will eet called at noon to work 3 hours at $6 or $8 an tiour, two
or 3 days a week.
So today, no. It is really tough, and there are a lot of people liv-

ing on the edge. And I have been collecting letters from people in

Arizona. A lot of temps were afraid to write letters for fear they
mij^t lose their jobs if it gets out in the press.

Senator Metzenbaum. Would you like to put those letters in the
record? If you want to protect the names, staff could work that out
with you; whichever you prefer.

Ms. Perkins. OK. I have two for the record today, and I have a
list back in Arizona of about 10 more people.

Senator Metzenbaum. If you'd be good enough to send them in

to us, we will include them in the record.
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Ms. Perkins. Yes.
Senator Metzenbaum. Ms. Daughtrey, while you were a full-time

worker at Honeywell, did you feel a sense of loyalty to the com-
pany? Did you feel that you were part of the team?
Ms. Daughtrey. Yes, I certainly did.

Senator Metzenbaum. Did you feel differently after the company
terminated you?
Ms. Daughtbey. Yes, completely; totally different
Senator Metzenbaum. Why?
Ms. Daughtrey. Well, you just weren't an employee anymore.

You just didn't feel part of it; you were no longer a '^oneyweller."
And they seemed to show that by taking away all your benefits and
treating you like someone who was not an employee.
Senator Metzenbaum. You seem to be a decent human being;

you raised a family of five children, and went back to work in order
to provide for yourself so you wouldn't be a burden on your family.

Do you see in this shift horn permanent employees to temporary
employees something un-American, something insidious, something
like cutting comers and trying to get away with something?
Ms. Daughtrey. I certainly do.

Senator Metzenbaum. So do I.

Mr. Delaney, I understand you have spoken with many of the
Bank of America employees affected by the company's decision.

Have you talked with the company?
Mr. Delaney. Not directly, no.

Senator Metzeinbaum. Bank of America was always known in

this country as that tremendous financial giant on the West Coast,
founded, I think, by Mr. Gianini.
Mr. Delaney. That's rig^t
Senator Metzenbaum I don't think the Gianinis are there any-

more; is that correct?

Mr. Delaney. No, and there was an interesting news story. His
grand-daughter was horrified when the changes became pubhc. She
said her grandfather woiild not have dealt with the workers that
way, that after the 1906 earthquake, he went around and was
handing out money to help people get started again.

When the workers at Bank of America had their bad troubles in

the late eighties as did many of the banking institutions, they real-

ly pulled together. They set out goals for each unit There are

about 10,000 work units within the Bank of America, and each unit

had its goals. And all the workers I talked to either met or ex-

ceeded uiose goals, and they felt they really turned the bank
around. T^e workers themselves had that sense of pride. And when
this came down, they felt totally betrayed. They felt that this was
a total act of ingratitude. And the woik force now is very demor-
alized around this. Even those who weren't affected were touched
by the harshness of this action.

Senator METZENBAUM Who owns the Bank of America at the
present time?
Mr. Delaney. It is publicly traded.
Senator METZENBAUM. But is there no particular controlling in-

terest?

Mr. Delaney. I couldn't identify it It is a publicly traded firm.
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Senator Metzenbaum. Under these circumstances, can workers
organize or act collectively to improve their lot?

Air. Delaney. llieoreticallv. Practically speaking—and I have
had experience with Bank of America in trying to organize them
over 20 years—one of the problems with labor law is the unit deter-

mination. It is clear that banks have had numerous tests as to

what an appropriate unit would be for collective bargaining, but
Bank of America and o^er employers use the unit determination

question to drag it throu^ hearings, and appeal the unit deter-

mination to Washington. Ultimately, it takes 2 to 3 years to get an
adjudication before you can have an election.

Senator Metzenbaum. Can temi>oraiy workers vote in an elec-

tion?

Mr. Delaney. Generally not They generally do not meet the test

of employment as an employee. In cases where they might, as Ms.
Perkins mentioned, temporary workers feel very vulnerable. They
feel very much at the mercy of the employer, which makes them
very difficult to organize because they look upon their employment
as strictly relying upon the good graces of the employer.

Senator MET2:DiBAUM- Do you think we ought to change the Na-
tionid Labor Relations Act to make it clear that temporary workers

have a right to vote in an election?

Mr. Delaney. Very definitely.

Senator Metzenbaum. Mr. Hobbs, as I get it, you are part of a
group of contractors; is that correct?

Mr. HOBBS. No, Senator. It is a labor-management organization,

the Carpentry Industry Partnership. I am management co-chair,

and Senator Dodd's friend John Cunningham is the labor co-chair.

Senator Metzenbaum. I see. Do these construction companies
that misclassify their workers as independent contractors do that

deliberately, or are they simply unaware of the lejgal consequences
that follow? Is this a deliberate effort to avoid their responsibilities

towards full-time employees?
Mr Hobbs. It is clearly the latter. There is no misunderstanding

abc>nt this. In fact, we passed watershed legislation in the State of

Connecticut, indicating that because we were having problems eet-

tirrg the enforcement officials to enforce the law, we got a Taw
passed that allowed one contractor who lost work to another to

take a private course of action against that other contractor. They
immediately insulated themselves l^ taking some carpenter off the

street and saying, "You are now going to hire all of my carpenters

for me," so we can no longer prove uiat in fact that entity, Acme
Construction, is hiring their employees illegally. They know exactly

what they are doing.
Senator Metzenbaum. It is sort of a preconceived, well-thought

out, legally secure position, but done with deliberation to avoid

their obligations toward fiill-time employees.
Mr. Hobbs. In fact, I don't think it is legally secure if the laws

were enforced, but in testimony before the House, we have heard
people in relatively high-compHance industries like data processing

really complaining about the amount of attention they get from the

Internal Revenue Service on this issue, and in very, very low-com-

pliance industries like ours, we have real problems getting the

Service to do anything for us. In other words, if we report to the
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Service that there is a case in question going on at that very mo-
ment, what we tend to hear is that, '^e have bigger fish to fry,"

and *^e can't do anything," or *We are not going to do anything."
Senator Metzenbaum. Maybe you need a friend at court lue

Senator Dodd
Mr. HOBBS. We can use all the firiends we can get.

Senator Metzenbaum. If he works on that prdblem with you, I

will be very happy to help him, because I think what you are doing
is so right as compared to what others are doing, which is so wrong
for the American economy and for the capitalist system, and I am
concerned that if it is permitted to go on, it is very dangerous. I

think this trend has the potential to destroy the entire concept of

our economy, and I think you people are fighting a difficult battle,

and I think those of us in Government have an obligation to try

to help you.
Mr. HoBBS. I really appreciate your saying that The first hear-

ing that was held down here. Congressman Lantos and Congress-
man Shavs called. What we listened to was the fact that it wasn't
a little Connecticut construction problem; we had testimony from
all over the country—Florida, Pennsylvania, Michigan, California

—

and in four or five different industries, and what we found was
that some of the people are a little more inventive than others in

creating even more sophisticated scams. But basically, it is insid-

ious; it is spreading very, very rapidly, and a great deal of what
we see just simply never shows up in any system. There is testi-

mony attached to my testimony from a carpenter from Connecticut
who worked on a public-funded housing project, was paid $8 an
hour in cash in an envelope at the end of each week; no 1099, no
W-2—public money.
Senator DoDD. How much was that at the end of each week?
Mr. HoBBS. He made $8 an hour. When he went and explained

to his supervisor that this was happening, the guy said, "I don't

want to know your last name. It will say* David' on your envelope,

and it will be $8 times the number of hours you work."
Senator DoDD. On that, I won't ask you now, but before you

leave here, would you let me know that employee's name and that
company's name?
Mr. HoBBS. Absolutely. That testimony is attached to mine, sir.

Senator METZENBAUM. I think the Labor Department and the

IRS could be helpful. I think that Senator Dodd and 1 and Senator
Wellstone certainly would be willing to try to be supportive and see

what we could do.

Mr. HoBBS. Thank you. Senator.
Senator Metzenbaum. I am happy to see Senator Wellstone has

joined us. He has certainly indicated strong interest in this issue

over the period of time he has been with us in the Senate.
Senator Wellstone, do you have any statement or questions?

Senator Wellstone. I do not have a statement, Mr. Chairman,
and would rather just go with a couple of questions.

Senator Metzenbaum Go right ahead.
Senator Wellstone. I am at a bit of a disadvantage, and I apolo-

r-ze. I had another committee meeting that I had to attend. So if

am redundant, please accept my apology.
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I had one question I could ask, really, any of you, but Fll start

with Ruth—and I am Paul, so well be on a nrst-name basis. When
you were re-Ured as an independent contractor with Honeywell,

was that with no health care coverage?

Ms. Daughtrey. That's rirfit

Senator Wellstone. So tnen, by way of health care coverage,

were you able to obtain any?
Ms. Daughtrey. Well, under COBRA, I had 18 months of health

care coverage, which I had to pay the premiums myself. And I did

that until it ran out, and then I didn't nave any more.

Senator Wellstone. And then, after COBRA ran out

Ms. Daughtrey. I didn't have anything after that.

Senator Wellstone. —your choice was between an exorbitant

premium that you could not afford, so you were just without?

Ms. Daughtrey. That's right
Senator Wellstone. And Wendy, I take it you have written a

book, which I would like to read. Above and bevond the low wages,

and above and beyond the uncertainty of it all and being without

any of the rights that we think now go to the work force, is part

of the terror of this being without health care benefits? Where does

that figure in? I am veiy interested in health care policy, and I ask

the question for that reason, but I am also driving to a specific

point in a moment. Given vour work, does this emerge as a huge
issue here, in terms of the fear that people have?
Ms. Perions. Yes. In fact, I have letters from two people—a part-

timer who worked for the city of Phoenix, and a substitute teacher,

a homebound teacher—and health care is a big problem in Arizona.

I still have no health care. I have been without health care for

5 years now. In fact, at one point when I was a temp, I had a temp
insurance poHcy for about 90 days, and I got in a car accident 1

day before the insurance policy lapsed.

Senator Wellstone. And do you think, Mr. Delaney, in terms of

the bottom line of Bank of America, that part of wnat goes into

their calculation about turning thousands of full-time employees

into part-time is the health care cost part of it? Do they then cut

that out?
Mr. Delaney. Oh, absolutely; anything below 20 hours does not

quahfy for health benefits, retirement, sick leave, holidays. They
are totally without benefits.

Senator Wellstone. Mr. Chairman, if I could just get your at-

tention for a moment, and Senator Dodd may be interested in this,

too—although I don't know that we are all in total aCTeement on

health care—but one of the things that concerns me—this is a very

interesting point, because in the task force work, one of the issues

that has come up as they talk about these health alliances at the

State level is that companies with 1,000 employees and over want
to be able to opt out. And one of the things that comes from this

testimony today—and I am just asking the question—is that I

think there is a very real danger, Mr. Chairman, that what will

happen is that if in fact they do opt out, it seems to me one of the

absolute conditions is they have to cover part-time employees, be-

cause if that isn't the case, then I guarantee you we are going to

see a continuation of this. I don't think the opt out is a good idea

for lots of reasons that I won't go into today, but it does seem to
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me bare minimum that if they want to opt out, they have to cover
the part-time employees.
Senator Metzenbaum. I think the Senator's point is ri^t on tar-

get; I couldn't agree more.
Senator DODD. Well, I would hope there is no opting out for this

reason. Then my vote goes for no opting out.

Senator Wellstone. I am glad to hear the Senator say that. I

really am.
Senator DoDD. Youll destroy any hopes for having a health care

program if you allow that
Senator WELLSTONE. Well, I think Senator Dodd is ri^t on the

mark on that
Thank you. And I really do apologize for being late and thank

you very much.
Senator Dodd. Could I just ask one question, Mr. Chairman?
Senator Metzenbaum. Certainly.

Senator DODD. I meant to bring this up, Mr. Hobbs, and I apolo-

gize. You mentioned Chris Shays, the congressman from FaiHield
County. He and I have been working, as you know, over the years
on a construction safety bill—^we became deeply interested because
of the disaster at L'Ambiance Plaza which was the second largest
construction site accident in this country. Twenty-eight people lost
their Hves when that lift-slab construction site collapsed a number
of years ago.

At any rate, I just wonder if you might comment on the effect

of ^at is occurring with contingent workers on construction safety
and if you see a relationship there with construction safety issues

and this issue.

Mr. HoBBS. There definitely is. Training is a huge part of con-

struction safety as it is in any other safety program, and people
who are treated as chattel are not trained well at all, and there is

an attitude. As we have tried to research this issue in Connecticut,
the labor department people who seem to have the most experience
with deahng with the phenomenon indicate that there is a mind set

in most employers, and they either come down as good people or

bad people. Tney don't skimp on safety and pay workers' comp.
They just either don't do it, or they do it Again, it is not a union/
nonunion issue. We know very responsible nonunion companies
who do train their employees and who do run very responsible safe-

ty programs. But somebody who has the mind set to sav, "I can get

away with paying this person as Uttle as possible; 111 keep him
when I neea him, and HI fire him as soon as I am finishea with
him," isn't hkely to be too worried about his safety.

If I may—and I am sorry that Senator Wellstone left—I left out
health care coverage entirely during my testimony because I was
speaking only of the law, but we have a rather interesting situation

in the State of Connecticut as well.

We have an uncompensated care system. Remember those people
who weren't paying anything into this system. I happen to be a
union firm, and we do carry medical benefits through the union on
all of our people. There are two hospitals being built in the State

of Connecticut. The board of directors of both hospitals accepted a

low bid from construction companies who carried no health care on
their workers. The union went to the boards and asked does that
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really make any sense to you at all that the people outside are

going to come inside when they get hurt, and they aren't going to

be able to pay the bill, and the hospitals say, '^t out We have

the low bid, and liiafs what we want."

The way this works in the State of Connecticut is that all Taft-

Hartlev Fund covered members pay $1.44 for every dollar's worth

of health care they get So if you want to play that scenario out,

after they get hurt outside working in the hospital, they came in-

side and got treated, and Uiey sent us the bill. You can't make this

stuff up.
Senator DoDD. No. And the members of those imions are pay-

ing—I forget the total amount, but the amount that they are pay-

ing for the uncompensated care is very high.

Mr. HOBBS. Yes. It's $1.44 for every dollar. Forty-four percent

surcharge.
Senator DoDD. Yes, it's staggering.

Senator Metzenbaum. I want to thank this panel very much. I

look forward to working with you, and I hope that we can do some-

thing, based upon your testimony, that is constructive. You have

been very informative.

Senator Metzenbaum. Our next panel of witnesses includes

Delores L. Crockett, acting deputy director of the Women's Bureau
of the United States Department of Labor, Dr. Eileen Appelbaum,

firom Washington, DC, associate research director of the Economic
Policy Institute; Helen Axel, Lebanon, NJ, a management research

consultant; Mitchell Fromstein, of Milwaukee, president and CEO
of Manpower, Inc., and Dr. John R. Heneisen, of Rome, GA, dean

of student work at Berry College, and former president of the Na-

tional Association of Student Employment Administrators.

We are happy to have each of you with us.

I must say I am very pleased also to see that Karen Nussbaum,
former head of Nine to Five, from Cleveland, and nominated to

head the Department of Labor Women's Bureau, is with Ms. Crock-

ett She is an old friend, and we are happy to welcome her here.

She has paid her dues in our society, and it is good to see her eis

part of the administration. Her nomination comes before the com-

mittee tomorrow, and I feel confident that she will meet with the

same approval from all the members of the committee that she

does from this member of the committee.

Our first witness, then, will be Delores Crockett. I think the wit-

nesses are all aware of the committee's 5-minute rule.

Ms. Crockett
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STATEfiSENTS OF DELOBES L. CBOCKETT, WASHINGTON, DC.
ACTING DEPUTY DIRECTOR, WOMEN'S BUREAU, U^ DE-
PARTMENT OF LABOR, ACCOMPANIED BT KAREN NUSS-
BAUM, FORMER DIRECTOR OF NINE TO FIVE; EILEEN
APPELBAUM, ASSOCIATE RESEARCH DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC
POUCT INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC; HELEN AXEL, MAN-
AGEMENT RESEARCH CONSULTANT, LEBANON, NJ; MITCH-
ELL S. FROMSTEIN, PRESIDENT AND CEO, MANPOWER INC^
MILWAUKEE, WI, AND JOHN R. HENEISEN, ROME, GA, DEAN
OF STUDENT WORK, BERRT COLLEGE, AND FORMER PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
ADMINISTRATORS
Ms. Crockett. Thank you, Senator Metzenbaum, and good

morning.
I am very pleased to be a part of this distinguished panel, and

I appreciate the opportunity to come to you today to speak about
the contingent" work force and its impact on our standard of liv-

ing, productivity and competitiveness.
We are espeaally pleased to address this issue because of its dis-

parate effect on women.
The Department of Labor also welcomes this committee's concern

about the growth of the "contingent" work force. At a time when
both the nature of work and the make-up of the woik force have
imdergone rapid changes, Secretary Robert Reich has repeatedly
stressed his commitment to creating high wage, high skill jobs in

a work force prepared to compete in the global marketplace.
Before I go any further, Senator, let me ask you a question.

Which company is now the largest private employer in the United
States? Perhaps vou would mention General Motors, with 370,000
workers, or IBNI, with over 330,000 workers, or another well-

known industrial giant You would be wrong. According to a recent

Time magazine article, the largest private employer in America is

Manpower, Incorporated, with 560,000 workers. It furnishes the
working hands and the brain power to hundreds of small, medium,
and la^^ companies across the Nation which have reduced large,

permanent payrolls in this era of downsizing and strict attention

to the bottom line.

Into the race to create more and better jobs comes this new and
perplexing development—the rapid increase of the contingent work
force. More firms have turned to temporary, part-time and leased

workers and independent contractors-—the contingent work force.

We are aware that there are competing views on the trend to-

ward greater use of contingent workers. Flexibility can benefit em-
ployers confronting changing markets, and may fit the needs of

some employees who go to school, must meet family responsibil-

ities, or seek parual retirement. But the current trend does raise

additional concerns.
President Clinton, Secretary Reich, and all of us are concerned

about the future of the American work force. Where are we going?

What kinds of jobs and career paths will be available? What stand-

ard of living will our people maintain in this new era?
Let's look at the definition and size of the contingent work force.

To understand these problems, we need to examine the different

kinds of contingent work, accompanying wages and benefits, and
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the extent to which labor laws protect or do not protect this new
category of workers.

, ,. , ,

The term "contingent" employment has been identified with a

wide range of employment practices including part-time work, tem-

porary work, employee leasing, self-employment, contracting out,

and home-based work.
^

Contingent workers go by a variety of names depending on one s

philosophittl take on the issue. They have been labeled "casual"

workers, "inarginal" workers, "assignment" workers, "fringe," "sec-

ondary," *low overheads." Because agreement is lacking on the

composition of the contingent work force, estimates range in size

from 13 to 33 percent of the work force. One estimate of its size

was between 29 and 36 milhon in 1988, or 25 to 30 percent of the

civiUan labor force.

Let's look at some of its components. In 1992, in the part-time

work category, there were 20.5 million voluntary and involuntary

part-time workers, which represents about 17.5 percent of em-

ployed civilian workers. In the temporary work category, the best

estimate of temporary employment available is the number of per-

sons employed in the help supply services industry, which includes

all temporary help employees and headquarters staff of employee

leasing organizations. This industry includes businesses supplying

temporary help to other establishments on a fee or contractual

basis. This estimate does not include people whose jobs are tem-

porary and who have direct arrangements with their employers.

Temporary help workers perform a variety of iobs from service

work, earning the minimum wage, to highly-pcdd technicians and
administrators. In 1992, employment in the help supply services

industry averaged about 1.4 million, or 1 percent of nonagriciiltural

payroll employment, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

There has been a remarkfUble 250 percent increase in the inci-

dence of growth in this industry over the past 10 years. Surveys

find that temporary agency hires were the most commonly used

staffing alternative.

Turning quickly to leased workers, we find that in 1993, firms,

mostly small ones, will have leased more than one million workers.

In 1990, the National Staff Leasing Association estimated that

there were between 200 and 300 leasing companies, with some

500,000 workers under lease, an increase from fewer than 100,000

in 1980. And according to one estimate, the number of leased em-

ployees could reach 3 to 4 million by 1995. That is a 5-fold increase

in 10 years.

In the area of moonlighting, Americans engaged in moonlighting

activities in unprecedented numbers in the 1980^s. The most impor-

tant reason given for working at more than one job was the need

to meet regular household expenses. According to a survey con-

ducted in 1991, about 7 million persons hold two or more jobs. That

is an increase of 51 percent since 1980. And women accounted for

nearly two-thirds of the new multiple job-holders between 1985 and

1991. Both the number of women with two or more jobs, and the

rate at which women held multiple jobs were at record levels in

1991. Women who moonlight are much more likely than men to

work at multiple part-time jobs.
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Now, is this voluntary or involuntary? Some contin|ent workers
choose such work because they receive various benents. Some of
the reasons are: additional income, flexible work time, a way to im-
prove skills, a means of obtaining full-time work. On the other
hand, someone who sees a temporary job as a means of obtaining
full-time work actually wants full-time work and may be using this

to enter the work force. Someone having difficulty with child care
arrangements may want a full-time job, but need the flezibihty.

Professor Chris Tilly wrote in 1991 that 'Involuntary part-time
workers—part-time workers who would prefer full-time hours—ac-

count for most of the growth in part-time employment's share of

the work force since 1969."

Senator Metzenbaum. Ms. Crockett, could you wind up, please?

Ms. Crockett. Yes. I could give some differences in the wages
and benefits by briefly saying to vou that part-time workers paid
hourly rates earn 62.3 percent of the hourly wages of those who
work full-time; that the benefits, as you have heajrd, are consider-

ably low to none; that the impact is mostly on women, that is,

younger women and older women; and that we see a number of

problems entailed in contingent work that primarily revolve around
the issues of low benefits and the inability to bond in a positive

manner with Uie work force.

The Department of Labor is committed to looking at these issues

and how some of the pohdes and practices we operate impact on
the American worker.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Crockett follows:!

Prepared dTATEMENT op Deloees Crockett

Mr. Chainnan: Good morning. I am pleased to be a part of this distingmshed

panel and I appreciate the opportunity to come before you to speak about the "con-

tingent" work tons and its impact on onr standard of Living, productivity and com-
petitiveness. We are espedaUy pleased to address this issue because of its disparate

effect on women.
The Department of Labor wefcomes this committee's concern about the growth of

the "contingent" work force. At a time when both the nature of work and tAe make-

up of the work force have undergone rapid changes, Secretary Robert Reich has re-

peatedly stressed his commitment to creating high wage, high skill jobs in a work
force prepared to compete in the global marketplace.

Before I go any further. Senators, let me ask you a question. Whidi company is

now the laigest private empk)yer in the United States? Perhaps you would mention

General BAotors (370,000 woricers) or IBM (330,000 workers) or another well-known

industrial gianL But those would be erroneous answers. According to a recent Time
Magazine article, the largest private employer in America is Manpower, Inc. with

660.000 workers. It furnishes the working hands and the brain power to hundreds

of small, medium and large companies across the nation which have reduced large,

permanent payrolls in this era of downsizing and strict attention to the bottom Une.

In fact. Manpower, Inc. is the world's largest temporaiy empbyment agency.

In the race to create more and better jobs comes this new and perplexing develop-

ment—the rapid increase of the contingent work force.

More firms have turned to temporary, part-time and leased workers and inde-

pendent contractors—the contingent won force.

The contingent work force is an increasing phenomenon.
We are aware that there are competing views on the trend toward greater use

of part-time, temporary, leased employees or private contractors in a fast-paced dy-

namic society. Flexibility can benefit employers confronting changing markets, and
may fit the needs of soooe employees who go to school, must meel family responsibil-

ities, or seek partial retirement. But the current trend raises additional concerns.

President CUnton, Secretary Reich and all of us are concerned about the future

of the An^ncaD work force. Where are we going? What kinds of jobs and career
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paths wiD be available? What standard of living will our people maintain in this

new era?

DKHNinON AND SOB OP THB OONTINCENT WOBK FOBCE

To onderatand these problems we need to examine the different kinds of contin-

gent woik, accompanying wages and benefits and the extent to which labor laws

protect or do not protectUiis new categoiy of workers.

In the United States, the term "contingent" employment has been identified with

a wide range of employment practices, including part-time work, temporary work,

empfeyee leasing, self-employment, contracting out, and home-based work.

Contingent woikers go l^ a variety of names depending on one's philosophical

take on the issue. They have been labeled "casual workers, "martnnar workers,

"assignment" workers, "fiinge", "secondaiy" and "low overheads." Because agree-

ment is IfWing on the composition of the contingent work force, estimates of its size

vary from 13 to 33 percent of the work force. There is double and triple counting

of some jobs because not all categories of contingent workers are mutually exclusive,

e.g. there are self-employed and temporary workers who work part-time.

One estimate of its size was between 29.9 and 36.6 million in 1988, or 25 to 30

percent of the civilian labor force (New Policies for the Part-Time and Contingent

Workforce, Economic Policy Inrtitute, 1992). The Bureau of Labor Statistics has not

estimated its size. But we can )o6k. at some of its components.

Part-time Workert

In 1992, there were 20,572,000 voluntary and involuntary part-time woriters rep-

resenting about 17.5 percent of emplojred civilian workers.

Temnorary Worhert

Ihe best estimate of temporary employment available is the number of persons

empk>yed in the help supply services industry (whidi includes all temporary help

suf^ly services employees and headquarters stafiT of employee leasing organiza-

tions). This industry includes businesses supplying temporary help to other estab-

lishments on a fee or contractual basis. This estimate does not include people whose
jobs are temporary and who have direct arrangements with their employers.

Temporary help workers perform a variety of jobs, from service woikers earning

the minismm wage to hi^ilv paid tedinicians or administrators.

In 1992, employnaent in toe help supply services industry averaged about 1.4 mil-

Uon or 1.3% of rwnagricultural payroll employment according to ELS. There has

been a remarkable 250% incidence of growth in the industry over past ten years.

According to a 1988 survey of 621 firms, temporary agency hires were the most
commonly used staffing alternative. A wiwilar survey in 1992 came to the same con-

duswn. Of the 472 surveyed firms using contingent workers in the 1988 survey,

over 300 hired independent contractors in 1967.

LeoMtd Worker*

In 1993, firms, mostly small ones, will have leased more than a million workers,

according to the National Staff I^«ing Association. In 1990, the Association esti-

mated that there were between 200 and 300 leasing companies with some 500,000

workers under lease, an increase from fewer than 100,000 in 1980. According to one

estimate, the mimber of leased etnpioyeet could reach three to four million by 1995

("Firms Turning To Tlent-a -Staff,'"The Washington Post, January 14, 1990).

Moonlighting

Americans engaged in "moonli^ting" activities in unprecedented numbers in the

1980'i, and the most important reason given for working at more than one job in

May 1991 was the need to meet regular household expenses ("Multiple jobholding

undianged in May 1991"). AocordinR to a sxirvey conducted in May 1991 about 7.2

million persons held two or more jobs, an increase of 1.5 miUion (25 percent) from

1985 and 2.4 million (51 percent) since 1980.

Women accounted for nearly two-thirds of the 1.5 million increase in multiple job-

holders between 1985 and 1991. Both the number of women with two or more jobs

(3.1 miUion) and the rate at which women held multiple jobs (5.9 percent) were at

record levels in May 1991. Women who moonlight are much more likely than men
to work at oouhiple part-time jobs.

VOLUNTARY OR INVOLUNTARY?

Some contingent workers choose such work because they perceive various benefits

to it. Some ofuie reasons which workers give for performing contingent work, addi-
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tional inoome, flexible woik tune, a way to improve skills, a means of obtaining full-

time woik, may be positive or negative, depending upon your point of view.
Someone wno sees a temporaiy job as a means oi obtaining full-time work actu-

ally wants full-time woik ajod may be using this to enter the woik force or obtain
additional aldlls.

Someone having difficulty making diild care arrangements may want a fiill-time

C'
b but need the Qezibilitjr that a part-time job ofifers/^e redesigned Current Popu-
tion Survey, whidi wUI be in use in Januaiy 1994, will coIImI information about

those working part-time because of child care problems.
Many others, such as involuntary part-timers, are settling £Dr contingent work

when what they want and need is full-time permanent employment. About one-fifth
of persons who usually work part-time do so for economic reasons, that is, they
wouldprefer fiiD-time employment.
As nofessor Chris TilJ^, assistant profesaor of policy and planning at the Univer-

sity of Lowell in Lowell, Msssarhnsetts, wrote in the March 19$ 1 issue of the
Monthly Labor Review, Involuntary part-time workers—part-time woikers who
would prefer fiiU-time hours—account lor most of the growui in part-time employ-
ment's share of the work force since 1969. To explain the continuing expansion of
part-time employment, we must look to changes in labor demand, nrtflabor supply."
There has been criticism that the Current Population Survey (CPS) *^de8" part-

time jobs because individuals who work two or morejobs that total more than 34
hours are classified as "full-time" workers. This will be addressed by a revised CPS,
to be initiated in January 1994. which will ask Low many jobs an individual has
and, if the response is more than one job, how many hours are worked on the main
job and how many hours on all other jobs.

WHAT ARE THE DIFFEBENCES IN WAGES AND BENEFITS BFTWEEN PULL-TIME
PEBJiLANENT WORKEBS AND CONTINGENT WORKEBS?

One of the more striking differences between full-time permanent workers and
contingent workers is hou^ wages. With respect to part-tune workers, this is ap-
parent when we k>ok at the 1992 data which show that all part-time woikers paid
nouT4y rates earn 62.3 percent of the houriy wages of those who work iu]l4ime.
With regard to the benefits of part-time workers, even those in rofdiiim and lar;^

companies have significantly lower benefits than full-time workers. Part-timers m
small estabbahments have even fewer. This is particularly troubling since small
firms may have created most of the new jobs between 1988 and 1991. according to

a 1993 report by Cognetics, Inc., an economics research firm. Table 1 shows the per-
centage of full-tinae and part-time employees in small, naedium, and large estabush-
ments participating in selected employee benefit programs.

Table 1. Percent of fuB-time and part-time employees in large/medium and small

establishments partcipating in selected employee benefit programs in 1991 lor

large/medium establishments, and in 1990 tor small establishments
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Table 1. Percent of full-time and part-time employees in large/medium and small

establishments participating in selected employee benefit programs in 1991 for

large/medium establishments, and in 1990 for small establishments—Continued
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Table 2. Help supply services (SIC 7363) employment by sex 1982-92
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Senator Metzenbaum. Thank you veiy much, Ms. Crockett.

The committee will take a 1 minute recess. I have a phone call

that I must take.

[Short rece88.1

Senator Meizenbaum. Dr. Appelbaxim, please proceed.

Ms. Appelbaum. Thank you very much for inviting me here

today. The other speakers, especially the first panel, have dis-

cussed the terrible burdens that contingent work arrangements

place on workers who want and need regular jobs. My remarks are

addressed to the burdens that such arrangements place on the U.S.

economy, and I was very interested in your opening remarks. I

think that mudi of what I have to say today will just expand on

those.

I think we all know that for the last two decades, U.S. companies

have faced sharply rising competition in world and domestic mar-

kets, and that American companies face a difficult choice as they

tiy to adjust to this new competition. The choice has been suc-

cinctly described as the choice between hirfi skills and low wages.

Unfortunately, the legal and institutional framework of the Unit-

ed States provides few supports for companies that want to become

high-performance workplaces, and many incentives that push firms

in the direction of a low wage strategy. The results for the U.S. are

negative; the results are negative on all counts.

Domestic competition from companies that use contingent work-

ers as part of the low wage strategy xmdermines the ability of

American producers to undertake the difficult transition to high

performance work systems that can compete worldwide in markets

that value quality, service, and timeliness. These markets have be-

come increasingly important for American producers. Asked in a

recent survey to identify the single most important competitive fac-

tor for their products, 65 percent of American manufacturing firms

report that it is quality, speed, or service.

I would just like to say at the outset that I am not opposed to

part-time or temporary employment arrangements that are de-

signed to meet the needs of employees and firms for flexibility in

scJkeduling hours of work. That is not a problem. The problems

arise when managers utilize part-time, temporary and subcontract

employment instead, as a strategy to reduce overall labor costs by

marginalizing part of the work force in order to spend less on pay-

roll benefits, social insurance, and training.

U.S. companies have responded to the competitive pressures by

adopting a wide range of strategies—some designed to enhance per-

formance, and others to cut costs. The economic significance of

these cost-cutting strategies extends beyond their direct effects on

contingent workers, however. In a recent study that I did for the

Sloan Foundation, I found that U.S. firms that adopt high perform-

ance work systems face very high up-front costs in undertaking

this transformation. The design phase when you are trying to reor-

ganize the way in which you produce output is extremely time-in-

tensive in terms of the time of top managers, professionals, engi-

neers and so on. In addition, front-line workers require extensive

training that goes far beyond the 1.5 percent of payroll that Amer-

ican companies on average invest in their workers.
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And firms incur all of these hi^^er costs in advance of the gains
in productivity and efficiency that will come to them and the .^ner-
ican economy somewhere down the road.

In that period when they are undergoing these ver^ high up-front
costs, they are extremely vulnerable to competition mm companies
that nave adopted a low wage strategy that then can undermine
companies in that initial difncult period when thev need to spend
so much investing in themselves and in their workers in order to

reach a hi^-productivity growth path, a high wage, hig^ skills way
of doing work. They are especially vulnenmle to predatory pricing
by low wage competitors.
What we see is that while transformed systems are diffusing

verv slowly in the U.S.—it is not that no companies have managed
to do it, and we could discuss that at another time—but this trans-

formation is diffusing very slowly while the evidence continues to

mount that many firms are turning to contingent employment ar-

rangements as a strategy to cut costs.

I will just State a few brief points to help make that point His-

torically, involuntary part-time employment acts as a barometer of

the business cycle. Involuntary part-time employment rises when
the economy goes into recession, falls as the economy recovers and
workers are able to move out of part-time and into full-time jobs.

In this economic recovery, in contrast, involuntarv part-time em-
ployment has continued to increase. In the 26 months since this re-

covery began, involuntary part-time employment rose by 573,000
workers, bringing the total increase in involuntary part-time em-
ployment since the recession began in July of 1990 to 1.5 million

workers.
A second point, of course, is that the number of temporary and

leased employees has risen. You have the chart, and other people

have pointed out what the numbers are. Fll just say that uie in-

crease during the current recovery has been 425,000 workers. That
is about 20 percent of the total increase in payroll jobs for an in-

dustry that is about 1.5 percent of the U.S. economy. It counts for

such a large percentage of the increase in payroll emplojanent dur-

ing this recovery.

But since what we are concerned about is the economy, I think

it is important to ask what has happened to full-time employroent
Since the bottom of the recession in March of 1991—that is, during

the period of the recovery—the household survey shows a total in-

crease in private sector jobs of a Httle less than 1.6 million. If we
subtract out part-time workers and self-employed workers and ask

what is the number of full-time jobs that business has been creat-

ing, we find that it is 945,000 and that this is still 60.000 below
where we were when the recession began. And I should point out

that most of those gains came in the first year of the recoverr.

In my written testimony, I have suggested a number of pobcy
changes that would discourage the improper use of part-time and
contingent workers while allowing for the appropriate use of such

workers.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Appelbaum follows:]
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Preparbo Statement op Eileen Appelbaum *

littroJuetiom

For the last two decades, U.S. companies have faced sharply rising competition In

world and domestic markets. The loss of market share and Jobs In industries ranging from

automobiles to aerospace has driven home the message that business as usual Is no longer

sufHcient to make U.S. Finns competitive. The choice that American producers face as they

adjust to the new realities of the marketplace has been sucdncily described as a choice

between high skills and low wages. Unfortunately, the legal and institutional framework of

the U.S. provides few supports for companies that want to become high performance

workplaces, and many incentives that posh Firms In the direction of a tew wage strategy. The

results, for the U.S.. are negative on all counts: employment security and livmg standards

have declined for the overwhelming majority of American workers; long-term productivity

gains for the economy continue to be meager; and after 8 years of a falling dollar, our trade

dencit remains stubbornly high.

Other speakers who have lesiined today have discussed the terrible burdens that

contingent work arrangements place on workers who want, and need, regular jobs. My

remarks are addressed to the burdens that such arrangements place on the U.S. ecoiKMny.

Domestic competition from companies that use contingent workers ts pan of a low wage

strategy undermines the ability of American producers to undertake the difTicult transition lo

high performance work systems that can compete woridwide In markets thai value quality,

service, aod timeliness. These markets have become increasingly important for American

pctxhiceis. Asked in a recent survey to identify the single most important competitive factor

for their producu. 65 percent of American manufacturing firms report thai it is quality, speed.

or service (GranlThomton 1991).

I want to emphasixe at the outset that I am not opposed to pan-iime or temporary

employment irrangements thai are designed to meet the needs of employees and Firms for

nexibiliiy in scheduling hours of worL Prt>blcm$ arise when managers utilize part-time,

temporary and subcontracted employment instead as a suategy lo reduce overall labor costs

'This testimony draws on previous analyses by Eileen Appelbaum and Virginia DuRivage

that appear lo DuRivage (ed.) 1992)
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by marginalizing part of the workforce in order to spend less on payroll, benefits, social

insurance, and training. The remedies I suggest will reduce employer incentives to increase

the use of comingent employment as pan of a misguided managerial strategy to improve

competitiveness in global markets by driving down wages and benefits, but they will still

allow firms to meet legitimate requirements for peak-hour sufPmg or off-peak use of

equipment by employing regular pan-time or temporary workers on the same terms and

conditions of employment as full-time employees.

Temptations o/ the Low Wage Path

VS. nrms have responded to intensified competition by initiating a wide range of

strategies, some designed to enhance performance, and others to cut costs. Despite

widespread experimentation with hinovative work practices - recem surveys Indicate that

more than 80 percent of firms have at least one such practice somewhere in the company -

only a small number of firms have made the commitment to substantially transform their

work systems. It is much more common to find firms adopting cost cutting strategies. These

strategies typically combine the use of more flexible technologies, the cross training of some

skilled workers in the context of a general deskilling of frontline workers, and the increased

use of subcontracting and contingent work anangemenu to achieve nexibility. That la. many

American firms are trying to become more competitive through a combination of a

technological quick fix and a cheapening of Uboi. with the occasional problero-solving team

Of quality program tacked on. As a result, an increasing number of workers are empkiyed in

contingent )obs paying tower wages and few benents, and without the access to basic health

caie and training opponunities traditionally provided by firms for full-time workers with

permanent attachments to the labor force.

Tlie economic significance of these cost-cutting strategies extends beyond their direct

effects on contingent workers, however. A recent EPI study (Appclbaum and Batt. 1993)

found that U.S. firms that adopt high performance work systems face very high up-front costs

in undertaking this transformation. The design phase of such a transformation makes

intensive use of fiim resources and the time of top managers and professionals. Frontline

workers require extensive training In job skills, quality skills, and team-building skills at a
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cost far in excess of Ihe 1.4 percent of payroll that U.S. nnns allocate on average for training.

FlriBS incar all of Ihese costs In advance of the gains from higher quality and/or lower cost hi

transfonned system.

The adoption of cost cutthig strategies by low wage competiton can undermine Tinns

while they attempt to make fundamental changes, before the performance improvements made

possible by these changes have had time to materialize. Given Ihe very high statt-up costs of

organizational change in the U.S. context, firms that adopt a high performance strategy are

especially vulnerable m the initial stages of this process. Predatory pricing by low wage

competiton can threaten the stirvival of the transformed firms, or ai least of the innovations

they have adopted The danger in allowing thb 'market solution* to prevail is that, over

time, it threatens the ability of U.S. producers to compete against international competitois

who have adopted high performance work systems and are on a high skills growth path.

CoHtinftnt WoHcforct Continues to Crow

While transformed production systems continue to diffuse slowly, the evidence

continues to mount that many Tirms are turning to contingent employment arrangements as a

strategy lo ctit- costs. Evidence on contingent employment comes from household data on

involuntary pan-lime employment and from payroll data on temporary employment and

leasing agencies. DaU on firms' own pools of temporary or on-call employees or their use of

contract employees are not collected on a regular basis In either the household or payroll

surveys. The evidence reviewed here, therefore, is only the lip of the iceberg

Involuntary Pan-Time Employment Historically, Involuntary pari-iime employmeni

has acted as a barometer of the business cycle. InvolunUry part-time employment has risen

as the economy went into a recession, and fallen during the period of economic recovery

Thus, involuntary pan-lime employment increased from 3.4 million workers in 1979 to a peak

of 6 million in 1983 as a result of the 1981-82 recession. It fell steadily during the remainder

of the 1980s, reaching 4.9 million in 1990. If we examine the last four recessions and

recoveries, we observe that in Ihe first two years of the recovery, involuntary pan-time

employment fell on average at an annual rale of 8.5 percent
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Temporary and Leased Employees Finns that have divided their workers into a "core"

of penntnem Tnployees and a "ring" of contingent employees use temporary and leased

employees as a buffer to provide employment security for workers in the core. As a result,

temporary employment b expected to decline in a business downturn and to pick up as the

ecotwmy recovers. This is. in fact, what has happened. There were 1.3 million temporary

and leased empteyees hired through employment agencies in July 1990. This number fell

during the recession, to just under 1.2 million in March 1991. Since then, the number of

temporary and leased employees has risen, to over 1.6 million in April 1993 (the latest

available dau). Tlie increase during the recovery has been 425.000 workers, about one fifth

of the total tecrease in payroll jobs over this period.

Full-Time Prrvau Sector Employees Since we are concerned with the effect on the

ecofiomy. H b important to ask what has happened to the number of full-time employees

hired by businesses during the current recovery. Since the trough of the recession in March

1991, the household survey shows a toUl bcrease in private sector jobs of 1,577,000.'

Subtracting out pan-thne and self-employed workers leaves a net gain of 945.000 full-time

employees. The number of full-time workers employed by businesses b still 60.000 below its

pre-recession peak In May 1990.

All of the gains in the number of full-time private sector employees occurred in the

rirsi year of the recovery. Employment dau for the last year show that there was a net hsi

of 141,000 full-time private sector jobs between May 1992 and May 1993.

Oearly. this recovery differs from previous post-wir recoveries. While It is still loo

early to draw definitive conclusions. It appears that increases In contingent work and declines

hi fall-lime hiring by businesses are no longer just a cyclical phenomerron. Increasingly.

finns appear to be responding to competitive pressures by adopting cost-cutiing strategies thai

hDprove the bottom line in the shorl run, but do not lead lo ihe continuous improvements in

quality and efTiclency thai are required to remain competitive In world markets.

*The household dat» do not Include Information on lemporarv or lca<:ed employees

While Ihe household and payroll surveys are nol enlrrely comparable, and some temporary

workers may be p>n lime. Ihe data from Ihe payroll survey reported above suggest that a

tubslantial proportion of Ihe gain In payroll jobs Is In temporary emptoymcnt.
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Removing the Incentives for tnereasing Contingent Employment

Public policies in the U^. were designed to provide equitable treatmeni and

safeguards for full-time workers with penoanent atuchments to the workforce. As

cotnpetitive pressures on American films have increased, these policies have had the perverse

effect of discouraging firms from reorganizing the production process and investing in the

skills of their workers in order to improve productivity and respond flexibly to market

conditions, and encouraging the increased use of contingent workers for short term

improvements in the bottom line. Employer surveys show reducing labor costs is a primary

reason for hiring contingent workers (BNA 1986). Policies to address the problems of

contingent employment should remove these perverse incentives, and reduce the lemptaiion of

firms to puisue a low wage, rather than a high skill, strategy for competitiveness.

Wages Hourly wages of most part-time and temporary workers are, on average, 10 to

15 percent below those of full-time employees in similar jobs. Some employers, in the public

as well as the private sector, pay contingent part-time or temporary workers as little as half

the hourly wage paid to full-time employees doing the same job (Goldstein 1990; Nine to

Five 1986). "Rjis type of discrimination, which disproportionately affects women and

minorities, is not illegal In the U.S.' Qvll rights bws shoud be amended to ensure (hat

workers do not suffer discrimination In hourly pay rules as a result of thdr work status.

Employers who discriminate against contingent workers should not have an unfair advanuge

over those who pay part-time and temporary workers the same wage rates as full-time

workers performing jobs with similar characteristics.

While only five perceoi of workers overall are minimum wage workers, more than a

quarter of pan-time workers earn the minimum wage. In the 1960s and 1970s a worker

earning the minimum wage had an hourly wige equal to one-half the average wage of a non-

supervisory worker. Since 1979. the spread between the minimum wage and average wage

has increased Today, minimum wage workers earn just 40 percent of the average wage,

increasing Incentives for firms to utilize contingent woflcers. Congress should follow the

'Workers in Australia. Austria. Belgium. Denmarlt. Finland. France. West Germany,

Norway, Portugal, Spam, and Sweden are assured by official labor standards or curreni

practice of earning equal hourly pay for work of equal value. Recent legal decisions have

begun to extend this protection to all workers in the European Community
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lead of wrcral stales that have rabed thdr mlnlmuin wages to adequately renect

Increases In the cost of living over (he last decade. An Increase In the minimum wage to

one-half the arcrage wage (carrently $5J0 an hoar) should be phased In gradually, after

which the minimum wage should be permanently Indexed to the rate of inflation.

Benefits Unlike workers in nearly all other indusuislized countries, health insurance

for American workers is tied to employment contracts, and is not a right of citizenship or

residence in the VS. One response of employers to escalating health care costs has been to

hire contingent workers who receive no health benefits, and to shift the health care costs of

the rishig number of uninsured to other firms and workers, and to taxpayers. Three in four

pan-time workers do not receive health insurance directly from their jobs. The Qinton

administration is currently considering a number of proposals for reforming the health care

system and extending health coverage to all Americans. There are essentially three ways in

which health insurance can be extended to contingent employees: employers pay insurance

pranhnns for full-lime, permanent employees and contingent workers are covered along with

Hioae who do not work by public health Insurance; employers are required to pay health

hBorsDce premiums for all employees; employers are required to contribute a fixed

percenuge of payroll to finance health insurance for their employees. The first option

continues to provide incentives for employers to increase hiring of contingent workers, since

their heahh care costs will be paid by taxpayers. The second option provides disincentives

for firms to employ pan-time or temporary workers by raising the hourly costs of such

workers relative to full-time workers. The likely result is the substitution of extended hours

of overtime work by full-time employees for hiring of regular pan-time workers. The third

option assures that firms do not have incentives to increase hiring of contingent pari-iime

workers or decrease hiring of regular part-time workers. The financing mechanism for the

•dministration's new health care program should be designed so that It does not provide

Incentives for employers to hire contingent workers or disincentives for them to utillie

regular part-lime workers.
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Pensions Tax policy refonns ia the 1980s nrengthened pension benefits for

eoolingeoi workers.' Nevertheless, a number of loopholes in these tax laws allow employers

to exclude many part-time and temporary workers from coverage. The requirement of a

year's service to be eligible for pension benefits excludes most temporary or casual workers:

the exclusion of those not working at least 1.000 hours a year limits pension coverage for

part-time workers. Four la Dve part-time workers do not receive a private pension from

their employer. Requiring pro-ralcd pension benefits for part-time or temporary

worker* would reduce incentives for employers to substitute contingent worker* for full-

time or regular part-time employees.

Job Training In the past, training policy in the VS. focused almost entirely on

disadvanuged workers. High performance workplaces depend on a skilled workforce that

produces continuous improvements in production processes. This means training must be

expanded to meet the needs of all frontline workers. Both pan-time and full-lime workers

must have opportunities to return to formal trahiing as needed throughout their lifetimes, and

to hiiegrate this process into the normal cottrse of their working lives. The Economic Policy

Institute has published several recent studies that address the larger issue of a training agenda

for the U.S. (Batt and Oslerman 1993; Lynch 1993). As one clement of an overall training

agenda, a play or pay training levy set at U percent of payroll has the cfTcct of

encouraging linns to provide training for •// Inctimbent cmpioyecs - part time at well

as full time.

Social Insurance Several changes In social Insurance provisions would reduce lorac

of the social and economic insecurity of coniingeni workers.

Workers who leave the workforce to care for family members should not have to

jeopardize economic security in their old age. Such workers should be given "careuker

credits.' credits toward Social Security during years they leave the labor force or reduce hours

of work in order to care for a family member.

*The Tax Equitv and Reiirement Act of 1982 requires a company with a pension plan

contracting workers from a leasing or temporary agency for more than 12 months to offer

pension benefits lo those workers The number of years an employee must work in order for

his or her pension to be vested has been reduced for most workers from ten years to five

The Emplovment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) provides standards for private

pension funds
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Federal itandjrds regulating which employees are covered under state unemployment

compensation programs do not distinguish between part-time, full-lime, and temporary

employees, indfvidnal states, however, have fall discretion over setting minimum earnings

and work requirements to determine benefits eligibility. Benefits are generally restricted to

workers seeking full-time work. The result is that nearly all temporary workers and many

part-time workers fail to qualify. Federal standards for unemployment insurance eligibility

should be established in order to reduce state variability and increase access of part-time and

temporary workers to unemployment insurance.

CoHctusion

The U.S. legal and institutional framework provides employers with incentives for

taking the tow wage path rather than investing in workers to improve the efficiency of

American companies and their ability to compete in quality-conscious markets. Eliminating

unfair cost advanuges for firms that exploit contingent workers an important component of

policies that level the playing field for managers who want to adopt a high performance

competitiveness strategy.
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Senator Metzenbaum. Thank you very much, Ms. Appelbaum. I

appreciate vour statement, and I mig^t say that all statements will

be includea in their entirety in the record.

Our next witness is Helen Axel, of Lebanon, NJ, a management
research consultant
Ms. Axel. Thank you very much, Senator.
As you said, I am a management research consultant and a

former research director at the Conference Board, an independent
business research and information service located in New York.

I am here today to report on a study conducted bv Stanley
Nollen, a professor at Georgetown University's School of Business
Administration, on the cost-effectiveness of contingent labor, ^o-
fessor Nollen, who is unable to be here todav, has asked me to tes-

tify on his behalf, since I have participated in this research with
him. I am submitting as written testimony a paper by Professor
Nollen, which he wiU present tomorrow in New York at a Con-
ference Board conference on "Reinventing the Workplace: New Per-
spectives on Flexibility in Tomorrow's Competitive Company."
Various witnesses before me have documented the recent rapid

^wth in contingent employment, and we have seen work forces

in many businesses being reconfigured, by conscious intent or oth-

erwise, into two distinct groups—regular or core employees and
contingent workers.
Companies have traditionally adjusted the work hours of their

regular employees with overtime and layoffs. By shifting more em-
phasis to an externalized work force, employers have found they
can more easily adjust staffing levels in response to changing busi-

ness conditions because of fewer legal constraints and paperwork.
They also anticipate that contineent labor can improve job security
for regular employees and, at least for the present, help control

benefit costs.

Underlying the appeal of these apparent advantages for business
is another important assumption tJiat they make, that contingent

employment is a cost-effective way to achieve the flexibility employ-
ers desire and need. This research calls into question the validity

of that assumption for many kinds of contingent workers.
Professor Nollen's findings are based on the experiences of three

companies that use contingent and regular employees in the same
jobs. Information was gathered in field interviews and from com-
pany records on employment costs, turnover, and worker output.

Case studies in the paper illustrate how costs and cost-effectiveness

are measured in different work settings.

In brief, the findings show that, first, a company does not nec-

essarily realize cost savings if it compensates contingent employees
less than regular employees doing tne same job, by paying lower

wages, by providing fewer or no benefits, or by avoiding payroll

taxes.

Second, certain characteristics of contingent workers, especially

their typically high turnover, are likely to nave a negative impact
on their productivity and, ultimately, their cost-effectiveness.

And third, the cost-effectiveness of contingent labor depends not

only on a relatively lower unit labor cost, but also on the amount
of training, classroom or otherwise, needed and the amount of time

the worker remains with the company.
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More spedficallv, for contingent workers to be cost-effective, one
or more of the following conditions must be present. First, the com-
pensation differential Between core and contingent workers must
Be sufficient to offset the costs of training and possible continued

lower productivity of contingent labor. This means perhaps puni-

tive wages, a punitive wage differential, or a veiy poor economy.

Second, the required training must be brief and low in cost so

that the contingent workers achieve full productivity quickly and
hi^ turnover is not a problem. We are talking here about no-

brainer jobs.

Third, turnover of contingent workers must be controlled and
moderated to allow for sufficient time on the iob so that the em-
ployer's training investments can be recovered over time through

the output that the contingent workers produce.

I must stress here that these findings, based on a three-company

experience, can only point out conditions under which contingent

labor is cost-effective. They do not permit any conclusions that con-

tingent employment is or is not cost-effective generally.

The findings go on to suggest several alternatives to achieve

work force flexibility at the least cost for the company and equi-

table for the worker. One alternative is to make contingent work
more cost-effective by reducing needless turnover. Companies can
influence the change by improving the commitment of contingent

workers, perhaps by offering short-term, renewable contracts, in

other words, stabilizing their employment a bit, or by offering pay-

foT-performance compensation, partial benefits, and/or access to

regular employment
Second, the companies can look within the core work force for al-

ternatives to achieve the flexibihty they need. A number of options

are possible here. You can create a cadre of regular part-time em-
ployees willing to vary weekly hours within preset limits. You can

use work-sharing for full-time employees to cut hours in slack

times. You can ^low full-time workers to voluntarily reduce work
time to achieve temporary cutbacks in hours. You can introduce an-

nual hours contracts, as is being done in some European countries,

for employees that contain preset Umits and schedule variability.

And altemativelv, you can train for greater functional flexibility so

that multiskillea employees can shift jobs to meet changing or peak
demands.

I thank the committee for this opportunity to present these find-

Trhe prepared statement of Ms. Axel follows:]
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Phepabed Statement op Helen Axel

IMy tiame is Helm AxcJ . I aa a nanacancnt research consultant and forncr
research director at The Conference Board, an independent hutinesa rcsearr))
an) information aervice located in Kew York.

]

I fw hei« todftj- to report on a study t«ndiictcd lij- Stanley Kolltm, I'rofeaaor
at Ccorcetowii University 'c fk:hao} of Dusiness Administration, oii the
coat-effcctiveneRS of contingent, labor. Professor Nollen, ulio is unable to
be present at today'a hearingi has a«tked we to testify on his behalf, since 1

hnx'e pnrtlc^ipntnd in this research \ii\h him. 1 an auhnittirif as wiltten
tt-stimoiiy a papc-r by Professor NoJlrn which he vill present totnorrow in Kcw
York nt. a (kviierence Board ronfei-mw, HftJnvmtlng the Workplace: Mnw
IVmpoctivra on Klexibillty in Toaarrow'a Conpetitlvc Company.

V«jiw)s wilJies^CK before ttc. liavt- dotnjmcnted the j-occnt rapid crowlh in
contingent en])luynierit. Work forces in many busincsseB are bcinc
reconfiirured—by conscious intent or othfn.-l8e—into two distinct froups:
rtigular or core ewployeea and contitateiit vorkcra . Continscnt enployncnt
offore no Job f<ffc:urity and few if a/iy benefits, unlike core eaiplowcnt uliich

provides greater protection in tl>ese aress.

Cmi|nnic9 have traditionally adjui<ted work hours of their regular ewploycca
with overtime and layoffs. By ahifting "wre mphasis to an external ir.ed work

force, employers have found they can more easily adjust staffing levels in

j-esponse to changing business conditions—because of lewei- legnJ constrajntji

and jwijerviork. They also anticipate that eoiitinpent labor c«n i»«pi-ovc Jf»b

security for regular eaiployees and, at least for the present, help co«iU-oJ

benefit costj*.

Underlying the appeal of these apparent advantages for txislness is another
important assumption: that contingent employment is a oost-cf

f

eotivc way to

achieve the flexibility employers dcslie aivl need. This rcsearcii calls inlo
qupBtion the validity of that assumption for iwuiy kinds of contingent

workej-s.

IVofessor ^4ollen's findings arc based on the evpericnces of three conpanic-s

that use contingent and regular employees in the san«e Jobs. Information wns

gatJicred in field Intei-vieus and from company recoixis of employment cost^,

tunx»vrj- and worker output. Case studies in thr paper sutmlttnd inustraU*
how costa and cost-^ffectivenens ai-e measured In different work aettlnga.

In brief, the findings ahow that:

o A company does not tteeeasarily realize coft savings If it compensates

contingent employees less than regular employeca doing the B*tme Job—bj-

paying lower wagea, providing fewer bt^neflU, and avoiding payroll tAxea.

r. f>>rlaln charact erUlIrs «.r contlncent t.T'rkrrs--especla l Ir tlielr typically

high turiiovei--aie likely to hive « nrgstlvc Impact on U»eli produrtl vl t

y

and, ultlmnlrly, their cost-efftctivt-nrss

.

«» Ihr rosl-f-ffectlveness of contingent labor depends not twily on m

relatively )(«<rr ibiH labor co«l. bul slt-o ot> the »»mouiil of trslnliif

Iclassioon ci on-the-job) needed and thr ynouiit. of time Uir w-orkci

reralns wJU. Ihr compenv. Moi e 8|>cc) flcaliy , for contJncenL wnrkrt-w to

!<; mst-effectlve, one or more oT the fnllowinf! condlllonK imipt be

present

:

(1) the rCTTT*?ns8t.lon dlfferenLlel bctuern core and conllnpenl wt-ikers

mnsl be sufflrlent to offsri the ro^ls of tnijr.lng ai«l (ptwslb)e)

continued lou'er productivity of coiitliicen) labor;

(2) the ictr'lred trelnlnjt muBt be b t I rf niH low In c<-st. Sf I hut

ronllft^enl workers achttve full pi-oducLlvl tv quickly ajid high

lurnovpr ia not • problfwi;
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(3) tunjDYTX ^f contlnBent. woi-fcers Bntst be controlled (and wtidtTatKl)

loTiircK* Tor •urriclent time on the Job so Omt empToyer'B trtilnliiK

invRslJiients can be rerovcrtd ox-er tJjwt tht-ouch the out|Mt thnl

contingent worker* produce.

<Jt ithoiiJd be iwtcd that these fitiditvrs, based oil a Lhtve-ccmpnny rxi>cii ettrc

,

cmtj nnJ.r fvinl oof mndtUotis iwdrr iWiich contingent Jalior jj cost rriective;

the.r dn not petwH concUtaJons thnt conUiigent funplofvtmt if or is not cnst

efferUve tenet-mUy.}

The f»»*J«n«s «t«pesl n!tem#itfve Bti-atecles to iiehJ»?x'e work forct-

ricxIbJllty ot the Jeimt cost for the cowpanr wA e<|ul table for tJic woj-her:

«» Flf^lx "**'* contingent work more rost-effectJve.by rediictiig .rieed)_«-ss

iVtrnovei-

.

~6iwpnnies we\\ he ab)*- to Influence svich chance b>- Iwprmlng

the .nonnl tmeiit of contingent \Jorkers through:

> nbort-term renftwnble contracts to contingent worker* ; or

> pBy-for-perfoiwtnce compensatJon, partial beneflU, and/or accci>s to

reKular uiipl oywient.

o pe<?ood. develop Roll(jleB_and.proKra5«s..to cr«Bte jipre.flenibJUt.* yS.\h\r\

the ^org"work force. A nunber of optlona are t»8«lble:

> create a cadre of regular T«»-t-tli»e employetm willing tc vhi> weekly

houm within preset limits

> use work-sharing for full-time employees to cut hours in slack ti

> slJoi.' f«ill-tlme workers to volisitarily j-cdiioe work time to achlt-x-e

tenfxn-ary cutbacks In hours

> Intrcxiure annual hours contracts for e»iiplo>-eea that contain pi-eset

limits and schedule variability
> tj^ln for greater fis»ctlonal flexlMlllv so that wuHlKkllled

eMplovef>s can shirt Jobs to meet chaiiglnC/peak denaiids

T ihar* the Confwlttee for the opportunity to preaent this »-«fsr*tT*», and

weloosr quest! otis wanbers smv have.

EXPLODING THE MYTH:
IS CONTINGENT LABOR COST-EFFECTIVE?

A Repon from new ways to work

by StanJev D Nollen

Georgetown University

The Bosincss Problem

Turbulent markets .... global competition .... chang.ng technology
,J^'^^'f^

customers .... worldorce diversity .... skilled labor shortages - all of these forces and

more exen unrelenting pressure on companies to mvent new a-av. to orgamte

workplace. Top pnoriiies for managers are to expand nexib.lity and contain costs.

Tlte flexibilitv that managers need is the flexibility to match the size
°f."^J ^^^^^/^^^^^^

the contmuailv fluauating workload. Managers need to be able '"^^"'^"^
.

•""=X=';,°
deaease the number of people on the job or the number of hours they ^"^"^ ^^^'/^^ '^

business is cvclicni. w,th peak loads at the beginning of the week or the "^^^ 'l^;

"^^^
or the 4,h quarter of the year, or maybe some business units are irregularly phased out as

new products are added.
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How can flexibility in staffing and scheduling to meet business needs be achieved?

The Solution?

The traditional way to get workforce nexibility is to pay for overtime when demand is high

and to layoff people when work is slack (at least in the U.S„ although not in continental

Europe or Japan). Ovenime and layoffs have drawbacks, so lately a new possible solution

to the workforce flexibility problem has gained popularity: contingent workers.

Contingent workers are people who have little or no attachment to the

workplace where they are employed. When and how much they work depends

on the employers immediate need for them. The employer incurs no

obligation to them beyond paying them for the time they work. Contingent

workers are temporary workers from agencies or in-house company pools, or

short-term contract workers, or in some cases part-lime workers.

The use of contingent labor grew tremendously in popularity during the 1980s. The

contingent workforce increased twice as fast as the total workforce, and now accounts for

a quarter to a third of all employment. Contingent labor is a very important feattire of the

employment landscape.

Along with the rise of contingent

labor, a staffing model called

"core-ring* was invented. The

core consists of regular employ-

ees, mostly full-time, who feel

attached to their employer and

who expect long-term employment

to be continued. They receive

good pay and benefits and career

development, and in turn expect

to undergo retraining and reloca-

tion as needed by their employer.

The nng consists of contingent

workers. Changes in workforce

size occur in the nng so that in

theory ihe jobs of core employees

are buffered and protected.

Figure !. Core-Ring Model

W7ry art contingent worken so popular?

Contingem workers are popular because managers bel.cve they reduce costs. For example:

• and COTI conjciouj companies are lurning lo a coniingeni work force - pa"
J'"«"

lempofir«. contract labor - to avoid loarinf Itingc benelits and to incrcojc pronu-
-
«•«

Sirrei Joummi. Marcli 10. 1993

Contmgent workers can reduce costs in three ways:

F.rst. managers can add contingent workers day-byday as needed, and
^'"^fj"

^"^"!
con.mgen. workers jus. as quickly. Contingent workers provde numerical "" ^.hry And

because they let companies match work force to work load, cont.ngen. workers avoid the

extra costs of idle people during slack times.
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Second many managers believe that contingent labor is cheaper. Compared to regular full-

time core employees, temporaries and part-timers might be paid a lower wage rate or fewer

benefits. Since they are not employees, contingent workers don't adversely affect

unemployment insurance costs. Their total compensation is likely to be lower than core

employees.

Third, managing contingent workers is easier in some ways. Hiring, firing, and appraising

temporaries and pan-timers doesn t require the paper work needed for core employees.

The Issues

The growing use of contingent labor raises several critical issues for managers. It is not

dear that contingent workers are the ideal solution to the workforce flexibility problem.

> Is contmgera labor cost effeaive?

To Ond out if contingent workers are cheaper than core employees and to know if they save

money for the company, it i% not sufficient to just look at wage and benefit payments. The

right question to ask is: Is contingem labor cost effective? To answer this question, we

need to know something about the job performance of contingent workers and about other

employment costs aside from wages and benefits.

> Wha is bat-praaice management for contingent labor?

Of course, there will never be a single right answer to the cost effectiveness question. It all

depends - on who the contingent workers arc. what iheir jobs are like, and on what the

labor market is like. Under what conditions is contingent labor likely to be more vs. less

cost effective than core employment? How does their cost effectiveness depend on how they

are managed?

> Can flexibility be found among core employees?

Contingent labor is not the only vi-ay to achieve workforce flexibility. If contingent labor is

not the sole source of flexibiliry. can regular employees be the source of variation in hours

of labor supplied to the company in creative ways other than traditional ovenime and

layoffs?

> How can contingent labor be made equitable for workers?

Employers' costs and profits are not the only considerations driving employment practices.

Concerned managen want to know if contingent workers are treated equitablv. While some

people prefer work with no attachment to an employer, others need the benefit coverage

and training that come w^th core employment. What can managers do to treat pan-time

and temporary workers equitably?

How to Determine the Cost-EITectlveness of Contingent Labor

The cost-effectiveness of workers refers to how much value of output they produce

compared to how much it costs to employ them Hieh-wage labor can be cost-effective if

it is also high output labor: low-wage labor might not be cost-effective if it is low-output

labor Cost -effectiveness depends not only on wages and benefits, but also on productivity.
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The costs of employing labor go bejrond wages and benefits. New employees have to be
recruited, hired, and trained to do a specific /ob. Training mifbt include formal classroom
sessions, or it inight be on-the-job training. The amount of training required might be

substantial if the job is complex, or h inight be minimal if the job is simple or the new
employee has prior experience doing the same type of job.

Costs such as training are up-front investments in the future productivity of emffoyees.

After training is completed, the company expects to recover its training investment via

increased productivity from its trained workcn. After training, the value of output that

workers produce for the company should exceed the cost of their wages and benefits. But

it takes time for the training cost to be recovered, and so the length of time that contingent

workers stay with the company can be quite important to their cost-effectiveness (see Figure

2 below).

I

I

MONEY

Training cost a paid bat* whan A * B * C

Conlingtnl tuotfcar t

producttvUy

Pont a* which conhngent

wortt*' begins lo repay

tiatmng coll \i

Coniinganl wofkar t

compansatlon

C (-) ( Dillartnca bctwaan contlnganl ««ffcar«

O ()( eornpansation and preductivllr

B m cost e) en4ha-iob trairwig (supafyaort lesl eutpud

A B COS! o< dassroom training

TIME
Figure 2 Payback of Training Costs Over Time

To sum up. the variables that determine the cost-effectiveness of coniingeni labor are:

>

>

>

>

Produciiviry - output per unit of time

Wages and benefits (or agencv costs for lemporaries)

Other emplovment costs such as training

Time on the job or turnover.

The wav in which data for these vanables are handled to get a numencal answer to the cost-

effectiveness question - the computational methodology - is explained in the accompanying

Guidesheet.

Fonuna!-ly, companies have data for most of these vanables. They are routinely collected

through human resource information systems. Wages and benefits costs and agency fees ajre

well-known, and so is time on the job or nimovcr. Training costs can be figured once the

amount and tvpe of traming is described (see the Guidesheet). Producuvity is known for

some types of jobs such as data entrv operators for whom records of physical output per unit

of time arc automatically generated. In other cases without easily measurable output,

performance appraisals might serve as produarvity measures.
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Case Examples:

Is Continfent Labor Cost-EfTective in Practice?

To illustrate the issue of whether or not contingent labor is cost effective, we summarize the

main results from case studies in three companies. The information in these case studies

comes from personal interviews with several managers in each company and from company

management information systems. Data from each company are reported in tabular form

in Fig. 3 at the end of this report

COMPANY A

Company A is a large financial institution. It employs hourly-paid part-time people in its

operations division to do 10-lcey data entry work. Though these people are on the company

payroll, their hours of work in the afternoon and evening can change daily to meet the daily

fluctuation in incoming worL Both salaried pan-time and full-time employees also do this

work.

Waga. After an initial training period, new hourly pan-timers are paid at the same hourly

rate as their core employee counterpara, but they also get a 10% premium as a panial

substitute for benefits. All employees can earn incentive pay for output that exceeds a

certain threshold. Total compensation for contingent employees is 13.7% less than for core

employees.

Prvducthiry. Managers' data suggest that contingent workers are also less productive - 7.97c

less in the work unit we studied.

Una labor cost. Because the productivity shortfall is smaller than the wage saving, the unit

labor cost of contingent labor is lower by S.8%.

Training. In tdditioa the company spends about $940 training each new contingent worker.

Given theh- wjiges and productivity, it takes about 20 months for the company to recover its

training investment. Since the average contingent worker stays on the job only 14 months,

training is an extra cost of employing contingent workers.

CostEffecrivenas. Comingent workers are not cost-effective as they are used in data entry

Jobs in this company.

COMPANY B.

Company B is also a large financial institution. It also has 10-key data entry work to do in

its operations division. However, this companv uses temporary workers from an agenc\ on

a pan-time basis to cope with its flucniations in work load. Regular hjll-time employees

also do these jobi.

Mages. The wage rate received by the temporaries is less than the regular employees get

by about 12% (raises based on merit can close the gap to about 3%). The temporaries get

no benefits except those provided bv their agency. The fee paid to the agency by the

company is the same as the benefit cost (or regular employees, and so overall, the company

pays less for temporaries.

Producrrvtf)-. Detailed productivity records show thai the temporaries produce TTc less

output per hour than regular employees, alter accounting for differences between the tv.o

groups in the shifts and number of hours they work.
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Unit labor cost. Because the productivity shortfall is not as big as the wage saving, the unit
ojst of contingent labor ii lower by 5%.

Training. Training costs are low - only about S260 per new contingent worker - because
the agency supplies people with some prior data entry experience. Since it takes only four
to six months for training costs to be recovered while the average temporary stays on the
job about seven months, training is a good investment

CosiEffeaiveness. Since unit labor cost is lower and training is not an extra cost, contingent
labor is cost-effective for data entry jobs in this company.

-=COMPANY C-

Company C is a large electronics company. It uses temporary workers from an agency to

do a variety of electronics assembly jobs. Because much of the business is driven by bi|?

orders, the work load fluauates over the year as orders are received and fulfilled. Regular

fuU-time employees also do this work.

i^'aga. Temporaries get about 13% less in hourly wages than regular employees doing the

same work (merii-based raises can reduce the gap to 6%). They get no benefits e.Tcepi

those provided by their agency. The agency fee is 24% of the wage rate, while the benefit

cost for core employees is 28J% of base wages. Overall, temporaries cost the company
16% less than regular employees.

Producttvity. Because the work is done in teams, the company does not track individual

output In any event it would be hard to define an exact physical output. No formal

performance appraisals are done because the workers are temporary. However, managers

are concerned that the coming and going of temporary workers detracts from their

teamwork method.

Una labor cost. The unit labor cost of contingent labor is optimistically 16% less than core

employees, if productivity is equal.

Traxmnf Because this is a high-technology business, training costs are high - about J2J90
per new worker indudinf dassroom. on-the-job. and conunuing classroom training. One
year b required to pay back this training cost, but in fact, the temporaries stay with the

comparry only about eight months, so the company $ trairung investment is not recovered.

CosiEffean-eneiz Contingent labor is not OKt effective as electronics assemblers in this

companv because their high training cost that is not recovered exceeds their lower urut labor

cost.

Managing Flexibility • I

Parameters for Decisions

What do companv experiences show us about the use of contingent labor to achieve staffing

and scheduling flexibility? What options are available?

First, connngent worken art probably going to be a Utile less produan-e tlian core employees

Most jobs arc performed better with some experience, and contingent worken probably

aren t going to have it. Most workplaces work better with some stability. Conungcnt

workers don't offer that.
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Second, most new workers in most jobs need some training in addition to experience to be

produrtive. Vte higher the training cost, the more important it is that the company keep the

worker on the job or at least in the company for some length of time.

Thb leads to a fundareenial dilcmnia. In many cases, omtingent workcn must itay on

the job a reasonable lenfth of time to be cosi-effeciive. Yet contingent worker* by

definition have no attachment to the company and are not expected to stay on the Job

a lon| lime. They come and |o at managers' discretion and of their tmn voGtioiL

"niird. it b possible to make contingent labor cost-effective even when they turnover rapidly

If ihey are paid less than core employees and don't need much training. But the hw-y^age,

low-trtxinutg me of contingent labor raises equity issues, which are outlined below.

Fourth, the prospect that contingent labor is not cost-effective (or inequitable if it is) leads

US to look for other options. Of course, we could simply say that flexibility has its price tag -

- coping with fluctuating work loads costs money. Maybe contingent labor that is not ctjst-

effective b stfll cheaper than the alternative of keeping on excess core employees or laying

off core emplovees during slack periods. But we can look for better ideas. 77ie two mam

options are to manage contingent tabor better so that n is cost effective (and equitable), or to

fimi flexibUity among core employees.

Minafinf Flexibility - 2

AchlrHnfCostEITeetlvenesi

U contingent workers are going to be used cost-effeaively. either their non-wage and benefit

eosu must be very small -- they must be trained and experienced before they come to the

job - or they must stay on the job a reasonable length of time. Two approaches to the

tuntover problem are available:

> Hire people on short-term contracts of from three months (renewable) to one year when

the work setting pemuts.

> Consider a variety of employmem practices designed to get a litUe commitment and

increase contingent workers' interest in staying, such as:

Unk pay to performance and time on the job - five a raise alter 30 days if

performance is good.

Pay the t>pe of benefit that is especially valuable to contingent workers - partial

ttiitJon reimbunement if contingent workers are young.

Offer access to regular core employmem - then turnover of contingent labor is offset

by accession of proven core employees.

As is so often true, the Hrst-line supervisor Is a key plaver. Whatever the company rules arc.

attentive and considerate treatment from a supervisor makes the difference.
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Mani0nf Flexibility . J
Flexibilify from (he Core

Contingent labor isn't the only source of flexibility. Changes in labor hours hired can also
be obtained from core employees. Options aside from traditionai overtime and layoffs are
available. For example:

> Include part-time employees in the regular core workforce who agree to vary their
weekly hours of work within pre-set limits

> Use work-sharing for full-time employees who agree as a group to cut hours of work at
slack times

> Introduce a voluntary reduced work time option for individual full-time employees who
with supervisory approval temporarily cut back their work hours

> Write annual work year contracu for employees who agree to distribute a pre-set total

number of hours of work across the year according to demand

A different type of flexibility - funaiona! flexibility - can also help meet company needs
to cope with fluctuating workloads. If employees are multi-skilled and know how to do
several jobs, then moving employees among jobs helps meet peak demands for labor unless

all jobs experience the same peaks.

The Equity issue

Successful managers know that in the long run. good businesses manage their people well.

For contingent workers, good managemeni includes equitable treatment. To manage
contingent workers equitably, the Tirst guideline is that fqutry- is not the same as equality.

Equity does not necessarily mean the same pay and benefits for contingent and core

employees. For example, if contingent workers are young people, maybe paying them higher

wages and lower benefits (such as no pension) meets their preference for current income
at the sacrifice of future income. The key to equity b fair treatment that responds to

individual needs.

The second equity guideline asks how many people want contingent work and who are they?

Is the supply of people who want contingent work as big as company demand for them? Do
contingent worken have decent altematt%'es for employment? Do they have as many
resources of skill and experience as cote etnnjoyees'' If the arrswers to these questions arc

'no' as popularly believed, then low wages, no benefits, no training, and no promotion for

contingent workers are inequitable and worsen the labor market for business in the future

and exacerbate social problems.
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Senator Metzenbaum. Thank you very much, Ms. Axel.

Our next witness is Mitchell S. Fromstein, of Milwaukee, presi-

dent and chief executive officer of Manpower, Inc.

Mr. Fromstein. Thank you. Senator.

Manpower Incorporated is a worldwide organization that pro-

vides staffing services to business firms and Government organiza-

tions in 38 countries. Our firm has been in business for 45 years,

and we operate 900 field office locations in the United States, and
an equal number abroad.

I will be brief in my remarks this morning, but I would like to

refer you to an expanded testimony I submitted to Congressman
Lfiintos and his employment and housing subcommittee in May of

1988, as that testimony is completely applicable in today's environ-

ment as well.
TT c w

We are essentially a private enterprise version of the U.S. Em-
ployment Service and its many European counterparts which are

operated and fiinded by ^vemments. The principal difference is

that in our relationship with workers, we act fully as the legal em-
ployer and offer professional skills assessment and training to en-

nance the marketabiUty of the individual.

When one considers the problems related to contingency as

raised by this subcommittee, I believe our company should not be

viewed as either a cause or a contributor to those problems. Indeed,

we are in many ways a solution to the problems, as we do transi-

tion contingent workers to permanent employment status in signifi-

cant and currently increasing numbers.
While we cannot provide lob security in this process, we do pro-

vide income at prevailing labor market pay rates, a responsible role

as employer, and a protective benefits package for those who work
for us on an extended basis, whether it be by choice or by necessity.

As empirical support for the nature of our role, in 1992 we em-

ployed over 500,000 individuals in the U.S. for some period of time.

This included students during vacation periods, housewives seeking

second incomes, job seekers made redundant by downsizing, retired

individuals, and first-time labor market entrants.

On an average working day, we employed approximately 100,000

people. During that same year, we transitioned approximately

150,000 individuals into permanent jobs, and provided 30,000

weeks of paid vacation and 120,000 paid holidays to those who
were with us on an extended basis. We provided State of the art

office automation skill training to 130,000 people who would other-

wise be unemployed or working at lower skill and wage levels.

All of our employees are, of course, covered by the mandated ben-

efits of Social Security, workers compensation, and unemployment
compensation insurance. We do not employ people as independent

contractors for deployment on work assignments, and we have no

"Tiome workers."
Our safety record shows no differences from that of our cus-

tomers' experience with their permanent work force, as we have a

carefiiUv designed and implemented program of safety training cus-

tomized for each workplace.
The quality and productivity of our workers has met the highest

standards of expectation of the companies we serve. We have ap-

plied unique and proprietary human resources technologj' to the
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process of matching our workers to the customers' permanent staff

with whom they work.
On the customer side, over 90 percent of the use of our services

was to provide work force size flexibility driven primarily by sea-

sonal or cyctical elements.
Our skill assessment and training programs are made available

to all applicants, with no charges maae to the worker and no mini-

mum qualifying period required. In 1992, our training expenditures

for our wort force exceeded the percentage of relatedpayroll which

is being recommended by the new Secretary of Labor, and all of

this effort and resource was applied at nonsupervisory levels.

You will be interested to know that our work force contains the

widest elements of diversity, including major representations of mi-

nority groups in terms of age, sex, and race, as we are able to pro-

vide work opportunities wnich are not easily available to these

groups in the traditional labor market process.

We havejust completed the formation of a nationwide minority-

owned staffing enterprise which will specialize in the transition of

minority workers to permanent employment with the aid of our

tedmologies, processes, and network contacts.

In summary, we are providing work force flexibility to the Na-
tion's business community and a rapid deployment channel for peo-

ple who seek temporary work, skill development, or permanent job

exposure.
To imderstand how this process functions effectively, one must

experience it, and I invite the Senators and the subcommittee staff

to visit our offices here in Washington, or in your home States. You
will, I believe, gain a better understanding of how this process dif-

fers massively from the part-time worker phenomenon with which
you are concerned.

I will be happy to answer anv questions you may have.

Senator Metzenbaukl Thank you very much, Mr. FVomstein.

Our next and last witness is Mr. John R. Heneisen, or Rome, GA,
dean of student work at Berry College, in Mount Berry, GA, and
former president of the National Association of Student Employ-
ment Aaministrators.

Please proceed, Mr. Heneisen.
Mr. Heneisen. Thank you. Senator.
I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you this morning on be-

half of over 8 million postsecondary education students who work
part-time during the school year and hold temporary summer jobs

in order to pay tor a college education.

Today I am representing the National Association of Student

Emplovment Administrators. NASEIA has over 700 members who
are college administrators dedicated to helping students obtain

part-time and temporary employment while enrolled in colleges

across the Nation. I am also representing Berry College, a liberal

arts coWege of over 1,700 students. Martha Berry, the founder of

the school, believed that education should be of the head, the heart

and the hands.
I have worked for 28 years as a college administrator, with most

of that time spent administering student employment and other fi-

nancial aid programs. My doctoral dissertation is a study of the re-

lationship of part-time work to academic success and persistence in
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college. Like most other studies, I found that students who work
part-time tend to do better academically and are more likely to

complete their education than those who do not work. This is true
without regard to the family socioeconomic status.

The impact of proposals which would adversely affect the abUity
of college students to obtain employment while enrolled in college

should be very carefully considered. Recent U.S. Department of

Labor statistics indicate that 63 percent of the 13.3 million college

students in America work while attending college. Even using a
conservative estimate of an average of $3,000 per year in earnings,
students are providinjg nearly $24 bilUon of their own college costs.

Federal grants for e&cation are declining, and at the same time,

the debt burden for students is dramatically increasing. We need
to be encouraging students to work instead of making it more dif-

ficult for them to find part-time and temporary employment
We believe that it is important for students to learn how to work

while in school. Such work experiences help students make the

transition firom school to worlL Employers of our graduates at

Berry College us that the work experience is often as important as

the degree itself. All of our graduates have obtained documented
work experience before graduating from Berry.

Across the Nation, student employment programs play a vital

role in education. Schools such as the University of Minnesota,
Princeton Universitv, the University of Cincinnati, Berea College,

and Northeastern University have put a strong emphasis on work
as an important part of their educational program. Furthermore,
the financial contribution to the United States economy of students

and others who work part-time exceeds $140 billion per year.

I want to share with you a true story about a 17-year-old high
school senior. With a family of six, his father left a job as an auto

body repairman to go into the seminary. He was just gettijn^ start-

ed in the ministry as the voung man was starting college. The only

option for affording a college degree was to find a college that

would give a small scholarship and a part-time job. He worked a

variety of jobs during the summers and school year and was able

to earn most of his way through school. Without the work, he prob-

ably would not have been able to afford a college education.

"niat young man went on to get doctorate from the University of

Cincinnati and has spent his ufe helping others get their college

education. The person I have just described is me.
There are milhons of young people today who depend on part-

time and temporary work to Tnake it possible to complete their edu-

cation and to make the important school-to-workplace transition.

As you consider proposals that mav impact on this vital source of

financial aid and learning, please do not make changes that would
discourage employers from providing jobs for those seeking higher

education.
I would like to make one other remark, that I cannot condone

and my colleagues could not condc - the kinds of things that cause

some of the problems we have hec d about this morning. But we
also could not support proposals that would knock out legitimate

part-time jobs being provided by legitimate employers of part-time

employees.
Thank you.
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Senator Metcenbaum. Thank you verv much, Mr. Heneisen.

I feel that I am an expert on the subject to which you just ad-

dressed yourself. I had a high-paying job when I went to college.

The Government paid me at the top of the scale—either 30 cents,

40 cents, or 50 cents an hour—as an NYA employee. I think I had

about six or eight jobs, being a Fuller Brush salesman, a Saturday

Evening Post boy sales supervisor, a razor blade salesperson, a

flower salesman—^you name it, I did it during those days. And I

certainly don't think that this committee has any thought of de-

priving young people going to school of beine able to pay part of

their way or all ot their way in attending college. That is not the

thrust of our concern. The thrust of our concern is the dramatic

growth in temporary and part-time workers and what it is doing

to the entire economic picture in this country.

In a 1991 report, the GAO concluded that The current public

and private system of providing workers with basic benefits and in-

come protections was designed primarily to meet the needs of full-

time workers and does not adequately address the needs of many
nontraditional workers."

My question is this. Do any of you have any idea as to what leg-

islative options, if any, we should consider in order to address this

problem?
Dr. AppelbaimL
Ms. Appelbaubi. Yes. I have a couple of suggestions, and mme

are mainly geared to the idea of ruling out the choice of a low wage

path for employers—and not, of course, ruling out the use of part-

time or temporary workers.

You have on your chart the fact that the average hourlv earnings

of part-time workers are far below those of full-time workers. Even

if we compare workers in similar occupations and with similar

skills, we nnd that there is a consistent, 10 to 15 percent differen-

tial against part-time workers, making them a cheaper labor force

for some employers. And of course, one possibility, then, is to

amend the Civil Rirfits Act to forbid discrimination against work-

ers on the basis of their work status. That is, an hour of work

should be paid the value of that hour of work and should not be

determined by the status of the worker.

There are, as I indicate in my written testimony, very many
countries where this is already the law, and recently the European

Court of Justice ruled that paving a differential wage rate to part-

time workers compared to full-time workers was discrimination on

the grounds that it overwhelmingly had a negative effect on women
workers. They ruled that it was indirect discrimination against

women.
So it will soon be the rule of law in the European Community.

The minimum wage is another thing that we could do something

about In the 1960's and 1970's, the minimum wage provided a

worker with a wage equal to one-half the average hourly wage of

a nonsupervisory worker in the United States. Over the period of

the 1980's, that has fallen considerably. Today it is at 40 percent.

Part of what is driving that increase in part-time and temporary

work is the increasing spread in the wage of part-time workers rel-

ative to full-time. Only 5 percent of all workers in the United
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States are minimum wage workers. One-quarter of part-time work-
ers earn the minimum wage.
To get back to half of the average wage, we have to get to $5.30

an hour. I think we should raise the minimum wage gradually to

$5.30 and hour and then correct it for inflation in the future.

On health, I would just like to say something, since the health
care issue is going to come up, and it appUes to training as well.

The question is going to be how to finance health care for all work-
ers. I suggest that we need something like a pa3rroll tax or a per-

centage of the payroll going to the premium so that you reduce the
incentive for a company to substitute part-time workers at 19
hours a week or 24 hours a week, whatever the cut-off turns out
to be, so that they don't have to pay the health insurance for those
workers, but those workers will be covered bv taxpayers. Whereas
if you have a percentage of pa3nroll going to tne premium or a per-

centage of payroll dedicated to training the incumbent workers, you
eliminate uie incentive for a company to substitute part-time work-
ers for full-time.

Senator Metzenbaum. Mr. FVomstein, what is the average hour-
ly wage of a Manpower employee in this country, across the board?
Mr. Fromstein. I am interested that you asked the question, be-

cause as I looked at your profile of the contingent worker this

morning, we are very close to the average hourly earnings of the

pjermanent worker, in the blue column. It changes from time to

time, but the last time I looked at the actual average numbers,
there were somewhere in the $8.50 range.
Senator Metzenbaum. Is that what the employee receives?

Mr. FIlOMSTElN. Yes. And that is direct to the employee before
taxes, but after all the costs.

Senator Metzenbaum. Are there any health care benefits, vaca-

tion pay, hoUday pay?
Mr. Fromstein. Yes. As I described in my testimony, we have all

three. We do have qualifying elements, which we must have in an
organization that is dealing with people who are working for short

periods of time, but anybody who is with us on an extended basis

—

and it was interesting this momine to hear one of the young ladies

sort of poke fun at our vacation policy because it requires 1,000 or

1,100 hours of work. But in fact, that is half a year, and we give

a full week's vacation for half a year, and if somebody works 1,500

hours, we give a second week of vacation. So we are actually giving

2 weeks of paid vacation for something less than a full-time year.

If people are with us on a continuing basis, and they work before

and after a holiday, they get paid for the holiday. And in terms of

health care, we have a policy where we pay 50 percent of the pre-

mium toward the workers. It needs to have a qualifying period of

300 hours, which is essentially 8 to 10 weeks. Again, that's a lower

qualifying period than most people require for permanent employ-

ment.
Senator Metzenbaum. Are those health care benefits total cov-

erage?
Mr. Fromstein. Yes. They are just like mine.
Senator Metzenbaum. There is no exception for pre-existing con-

dition or anything of that kind?
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Mr. Fromstein. I don't believe there is. I would have to look at

it very carefully.

Senator Metcenbaum. Does it include maternal care?

Mr. Fromstein. Yes.
Senator Metzenbaum. What percentage of your workers would

you say receive health care benefits?

Mr. Fromstein. I don't have an exact percentage number, but I

should tell you ^is, ^at roughly 75 to 80 percent of the people

who work for us are covered as a dependent under another pohcy,

either a spouse's pohcv or a parentis pohcy. So they will opt out of

it because they are already covered under a policy. Of those who
are not covered and ^o are with us for an extended period of

time, it is open to everyone.

Senator Metzenbaum. I do not know what the facts are, but my
staff advises me that the number covered by health care benefits

is less than 10 percent. Could you confirm for us in writing what
the actual ntunber is?

Mr. Fromstein. Sure.

Senator Metzenbaum. Td appreciate it And then, when you fig-

ure the number, could you indicate the percentage of what it is,

whether it is of the 500,000, the 100,000—in other words, what is

the denominator.
Mr. Fromstein. Yes, Senator.

Senator Metzenbaum. OK.
Ms. Crockett, in your opinion, what impact will the current de-

bate on health care reform have on the contingent labor trend? For
example, will the trend accelerate if employers have to pay for full-

timers' health care, but not for part-timers?
Ms. Crockett. We think that if health care reform is applied to

most employees that this trend will possibly decrease—you are ask-

ing whe^er we would see a growth in contingent work if health

care were available?

Senator Metzenbaum. Yes.

Ms. Crockett. We think that the inclusion of health care for

more people will probably have an effect on decreasing the num-
bers of people who become contingent workers, or it may make an
employer less inclined to feel the need to continue to increase con-

tingent workers as a part of their work force.

^nator METZENBAUM. At his confirmation hearing, Ms. Crockett,

Secretary Reich told us that if .^nerica is to be competitive in the

world economy. Government must stand ready to encourage the

private sector as a whole to treat their work force as their most
precious asset What is the Department of Labor doing to encour-

X long-term investment in our work force, or to discourage em-
yers fit)m treating workers as a "disposable" asset?

Ms. Crockett. The Department of Labor has made a commit-
ment to looking at how the laws that we administer impact on the

American worker. And the Bureau of Labor Statistics has rede-

signed its current population survey to more accurately determine

whether workers are working full-tirae or part-time.

But I will need to get back to you with more specific policies that

the Department will undertake to encourage the increase in high

wage, high performance jobs.
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Senator Metzenbaum. We'd appreciate that, and we will be
happy to include it in the record,

rnie supplemental response of Ms. Crockett follows:]

What is the Department doing to address the problem raiaed in your testimony

on Continflent Won?
The prMlems associated with the rise of contingent woric are a hi^ priority of

the Department of L^tor. Secretary Reidi is in the process of taking several policy

initiatives. For example, in oonne<^n with the VHoe President's Remvent Govern-
ment initiative, the Apartment has created a special Functional Team to look at

'^inreoognized employment and training issues.' One activity of the team is to exam-
ine how the Deputment is servins, or Csiling to serve different types of contingent

workers. Speducally, the team isbeginning a croas-agency analyms of the different

kinds of "coverage" that exist for contingent workers, (e.g., wage and benefit protec-

tion, portable healthy pension and other benefits; unemployment insurance; FMLA
exclusions; and healtn and safety protection.)

The Bureau of Labor Statistics is in the process of develooing an alternative defi-

nition of contingent work baaed on work experience during the year and attachment
to specific employers. This study, a trend analysia, will use the Mardi supplement
data from the Current Population Sun^ey for 1979 throu^ 1992.

The Women's Bureau iuu for some time been studying various aspects of the im-

Sact of contingent work on women workers. The most recent funded study, using
ata firom theSurvey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), is "E^loring the

Characteristics of Self-Employment ana Part-Time Work Among Women." The re-

port is expected to be released during this fiscal year. As a result of research find-

ings, the Bureau in its legislative and regulatory comments, and in its outreach ef-

forts has indicated the need for proportionate benefits for contingent workers.

Ms. Axel, in his book. The Contingent Economy, Richard Baluse,

of the National Planning Association, states that manv companies
using contingent labor have not adequately considered its cost-ef-

fectiveness. Do you think that is a fair statement?
Ms. A^L. Yes, I believe so. I think that employers make many

assumptions about contingent labor. They believe it is quick, easy,

and therefore cost-effective. And most employers have not analyzed

the costs by looking beyond the actual pay differential that they

are offering between contingent and full-time or regular employ-

ment
Senator Metzenbaum. Mr. Fromstein, as Manpower has grown

over the years, employers called upon your company's services

when there was an unexpected surge in need, when there was just

a short-term need for workers. But as I see it, there has now been

a move beyond that point. How much of your business involves out-

sourcing arrangements which are becoming sort of a permanent
part of the operation of companies?
Mr. FIlOMSTElN. It is less than 10 percent, Senator,

Senator Metzenbaum. Do you see it as a gradually increasing

trend?
Mr. Fromstein. It is difficult to view in the current environment

what is an increasing trend and what isn't, because we are really

just getting out of the recession even though it was declared over

almost 2 years ago. And we really need to look at whether or not

the lag in permanent employment which normally comes in a re-

covery is going to be absent on a more permanent basis.

We look at taking more responsibility in out-sourcing as an out-

growth of some of the work that we are doing, but we don't see a

dramatic increase in the amount of that in the future.

Senator Metzenbaum. In an Ohio newspaper, one of your district

managers recently said that Manpower is "always very secretive"

about its arrangements. Is there some reason for that?
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Mr. Fromstein. No. We are a public company. I suppose we are

secr^ve in terms of what we would like to say to our competitors

or have them know, and I suppose we are respecting the individual

rights of workers and our customers in terms of not wanting to

simply make public the issue of all the arrangements that we have.

I wouldn't call it secretive. I think it is good business practice.

Senator Metzenbaum. The Cincinnati Inquirer, with whom I

don't agree too often—nor do they agree with me too often—say

that your cUents don't want to look cheap and heartless. Do you

think that's part of the reason?

Mr. Fromstein. I am certainly not aware of that, no. But it is

difficult for me to answer that question.

Senator Metzenbaum. It is quite an unusual statement, coming

from The Cincinnati Inquirer, I must say.

Mr. Heneisen, I appreciate the need tor many college students to

work their way through school. As I said, that's what I did. But

does that mean we should ignore workers who cannot find full-time

work and can't support their families on part-time iobs? Don't we
have to do something those workers who deserve the same labor

and dvil rights protections as full-time workers?
Mr. Heneisen. Yes, sir, I think we do owe them some support

on this, but I think we also need to recognize that there are many
miUions of these "contingent" workers who choose to be contingent

workers, who do not need the benefits, students being one major

eroup of that And my concern is that as we address the problems

that we have talked about today, that we have heard testified

about today, that we not go so far that we do inhibit the number
of jobs or decrease the number of jobs that are available to legiti-

mate part-time workers. It is going to be a tough balance for you

to make as you deliberate these issues.

Senator METZENBAUM. We are about to conclude our hearing, but

before we do so, the Chair will point out that I believe this develop-

ment is an insidious one as far as the fi-ee enterprise system is con-

cerned. I think the problem Mr. Hobbs spoke about is particularly

insidious because it is destructive of the free enterprise system.

I don't have a legislative solution as to what can be done or

should be done, but I know that something has to be done, and the

committee and this Chair will be receptive to any ideas that any-

one has as to what can or should be done.

A number of interested eroups and individuals have submitted

written statements that will be included in the record. The record

will remain open for additional statements for a period of 2 weeks.

If anyone within range of my voice has some ideas as to what
can be done or should be done, the committee is interested, so feel

free to be in touch with our staff. We certainly want to think this

problem through. I am concerned it may get ahead of us and that

when we do get to the point of trying to do something about it, it

may have gone so far down the road we will not be able to do any-

thing about it at all.

I don't mean by my comments to be negative concerning the busi-

ness that your company is involved in, Mr. Fromstein. We appre-

ciate your being with us. I think the problem is bigger than your

company. I am sure you would agree that it isn't just your company
that is involved; there are many others in the same field. But 1 con-
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sider it a very, very challenging problem to the entire free enter-

prise system and certainly to workers' rights and to the standard

of living in this country.

[Additional material follows:!
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Additional Material

Statement op Suzanne Smtth

For 21 yemn New Ways to Woik. a nonprofit work resource and research organi-

zation based in San Franfdaoo, CA, has been helping individuals and employers to

build flexibility into the American woikplaoe. The tool we have used to accomplish

this has been to reexamine the wav woik is sdieduled and staffed.

Over the past 3 years we have ooaerved that downsizing has become the flexibility

strategy of choice for many companies. They seek 'an iiredudble core level of per-

manent employees* in an effort to boost productivity and e£Bciency. But there is

some question as to whether these business goals are being adiieved and at what

cost to the individuals, the oivanizations and the society.

Where do aU the 'downsized' workers go? In years past, laid-off woikers could ex-

pect to find another "permanent" iob in the same industry or even the same com-

pany. Today, most firms are not planning to rehire regular workers when the econ-

omy picks up. "Outsourcing", or purchasmg, as manv services as possible is the ob-

jective. Consequently, many, if not most, dowixsized employees become part of the

contingent work force. As an example. Bank of America has set its goals for branch

offices to be 19% full tinae people, 23% part-time with some benefits and 68% hourly

with no benefits. If the rest of the growing service sector of our economy moved to

this model, almost 60% of our workers would be working hourly without any bene-

fits and the two-tier work force would be solidly in place m the United States.

Ahhou^ there is currently no way of knowing how many people are contingent

workers and how they may bie putting their working lives together around part-time

and temporary jobs, we do know that many families' economic support is becoming

more fragile. The repercussions from this approadi has increased the number of in-

dividuals and families without a steady income, without health insurance, and with-

out nmcfa hope for some inoome security in the future.

lliese growing contingent individuals and families must then be cared for by soci-

ety rather than being able to be oontributon to the common economic good. Cur-

rently focal aovemments, states and the Federal Government must find ways to pro-

vide for then* welfare out of declining revenues and with the burden of the large

deficit. Hub can become an issue of much magnitude economically both now and m
the fiiture if these famihes are not able to beoooke part of the much needed exten-

sivety trained work force of the future. We literally could have a brain and an eco-

nomic drain on all our resources, never mind becoming less than humane in the

treatment of our fellow citizens.

There is however, another nagging question: is this growing contingency good for

business? When n«ing contingent Isbor, companies save money on salarv and bene-

fits and incur new costs for agency fees, training and turnover—costs that are sel-

dom total led company-wide hfrfr}*^ they are incurred incrementaDv with depart-

ment or project budgets bearing the impact. Althou^ a few firms like Apple Com-
puter have begun to evaluate the actual costs of supplementary contingent employ-

ment, most have assumed cost efOciencies that may not be there. (See the research

of Dr. Stanley Nollen). Is this organizatfonal restructuring really productive in the

fong term? Does it have to be this way? Most of our global competitors do not use

layofis to the extent that the UJS. does as a means of respondiiw to drop in revenue.

In Japan, for example, profits are cut before jobs and shareholders bear the burden;

in Germany work uianng keeps layoffs to a iriinimum. This mitigates both the so-

cial and economic consequences of recessionary periods. Consumer confidence and

consumer spending, do not decline to the extent they do in this county because

fewer people are unemployed; recessionary periods are shorter and economics more

stable.

But what about productivity—the golden carrot that drives the global economy?

According to Cooperation and Development (OECD) data, from 1979 through 1990,

VS. business sector prxxiuctivity rose 0.6% while West Germany's increased 1.6%

and Japan's 3%. "Thomas A. Steward, writing in Fortune magazine, notes that

"American btisiness does a terrific job of increasing productivity by cutting inputs

like labor but needs to work on the output side by investing in people and innova-

tion''.

It's harri for *8urvivorB' to be innovative. 'Rjey're too busy surviving. It's also un-

likely that workers will be ven' committed to the goals of a business that has made
'survivors' or contingent cmpfoyees out of them. With two out of five companies

understaffed according to a 1992 Olsten survey, and a growing number of employers

expressing concern over employee skills deficiencies, problems of employee morale,

alienation and stress take on a business significance thev might not have in less

lean times. Gbbal competition is considered a 'drive' of downsizing but our global
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oompedton in mapy inf*-^iK— have increaaed qnali^ and productivity by finding
new ways to stabilize emplo3nDent and emphaaiie employee retraining and redeploy-
ment ndher than layofib.

The American Management Aiaodation in its June 1993 study of 836 companies
found that:

• Companies that have downsized since January 1967 are neariy as Ukdy to

rennrt a dedine in prodnctivi^ as an increase.
• Companies that make cuts tend to do it again, and the results are quite likely

to be negative—fewer profits and dBcKning worker productivity.
• In eveiy case, the more frecjnentl;^ a company downsized, the worse the after-

effects. In most cases, companies paid a heavy price in woiker morale.
• Downsizing is not necessarily related to recession; three quarters of the firms
that downsized were profitable in the year they made the cuts.

• Ihe 3-]rear trend hne shows that more con^anies are downsizing in an at-

tempt to increase staff utiUzation and thus realize productivity gains.

• Earlv retirement incentives are making a comeback to pre-recessionary levels,

and vonintaiy separation plans continue to increase.
• Fewer companies are embracing policies that "share the pain" and reduce the

necessity for layofis.

And yet these kinds of policies, whidi include work sharinff with short time com-
pensation, voluntary rediiced work time and paid and unpadd leaves, can also elicit

oehavior which avoids side-effects like "survivor syndrome" and "lack of consumer
confidence" and engenders commitment and the willingness to work toward fenger

term gain.

By not becoming more flexible, companies may be overlooking an opportunity to

greatly increase employee mcn^le ana commitment at a time when cost-eflective

motivators are hard to come bv. A recent Wall Street Journal article noted that

flexibility builds incredible feyalty and the "Employees will do almost anything to

make flexible schedules succeed."

New work schedules baUd on emplo^ree interest in trading income for more oer-

sonal time, the desire for mote control over their work sdiedules and the need for

some sense of employment secnritv. The quantifiable impacts of work schedules like

job sharing, V-Time programs and work Glaring on productivity and increased em-
ployment opportunity have to do with reducing absenteeism and employee 'down

time', with euninating the need to overstaff, improving employee retention and thus

reducing the costs of recruitment and training, and retaining investments already

made. In an increasing number of cases firms are using them to fine tune schedules

and improve the allocation of human resources as well as minimize turnaround time

after a recession, expand employment, and control the use of expensive overtime.

The four new worx time models that, if utilized properly, could provide a long

range alternative to the overuse of temporary and consultant employees are Job
Sharing, V-Tlxoe Programs, Work Sharing with or without Short Time Compensa-
tion and Annual Hours Contracts. Like a oore/ring strategy, these options all reOed
a radical reassessment of traditional approaches and attitudes about such aspects

of hours systems as the use of regular part-time employment, the vahie of frnding

alternatives to layoffs and the neM to redesiffn shift work. They are models which

build on employees' needs, integrate both full and part-time work schedules, and
embody the concepts of equitable flexibility for both organizations and people.

Most emplovers today are familiMr with the term voluntaiy job ahanng—two peo-

ple sharing toe resnonsibilities of one fuU-time job with salary and benefits pro-

rated—as a form of regular part-time. At its best it provides a way to offer part-

time work under fiill-time conditions and in job classifications which are not usually

available on a part-time basis. Steelcase, in Grand Rapids. Ml, has seen its job shar-

ing program grow firom a pilot project for two prioers m 1982 to 74 sharers in 19:^.

Job sharing is available tnrou^iout the whole organization and currently includes

district sales managers, clerical teams and hourly jobs. Compensation is prorated

between the sharers and they have responsibility for designing their own schedules

as feng as they both work between 1000 and 1800 hours a year. Benefits to the or-

ganization have induded lower absenteeism, a positive impsict on affirmative action,

possibilities for peak period coverage, retaining of valued employees, the availability

of wider skills in s position and improved employee morale. Benefits to the employ-

ees have included time for family responsibilities, opportunities to pursue additional

education and training and more leisure time.

V-Time Programs are a further refinement of the oonceot of vohintary, regular

part-time wort. V-Time is short for vohintary reduced work time program. It is a

time/income tradeofT arrangement that allows full-time employees to reduce work

hours temporarily. A typical V-"Time program offers a choice of several kinds of work
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time (and pay) reduction, ranging from 6% to 60%. The new schedule remains in
foroe for a specified period—oauaJjy 6 months or a year—after which the employee
retoms to full-time status or re-enrolls. AU employee benefits are maintained, al-
thou^ moat are prorated. And the emplovve has a choice of how the time off can
be taken—on a regular basis, as a rediwea day or we^ or in a block of time. New
Yoik State has a V-Ume project, in addition to a Job Sharing and R^ular Part-
Time option. The evaluation of tfaie first two years of the V-Time program indicated
a savings of $4 million and an increase in fiscal flrxihility because managers were
able to allot the savings finm payroll in various ways.
Work Sharing is an alternative to layofis in whidi all or part of an organization's

work fbroe temporarily reduces hours and salary in order to reduce operating costs.
Todsnr, three basic types of work sharing are used in the U.S.: (1) ad hoc woix shar-
ing; (2) work sharing in combination with Sboit Time Compensation from Unem-
ployment Insurance; and (3) programs which allow or encourage various kinds of
voluntary reductions in work time by individual emplovees. Rotnining trained per-
sonnel instead of laying people off during an economic oowntum is a relatively new
concept in the United States. In the early 1970's a few corporations Hke Hewlett
Paduird began experimentiiig with snudl reductions of work time, instead of reduc-
tions in staff, as a means ofcutting back expenditures during economic recessions.
They found this strategy gave them a decided advantage when business picked up
anm, both in terms orfaster turnaround time and vastly improved employee mo-
rale. Slowly, other firms, particularly those in the semiconductor industry, which
has more economic peaks and valley than some othera, have used ad hoc woik shar-
ing. That is, the utilization of a series of across the board small cutbacks in paid
woric time, for example, closing for a week between Christmas and New Year's, or
for one day every two weeks.

In 1978 aitotMr kind of work sharing became possible in the United States. Cali-
fornia set up a pilot project to experiment with Work Sharing oonibined with Unem-
Sloyment Insurance. Inis European style work sharing, in which workers on re-

uoed schedules receive partial payments from Unemployment Insurance to supple-
ment lost wages, proved very successful. Enabling l^iaUtion has since been passed
in thirteen more states. The Federal Government issued guidelines to encourage its

replication, but little has been done latelv to promote this program.
Although little in-depth researdi has been done to date on the impact that work

sharing has had on productivity, representatives from companies using both ad hoc
and work sharing with short time compensation from Unemploymentmsurance sys-
tems generally report a variety of benefits. Primary among them are improved em-
ployee morale, the ability to mstitute cutbacks earlier, and achieve a faster turn-
around. Motorola using Arizona's Short Time Compensation provision, was able to
reduce its working hours approximately 10 percent. Almost 9,000 empbyees partici-

pated in the program, whicn was applied uiuformly from top management to produc-
tion and dericaTempIojrees. "Rm employees received 10% of what they would have
received if totally unemployed from their unemployment insurance account and the
company saved (3 millioo m labor costs and was ready to go return to full time pro-
dtictioo with a AiIl crew as soon as orders picked-up.
The fourth ajodel which deserves attention is the idea of Annual Hours Contracts.

This concept was first articulated in the mid- 1970's and pioneered in Swedish and
Finnish pulp and paper industry plants. The idea is relative simple: management
and labor agree on the number of hours of work which will be n^Kied during a given
year and then design a *rh*yhiling formaL The schedule may be fixed or variable;
it may use up all of the hours or some may be held in reserve to be used when the
employer and employees decide they are needed. The result is a framework around
whxh worktime can be arranged in whatever units or form the business requires
and to which employees will ame. Part-time schedules can be incorporated and al-

located to increase coverage during peak periods of activity; training time and
longer blodu of both work and leisure time can be designed.

British management consultant Philip Lyndi suggests that there are four types
of advantage offered bv the aimual hours approach: (1) the ability to separate em-
plo3ree hours from prxxmction hours; (2) the possibility for scheduling more employee
Dours cfairing peak periods of activity and extend operations where needed; (3) the
poaaibihty oi redefining 'overtinoe' and eliminating it as a 'means of production' and
(4) creating basic change in the way hours of wnk are perceived and used. As an
example, in one British paper company, ten different annual hours schedules are
in operatioD and there are no workers doing a 'normal' Monday to Friday, five day
week. Instead, ten different annual schedules have been designed to cover the spe-

cific needs of the production, maintenance, quality control and staff areas. Job cre-

ation, lowered per unit labor costs and more efftcient scheduling are cited by em-
ployers and labor leaders who have developed annual hours contracts.
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Bccanac of our oonoem about the negative impact that current raiplqyment trends
could have on both the lociety and toe economy, New Ways to Woric has worked
throu^ education and the promotion of exemplaiy practioes lo encourage the equi-
table use of both flexible '•>»**^»'"ff and flexible stamng.

Several things the members of uiis committee and Congress could do that would
help hasten the uae of equitable flexible sdieduling and staffing are:

L Pass Representative Pat Sdiroeder's Part-Time and Tenqnraiy Worker Protec-

tion ActH^ 2188 (attadied) whidi {nwides for

• Part-'Hrne workers to receive unemployment while looking for part-time work
• Requires the Bureau of Labor Statistics to annually survey temporary work-
ers
• IVovides pro rata heakh and pension benefits for contingent workers working
600 hours a year or more

2. Insurance and pension ri^its must be available for contingent workers

• Financial barriers to health care must be removed
• Health care coverage for aU Americans must be equal and equally accessible
• Reduce the number of years required for vesting in a pension uma five to

three
• Insure portability of pension credits from job to job

3. Gather information on the composition and conditions of the contingent work
force

• A count of leased employees should be taken
• A count of at^me workers should be taken
• A comprehensive survey should be instituted to determine the extent of con-

tingent workers' coverage by medical plans, pension plans, child care and other
major fiioge benefits.

4. Determine definitions and standards

• A national standard needs to be set for what constitutes temporary work
• The definition of tenqiorary employee should be broader uian that encom-
passed l^ inclusion in the temporary help supply industry

6. Review statutes governing benefits and income replacement pnwrams to elimi-

nate inequities that discourage employers trom offering proratea benefits and
equiflex options

• Change the formula for Social Security and Unemployment Insurance whidi
penalizes employers for employing workers on a regular part-time basis

6. The Federal Government must examine its own policies in this area. It is a

major employer of contingent workers. In the 19708 it led the way in promoting
flexible saiedulinc but since the *808 it has de-em^asized these options and in-

creased the use of long term temporary woikers, without job protectioD or benefits.

• Congress and the administration must cease modelling such contingent prac-

tices
• Call upon the States, municipalities and private business to do the same

We appreciate this committee's efforts in raising the question of how the growing
use of contingent labor will affect the economy, employers and worlters. It is a ques-

tion of great importance and these hearings constitute a critical first step toward
finding equitable solutions.

Statement op Ellen Bravo

9to5, the National Association of Working Women, has for many years been con-

cerned with the growth in the contingent work force. While we favor flexible work
options, we know that these options mxut be both vohintaiy and equitable. Right
now they are neither.
The contingent work force is a relatively new term for workers with less than full-

time permanent positions, whose jobs are continent upoo the needs of the employ-

ers. It is made up of approximately 19-20 million part-time woriters working less

than 35 hours per wedc, approximately 1-2 million temporarv workers working for

short periods, often throu^ a temporary help agencr. and leased employees who
work on contract for independent sjoendes who rent tnem out to clients. Altc^ether

they amount to more than 25% of afl American workers, or one in four.

I know that you will receive testimony with more extensive facts and figures on

the growth in contingent work. Fd like to put some faces to the statistics and talk

about why we need what guaranteed protections for these workers.
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Let me introduce you to a few of the women we've worked with who've been vic-

tinu of ineqiiitable work situations as contingent employees:

Litida

Linda Williams was like a lot of women. She got married, had kids, and then her

marriage fell apart. She had to get a job. Linda oouldnt find a fuU-liine job, so she

workea 45 hours a week at 3 part-time jobs, none of which provided health insur-

ance. At the age of 38, Linda had a heart attadc.

Fve read her journal—she talked about how she sat in her living room for 3V^

hours, sweating so hard it felt like she was in a shower, in excruciating pain, trying

to convince herself it was an attack of indigestion because she didnt want to go to

the hospital and be turned away for having no insurance, or have to deal with the

bills. Later she did go to a doctor and learned she had a heart attack and needed

bypass surgery. She finally found a doctor who'd do the sur:gery but no hospital

would take ner.

9to5 held a press conference with Linda, and a hospital did agree to admit her.

She had the surgery—and owed $60,000. Because she was a fighter and found out

about Federal funds for "diar^y" caaes, Linda got the figure reduced. But she still

owed $20,000 to 16 medical personnel. When she got better, she sot a fulhime jab

with health insurance, and a second part-time job to pay on the debt. Three years

later, the day before her 42nd birthday, Linda died on the job.

I cant say Linda's heart wouldn't have given out anyway. But no one should have

had to go throu^ what she did.

Ramona
R^mnna was ooc of many women who wanted to set off welfare. But she could

find only a temporary job at $4.35 an hour. As a resun, Ramona broudit home $43
a we^ less than welfare. She earned so little she was eligible for Title XIX, except

when she woiked overtime so she'd have enough to take the kids to the movies.

Then she was told she'd earned $42 too much to quali^^ for Title XDL Ramona of-

fered to pay the $42 difierenoe, but that's not allowed.

After lOV^ mnot>'*, there were some job openings in her department. She'd revised

the filing system and knew most of the joM. But Ramona waant allowed to apply.

The jobs were being filled from within—and temps didn't count as employees.

Bemiee
Bemioe earned $7 an hour and benefits cleaning office bxiildings as member of an

SEIU union local Then new owners contracted out the cleaning services. Woikers

were given the cfaoioe of being kept on at $4 an hour, no insurance, no union. Ber-

nioe retired.

Tertaa

For nearly 6 years Teresa worked as a temporary at Allen-Bradley Corp. in Mil-

waukee. This entire department where she worked was stafTed by temps. Teresa

made $5.35 an hour, considerably leas than the union workers in nean>y dep>art-

ments, with oo benefits, no sick oays, and one week unpaid vacation. (She received

a bonus on her anniversary date but it didn't equal a week's pay.)

The magnitude of the problem crystallized lor me with a phone call I received

from a woman whose boss had been let go and wasn't being replaced. They told her

she could work in another position, but now she'd be woridng for a temporary agen-

cy and would have no seniority, no benefits and lower wages. Isnt this illegal, she

aaked? And I had to tell her no, there's no law that says an employer can't do this.

GuaranUed Protections

The growth of the contingent work force is a result of a conscious business strat-

egy to cheapen the work force. Not so long affo ,employerB would simply have hired

women and people of color for less money. You can't get away with that anymore.

But there are no restrictions on ineauity for part-time and temporary workers

—

where women and people of color tena to be over-represented compared to the total

population.
When business justifies these practices to itself, their rationale is clear-cut: Cash

in today. Get two part-timers, save lota of money. But to the public, they try to jus-

tify these practices as helping out wotkers: acconunodating famihes, providing moth-

er's hours.
Helping whom? This is reminiscent of a Supreme Court decision at the turn of

century striking down the 40-hour work week as an encroachment on "employee's

freedom to contract" Later the court changed its decision, saying that freedom to

contract doesn't include the freedom to exploit
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Mothers, parents, do want flexibility. But not for less money than the iienon
working next to them who is woiidng foll-time. They dont diooee to work without

«idE time, vacation, holidays or insurance.
Many policymakers today are reoommending incentives for business to move in

the direction ofhi^ skill, hi^ wage work. 9to6 supports these eflbrts. But we have
to recognize that ri^^ nowbusinesses have many incentives to cheapen the work
force. This creates an uneven playing field, so that other businesses have to go along

with it even if they would prefer not to. We have to remove those incentives. Create

a floor, Tnininmim Standards—what I call a bottom line for workers, below n^iidi you

cannot go. Flcadbility is fine, but inequality is not.

Contingent workers share many issues with aU workers—the need for value to be

restored to a tninitmiin wage, for universal health insurance, pension portability,

and so on. In fact, these are important ways to fi^t poverty. We need these re-

forms.
The key issue, thou^ is equity in pay and benefits. Some may work fewer hours,

but they work lull-time every hour th^re there and they need to get same base

pay. Families of part-time workers still get sick full-time—they need the same pro-

tection as fiiU-time workers, yet many nave been excluded from the Family and

Medical Leave Act. Temporaiy workers should be just that^-replscing someone tem-

porarily unable to work or performing a short-term project. "Permanent temps"

whether in name or in practice should not be allowed.

In fact, the policies 9to5 recommends are ^ood business strat^y. We have another

choice, to invest in workers, and promote hi^ productivity, hi^E quality work from

a hi^-skiUed and high-paid work force. Some businesses have learned this. There

are good models. But otners arent taking the low-wage path out of ignorance. For

many en^jloyers, what {pvems is what they can get away with. This is determined

not by the maiket but by the bargaining power oftheir workers. Part-time and tem-

porary workers are the most vulnerable today, with the exception of undocumented
workers.

Parity for part-time workers, limitations on the use of temps—these are simple

fairness issues for contingent workers. We must make sure they are enacted.

Statement of Americans poe Democratic Action, Inc.

shipt from kull-tme employment breeds rnsbcurity—^lowbr living

standards^

Baekgrvund

During the post-war years, and particularlv in the period since 1980 the number
of full-time permanent workers has been declining as a share of total employment.

What accounts for the trend are the steep increases in part-time and temporary

work phis the growth in self employment in many low-wage industries.

Private employers have justineo their poUdes of turmng to part-time and tem-

porary workers, rather than hiring permanent fuD-time workers proportedly for

greater fleidbility. But the practice has contributed to widespread insecurity, and

lower standards of living, greater dependency on welfare. At this time it has re-

sulted in higher government outlays. Federal revenues lost through lower wages,

and harm to the economy from dedines in productivity. The contingent work force

does not ffet ddll training, nor develops any loyalty to employers—essential for

greater efuciency.

In effect, the heavy reUanoe on the contingent labor force reflects a management
strategy to rednoe immediate costs through paying lower wages, deny healthprotec-

tion and other fringe benefits to millions of workers, and weaken union eflorts to

organize and represent workers.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics employment rose some 19 million be-

tween 1980 and 1992, but 4.5 million were part-time workers. And of these part-

time workers 2-8 million or more than 60% were on part-time jobs involuntarily—

that is they wanted fiill-time jobs but had to settle for part-time work.

A—part-time workert

The number of contingent and temporary workers is estimated st 27-30 million

workers or about one of four workers in the Nation today. The largest segm- - l of

*Th« data on employment and related iuoea for the perUtime, contingcrt mnd other gronpe

in the wort foree mre frtm the Bureeo of Labor StatisOca The anaJywB of impact on economic

and kocial ttatos of the contangent work forct opervtioa of Tanooa pobhc programa, and propoa^

als for pnrate and public pohaes are denved in part from New Poliaea lor the Part-Time and

ConUngenl Workforre (1992) edited by Virpma L doRirtge and published through the Eco-

nomic Pohcy Institute.
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thif woric force is 'part-time worker*—workers who are on a less than 35 hour a
week adiediik. In early 1993, there were 21 million part-time workers—14.5 million

voluntarily on ahort-work, and 6.5 mflHon on part-tune not by choice, but involun-

tarily, "nua group of workers it able, willing, and seeking full-time employment but

bwuf of poor ix'^TK**"*^ conditions cannot find such jobs, or are in firms where
alack work has led to reduced hours.

Of the 14.5 million vohintarily on part-time about 10 million—or 709E>—are in re-

tail trade and various services. In manufacturing, in contrast, only one in twenbr-

five workers is on part-time. Women 25-64, young workers 16-24, and older work-

ers 55 and over make up 90% of the vohintaiy part-time work force.

B—Heip-tupply aaviee induMtry

A aeoond major component of the oontingent/part-time work force is the 1.6 mil-

lion referred to employers by the help-supply aervioes industry. The help-supply

services industry covers the temporary emplojnment agencies whidi refer workers to

tvmm msif:kin£ part-tinK or fiill-time woikers fior short periods. (A very small part

of that total are employees of the agencies making the referrals) During the past

year or so, of the 1.2 mUlion workers added to payrolls fuUy 28%—or 340,000—were
workers sent from the help-suppfy service nnns—a drsuonatic indication of how
Ainerican industry is using part-time workers on a temporary baais to meet their

production needs.
More iiiUy reflecting the help supply services industry extent is the total of 6 mil-

lion workers referred by the industrv during the entire year—compared to the 1.6

million figure fbr such woricers employed during the specific week when BIS sur-

veys empbyment.
Wmnen and younger workers make up a larve minority of these contingent work-

ers. ¥7hile 60% of Oioae referred work on fiill-time schedules, they typically work

for ahort periods—often because longer assignments would entail the employer pro-

viding fiinge benefits.

Ilkouj^ use range of occupations for the 340,000 employees added during the past

year incmde technicians, profeaaionals, engineers, and ntirses, normally hi^ier paid

{obs, the average wage for these workers was $8.30—20% bek>w the average wage
or an workers. Also, scarcely 25% of these workers are protected by any health in-

surance, and only a small proportion receive other fringe benefits.

For aJl part-time workers—the 21 million group--BLS found that wages and
fringe benefits are significantly lower than tar their full-time counterparts. On
wages, the figures are $5.40 for part-timers, and $8.67 fbr full-time employees. On
fringe benefits the differences are substantiaL* health benefits—16% of part-time

woners are covered, 72% of fiiU-time workers; on sick leave—18% forpart-time ver-

sus 64% for full-time; and on disabili^ protection the figures are 9% versus 44%
for fiiD-time workers. Since 1973, part-time work force wages since have consistently

been only 62% of the level for full4ime workers.

While difTerences in industry, occupation and demographics account for part of the

spread, as Virginia L diiRivage wrote in the book New Policies for the Part-Time

and Contingent Workforce which she edited:

•Yet even when workers are matdied by industry, sex and age, a substantial wage
difference (about 16 percent) persists between fiiD and part-time workers."

C—Self-employed
The third group of part-time workers are the self employed—who now total about

10 million, fiiany of this group—13 million—are in agriculture, while other large

segments are in construction and services. Men comprise the majority of this group.

X good number of these workers provide various professional, craft and other

services to many firms. But a large group work solely fbr one employer who treats

them as independent contractors thereby ssving substantial compensation costs

such as taxes tor unemployment compensation, social security as well as fringe ben-

efits like health insurance, holiday and vacation pav.

According to Virginia L duRivage, The Internal Revenue Service estimates that

as many as,, 38% of enmloyers ^liberatelv miaclassify their employees as "inde-

pendent contractors. In doing so these employers illegally avoid paying social secu-

rity and other taxes for these workers—not to mention the considerable savings

fTT>m failure to provide fringe benefits.

TreiuU in the number ofpart-time and contingent workers. 1979-93

The biggest increases during the 1980'8 among the part-time and contingent work

force have been in the groups working part-time for economic reasons—the involun-

tary part-time employees—and in help supply services.

In 1979, 3.6 millioD persona were forced to take part-time jobs because of eco-

nomic reasons or slack work at their place of employment. That number jumped to
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over 6 million daring the 1982 recession, receded ali^tly in the following years,
moved above 6 million in the 1991 recession, continued its upward trend, m eariy
1992 reaching a record hi^ of 6.4 niillion in mid>1993.

Women and part-time work

Women comprise about half the 6.4 million workers on part-time for economic rea-
sons—deariy they want full-time jobs. Among all woikers voluntarily on part-time
sAcdules, two-thirds are women, freonently thev are forced bv family responsibil-

ities to work on such reduced sdiedules. Lack of adequate child care facilities pre-
clude these women from —**f«"g full-time employnoent with the advantages in hi^-
er pay and fringe benefits.

From a figure of 400,000 in 1962 that industry subgroup has dimbed spectacu-
larly—more than quadrupling to over 1.6 million by early 1993. As notea earlier

more than 1 of 4 of the newly employed during the past year came from the firms
in that industry.

Self emplojred workers also show an upward trend—althou^ not as steep as the
two previous groups. During the 1980'8, the BLS estimates that there has been a
20% increase u sudi workers. In 1992 there were 10 million self empbyed in all

industries, witii 8.6 million in nonagricultural occupationB, compared to 7 million in

1980.

POUCY RSCOMMENDATIONS

Minimum wages

Raising the minimum wage substantiallv would be a significant first step in im-
proving uie low earnings of part-time worxers. A part-time worker it six times as
ukely as a full-time worker to be paid minimum wages. With the current $4.25 per
hour ntiniiniiTTi wage, earnings even on a fuD4ime basis, are substantially below the
poverty level for a famUv ofthree. A minimum wage of $5.50 an hour—about half
the average wage of all nonagricultural workers, automatically adjusted to keep
pace with inflation would be inline with the relationship between the minimum and
average wages in earlier years. It woiild be fairer than the current inequitable, low
standard and would substantiaUy benefit the millions of minimum wage workers
and many others of the part-time labor force.

Equal pay far comparable work

Lower wages for part-time workers doing comparable work to their full-time coun-
terparts has been amply documented For example the U.S. Postal Service in the
recent past employed part-time workers for some 10% of all jobs and paid them
about hialf the wages paid to permanent workers doing the same job.

In a number of situations where similar practices prevailed, labor unions nego-

tiated contract clauses providing the same pay for part-tinae and full-time workers
on the same job. That equitable arrangement should be extended to all part-time

workers.
In addition to an adequate minimum wage, and comparable pay for comparable

work for part-time workers a significant increase in the earned income tax credit

(as the Clinton administration has proposed) would strengthen economic security for

part-time workers.

Health insurance

Besides these direct measures, a series of social policy initiatives would add im-

measurably to the well-being of part-time workers. As noted earlier, the BLS re-

ported that only 15.4% of part-time workers received empbyer-provided health ben-

efits. This is in contrast to 72% full-time workers. Similarly discriminatory treat-

ment appUes to sick-leave benefits. While 63.7% fiiU-tixne workers are covered only

18.2% are covered. A third health benefit—disability insurance—was piovided by
employers to 9.2% of part-time workers compared to almost five times that propor-

tion (43.2%) of fiiil-time workers.
Major reform of the Nation's health programs being developed bv the administra-

tion should recognize and address the serious deficiencies in health protection for

the part-time workers.

Peneiona

Another vital need for part-time workers is coverage for pension benefits. A recent

BLS survey of small private firms and State and local govemments found that Id-
suraiKe and retirement benefits were eenerally available to fewer than one-tenth

oT the part-time employees in small establishments.*
The findings on insurance coverage from the survey parallel those from the broad-

er aoalysis of all part-bme workers referred to above and point to the tiny portion
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of an pait-time woiken eligible for private pension benefits. Clearly, legislation on

private cmployen pension programs should be restructured on portability, vesting,

and relatea features to remove the severe disadvantage which part-time woriters

now experience.

At the »Mm^ time, the Federal social security TninimiiTn benefit provisions should

be I^ralixcd to take into account the special needs of part-time workers.

Untmplcymtnt inMuranee

Not only do fisr too many part-time workers bear the burdens of low pay and lack

of fringebenefits they laa decent support when they lose their jobs, llie operation

of the unemployment insurance system deprives them of meaningful protection. Eli-

gibility rules s^ by States and actions by empbyers to cut their unemployment in-

surance costs frequently spell no insurance benefits for laid oCT part-time workers.

Many States exclude casual or seasons] woricers, the self-employed, and independ-

ent contractors firom unemplt^yment insurance protection. Also, in half the States,

eligibility for insurance depends on earnings' tests which the average oart-time

workers cannot meet, llieae restrictions and reffulations should be amendea and lib-

eralized so that part-tinae workers can receive the same types ofjobless support pro-

tection as full-time woricers.

Statement op John Sweeney

My nanv» is John Sweeney and I am the president of the Service Employees Inter-

national Union (SEIU). With over 1 million service-sector workers in ibe United

States, Canada and Puerto Rico, SEIU is the fourth largest imion in the AFL-CIO,
and the largest union representing service workers. SEIU members come fi!x>m both

the public and private sectors ana include, among others, janitors, nurses, nxirsing

home aides, social service workers, and secretaries. On their behalf^ I would like to

thank Senator Metzenbaum and the other members of the Subcommittee on Labor

for this opportunity to present our views on this important issue.

The wcutcers we are discussing today go by many names. They are 'contingent,"

"part-time,' or 'assignment* woncers. Some are classified as "independent contrac-

tors,' while others are considered '^ased employees." The common thread that

unites these workers is that their wages and benefits are often far below that of

their full4ime counterparts. Many are not covered by health insurance or pensions.

They are usually not even entitled to paid vacation or sick leave.

Over the last decade, the number of temporary, part-time, and contract jobs has

grown rapidly, especially in the burgeoning service sector. Between 1982 and 1990,

temporary-help employment grew 10 times faster than overall employment and such

jobs accounted for about two-Uiirds of new private sector jobs in 1992. Taken to-

gether, temporary, contract, and part-time workers make up about 26 percent of the

work force.

While managers and economists often extol the virtues of this new flexible" woric

force, often commenting on the "freedom" it gives workers, we in SEIU are not oon-

vinoed. We feel that the expansion of contingent employment poses a number of

risks for American workers.
Contingent workers receive lower wages and benefits, Uttle training, few opportu-

nities for promotion and no job security. Because minorities, women, young workers,

and older workers are more likely to hold contingent jobs, these trends make our

economy less fair, more discriminatory, and more sharply divided between the well-

protected and the 'disposable* worker.
The use of contingent workers also threatens the iob security, wages, and benefits

of full-time workers. "Hub has especially been a problem for unionized workers. Time
and tinw again we have seen management expand its use of part-time and tem-

porary workers in order to avoid paying the wages and benefits agreed to during

contract negotiations.

An example of what Fve just described can be found in the experience of SEFU
District 926, which represents 650 office workers at Cuyahoga Community College

in Cleveland, OH. When 926 began to organize at Cuyahoga in 1982. there were

about 260 fuU-time workers and 150 part-time workers at the college. (Part-time

workers are thoee who work between 10 and 37.5 hours per week.) The union suc-

ceeded in winning recognition for the full-time workers in 1982.

The Cuyahoga adnunistration responded to the success of the union organizing

campaign by expanding its hiring of part-time office workers, who were not covered

by tne umon contract, "between 1982 and 1984, the college hired 250 new part-time

workers but no new fuU-time workers. These workers were paid less than the full-

time workers and received no health insurance or other benefits.
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In 1984, the part-tiine workers joined their fuO-tiine coworkers in bai]gaining col-

lectively with the college administration. Collective baivaining made it possible for
these part-time workers to secure better wages, benefits and working conditions.
They were able to obtain, first, an annual cost-of-living ac(justment and, most re-

cently, annual wage increases above inflation. The current contract also provides
some vacation time for part-time employees who work more than 20 hours a wedc.
While substantial progress has been made, Cuvaboga's part-time workers still lag

far behind their full-time colleagues in a numoer of areas. Wages for part-time
workers are 10 percent below thcwe for full-time workers. Part-time workers receive
no si^ leave and no health insurance benefits. As a result, these workers and their
families could face devastating financial losses if they should become seriously ill.

Another example comes from the experience of SElU Local 99 whidi represents
22,000 workers at the Los Angeles Unified Sdiool District. Local 99's menubors in-

clude custodians, cafeteria employees, bus drivers, education aides, teacher aides,

and special education assistants.

In ue years after the California local first oi]ganized the sdiool system, mana^-
ment began to create part-time teaching assistant positions outside the bar^inmg
unit. Tbese workers, most of whom were Latinos who could speak English and
Spanish well, were assigned to help in the classrooms. They were needed because
60 percent of the students in the Los Angeles school system are Latinos, many of
whom have limited knowledge of English.
Meanwhile, \he bargaining unit had an equivalent position—the education aide.

The aides, 8,000 strong, were also part-timers who helped in the classroom. Al-

thou^ the t<>arhing assistants and the education aides were doing exactly the same
work, the assistants were paid lower wages and received no benefits. Over the
jrears, the number of ti>*r>iing assistants grew to 10,000 as management used these
positions to avoid paving the ni^ier wages and benefits of the organized work force.

Local 99 responoea to this dudlenge by mounting an organizing drive among the
teaching assistants. After 9 months of intense effort, the teaching assistants were
recognized as a separate bargaining unit. Their first contract incluaed medical bene-
fits, a career track for assistants wanting to be teachers, hoUday pay and sick leave.

Another problem faced by many contingent and part-time workers has been their
misclanification as *^dependent contrat^ors' by emplovers. By dassifying workers
as "contractors," emplo^rs avoid paying lecally required benefits like sociu security

or workers comoensation insurance. Ine uitemal Revenue Service estimates that

employers illegally classified 90,000 workers as self-emploved contractors last year,

costing both Federal and State ^vemments milUons of dollars in lost revenue.
One section of our membership that has been particulariv victimized by this prac-

tice are janiton in commercial office buildings. Despite their ambition and pride,

janitors are the most vulnerable of American workers. They are often immigrants
unable to speak English, tinf«Tni1ii»r with their leral rights, and unwilline not to

seize any opportunity offered. Many are people of color—^African-Americans, Latinos,

Asian-Amencans—historically the victims of job discriminatioo. Neariy half are
women—often single mothers struggling to lift tneir families out of poverty.

In the boildii^ service industry, the independent contractor scam sometimes
takes the form oT"frandiising,'' where Uie empio)rer offers a worker the opportunity
to buy the ri^t to service part of an office building. The purchase of the contract

from the employer requires the janitor to hand over an up-front investment fee as
well as an ongoing monthly administrative fee, which is deducted from any pay-

ments the janitor receives.

SEIU Local 6 in Seattle, WA knows the franchising sdieme only too welL Mem-
ben of Local 6 are fighting to protect their Uving standards against competition
from fraudulent franchise operators. One of the larvest franchise operators in King
County is a janitorial oompanv named National Maintenance Contractors (NMC).
The company has approximately three hundred "franchises" cleaning over 4 million

square feet of office space.

The complaints of the NMC janitors derive fr^m the company's vigilant control

over their work and misrepresentation of expected earnings. Three complaints hsve
been repeated throughout our interviews or NMC employees: 1) the assigned ac-

counts did not generate the promised income; 2) NMC imposed charges not stipu-

lated to in advance and 3) NMC breached iu agreement with their employees con-

cerning the bss of accounts.
Let me briefly expand on each of these complaints with some examples.
Jae Su Kim purcnased a ;^ony franchise valued at $11,100. This franchise should

have generated an income of S4,225 per month. Kim's first account, however, pro-

duced B mere $1,200—barely half the promised income. After MNC lost the contract

to clean the building, Kim was assigned to an account that generated an income of

$277 per month. Later, NMC assigned him to work six diHerent jobs simulu-
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naoQiIy, whidi senerated $1,710 per month—atill below the promised income. Be-

rmxi9^ thnM lis jobs or aoooants were geographically dispersed, travel between the

Bfffflintf in a sin^e ni^it proved impMSiDle. Kim was forced to sell his frandiise

back toNMC.
K««g Ho Qun also indirect^ bou^t a phony NMC franchise frmn another NMC

enudoyee. Several mouths later NNTC billed Choi far $3,000, claiming the franchise

hadbeen in d^ when he acquired it Choi paid the disputed bill in monthly install-

ments. NMC diaised Choi $100 for waxing floor space and another $100 for inspect-

ing his woik. Choi had not requested either one of these services, nor was he aware

that NMC could bill him for either seivioe.

NMC also informs its employees that they will be dismissed from an account if

the building manager issues three complaints. NMCs janitors are, however, not per-

mitted to t<^ to the building manager ttiemaelves. In addition, NMC sends its staff

to inspect their employees' performance. '¥ranchised" woricers are only guaranteed

continuous employment if uicy pay an administrative fee equal to 25 percent of

their income.
Won Gun Kim paid the 26 percent phony fitmcfaise fee with the NMC assertion

that the fee woula guarantee nim continuous acooiints. After NMC lost Kim's first

account it failed to offer him another account within 40 miles of his residence. One
and a hidf years later, Kim still had no accounts. I mi^t add that at the same time

NMC continued to offer new franchises to unsuspecting victims.

Employers who franchise are able to reduce their labor costs still further because

they legally do not have to pay labor-related taxes, including unemployment insur-

ance, workers' compensation, and sodal security taxes. Nor do they provide benefits

such as health care, dental care, or pensions, these savings gpve them a significant

advantage against their competitors. They also leave the lanitors without the veiy

bask benefits that cushion woikers against economic hardship.

Taxpayen «1m suffer when emplqyera use independent contracting schemes to

lower their labor costs. Pint, taxes must be raised on legitimate businesses and

workers to make up the shoitfaU caused by fllegal. tax-avoiding independent con-

tractor scams. Second, many of the workers victimized by these practices are forced

to depend on public oenems and services such as Food Stamps and Medicaid in

order to support their families.

What are we to do about the growth in part-time and contingent empbyment?
SEIUs experience at the bargaining table sugsests that it is possible to reconcile

the desire for flexibility in woricing hoxii* with the need to protect the rights of part-

tim> empk>yees. Of the 400,000 health care workers who are members of SEIU, for

example, roughly a quarter are part-time workers. The contracts that our locals

have negotiated for tnese workers include provisions that guarantee equal pay for

•croal work and provide for pro-rated benefits.

The Service Employees International Union and iU kwals will continue to o^a-

nize contingent workers and to fight for their interest at the bar^ainin^ table. But

it H also critical that the Congress and the President develop policies to improve

the situation of these workers. Iliese policies should be geared toward eluninating

the eooitomic incentive to turn full time employment into oontingeot work.

Useful measures could include rr»nA»ttna pro-rated benefits for part-tune and

temporary workers bv unwinding ERISA, FLSA, and other appropriate statutes; cov-

ering part-time and long-term temporary workers in anv minimum wage or benefit

le^iuation; guaranteeing hourly wage parity between full-time and part-time work-

ers performing the same job; and developing "portability" legislation that would

alk>w workers to change jobs without losing accumulated pension, vacation, and

other b^pyfits

Once again. I want to thank Senator Metzenbaum and the other members of the

subcommittee for holding this bearing. Your efforts will be instrumental in ensuring

that part-time and contingent workers wiD be able to share in the prosperity of this

great Nation.

Statement op Carlos Saladricas

i. overview op stapp lsasinc

Staff leasing is foremost and fundamentally an entrepreneurial response to the

needs of smalTbusinesses. While some people may remember staff leasing as a pen-

sion avoidance scheme resulting from the use of leasing arrangements^ doctors

and other hi^ily paid individxiSfi during the late seventies and early eighties, l&x

reform measures passed in the mid eirfities and Internal Revenue regulations

promptly closed that loophole and foroed the mdustry to address economic fun-

damentals as its "Yaison a etre'
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Currently the industry is aqxriendn^ significunt orowth. Figure 1, 8ho«'> the
growth of staff leasing arrangements nationally. FlorioiB, the first State to re ate
and license the employee leasing industiy thitmgh a professional board, hai: ssen

accumulating data on the industry for several j^ears and likewise reports significant
growth, both in terms of the nuinber of finos and the number of leased eiiq>loyee8.

The tenn 'staff leasing" is truly a misnomer. Staff or personnel outsourcing more
accurate^ describes the nature of staff leasing. Under tneae arrangements, a biui-
neas, usually referred to as the 'client* outsouroes a number of emplojnnent respon-
sibilities and risks to the leasing company, and the leasing company in turn, dis-

chuves these responsibilities in a more cost-effective fashion. Thus, the essence of
stafTleasing is tbe rationalization of the inefficiencies inherent in how small busi-
nesses discharge their employer responsibilities and risks.

To understand the nature of staff leasing, it is impmlant to appreciate the fact

that it is more than just a 'service." While staff leasing is indeed a service business,
the efficiencies of outsourcing cannot be derived without the underiying assumption
of business risks. Consequently, staff leasing cannot be viewed in terms of simp^
the provision of services or consultancy on personnel and human resotiroe manage-
ment. Instead, it is the allocation of numerous en4>loyer responsibilities and riucs
to the leasing company that allows the leasing company to manage those costs effec-

tively.

n. OUTSOURCING

Outsouicii^ is the major economic trend of the nineties. While vertical integration
was the *^ot trend of the late sixties and seventies, American businesses have come
to realize that vertical integration carries numerous risks. Thus, businesses of aU
sizes are moving increasing to outsource functions that have traditionally been
performed 'Hn-house*
There are many advantages to outsourcing. First and foremost, outsourcing pro-

vides more fkndbility to react to dianges in economic conditions and maiket de-

mands, while allowing clients to concentrate on the core activities that constitute
their areas of expertise. Additionally, business risk is reduced by limiting invest-

ment and passing that risk to the outsonroed entity. But perhaps most importantly,
is the fact that outsourcing leads to hi^er Quality and lower costs.

This desirable result is obtained throu^ focus, the creation of economies, and the
creation of alternatives. Focus or speciahzation is the primary tool of outsourcing.

The outsourced entity concentrates and specializes in a narrow function or role.

Thus, it is shle to become verv good at what it does, and thus become much more
productive and efficient than their clients. The outsourced entity also creates econo-

mies of scale. It aooompUshes this by "pooling" vohime of work from numerous cU-

ents, thus creating significant efficiencies in organizational and human resources,

capital investment and diversificatioo of business risk. Last, the outsourced entity

creates alternatives and iimovates, as it must do so to remain ever more competitive

and cost-effective, whereas, those functions previously housed within the clients,

were given low or little attention, thus resulting in few innovations and improve-
ments.

It is this trend toward outsourcing that has given impetus to staff leasing. Staff

leasing is part and parcel of the outsourcing trend. The staff leasing company is

really a professional employer who assumes employer risks and takes advantage of

economies of size to provide the expertise and resources to more effectively manage
those risks.

m. MASKET FORCES PUEUNG STAFF LEASING

Hie empbyment relationship in the United States has become increasin^y com-
[>lex and costly. From its simple beginnings in common law, to today's maze of legis-

ation, regulations and requirements, the employment relationship has evolved into

a complicated aspect of modern-day business management. Failure to efTectively and
properly discharge current employer responsibilities can be extremely onerous or

even fatal to many businesses.
The increasing complexities and costs burdeniog the employment relationship are

the resuH of two broad conditions, namely:

• The use of an employment-based system for the provision of health insurance,

pensions, and other socially desired benefits;

• The intrusion by government into the employment relationship to achieve de-

sired objectives to redress social ills, such as racial or genderinequaUty.

The impact of these conditions on the employment cost is dramatic, as can be

gleaned from the table below:
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contained thrao^ effective accident prevention and case management. Veiy few
tmall employers have the time, resouroefl or expertise to implement safety pro-
grams, dnig-fi«e workplace poficies, and employee assistance pnwrams, proven
tecfanjqoes mat can drastically reduce workers compensation costs. Larger employ-
en, with access to cost-containment resources and emploj^ee populations that are
statisticalhr credible, can obtain experience-rated insurance plans leading to a snb-
stantiaDy lower cost

I^st, empbyer bability risks can only be reduced throu^ the careful implementa-
tion of employment policies and practices that have been thou^tfnlly crafted to

avoid legal piualls. For instance, it has been reported that the instance of employee
litigation is 60% lower in firms that have established employee grievance proce-

dures, hardly the type of thing found at most small businesses.

Yet, notwithstanoing their structural inefiOdencies in employment costs, small
busimesaes nmst compete for talent against larger employers. Almost three quarters

of employees surveyed indicated that the benefit padcage offered is a major fisctor

in wmViwg an employment decision. It is therefore, a strategic imperative for small
businesses to reduce their employment costs and to offer competitive employee bene-
fits.

IV. BRNKFITS OP STAFF LEASING

Staff leasing offers small businesses the opportunity to outsouice to a single pro-

vider numerous elements of their employer responsibilities and risks, receiving the

benefits of professional human resource management, similar to that found in large
companies. This arrangement presents numenms advantages to both the client com-
panies, the leased em^yees and to the government.
The small business clientele of staff leasing firms perceive the following benefits:

• Enhanced cost-effectiveness in the employment relationship.
• Improved ability to attract hi^ker-quality emplojwes.
• Reduced turnover.
• Improved compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
• Safer workplace and increased productivity.
• Professional human resource management.
• One-stop shopping convenience.
• Ability to concentrate on core business.
• Reduced exposure to emplojree claims.
• Enhanced profitability and competitiveness.

The emplojrees are also major beneficiaries fivm the leasing arrangement:

• Access to a comprehensive benefit package, which may include beahh and life

insurance, disability insurance, dental plans, 401k plans, child care and flexible

spending accounts, and employee assistance plans.

• More affordable benefits, throu^ bwer plan costs and a wider range of

choices for health care benefits which may include HMOs and other managed
care plans.
• Establishment of employee grievance systems.
• Professional human resource management.
• Performance evaluation systems.
• Improved employee communicationB.
• Establishment of written policies.

• Enhanced employment stability as leasing employer may transfer laid-off em-
ployees to other clients.

• Improved workplace safety.
• Extended statutory protection for employer responsibilities assumed by the

leasing company.

This last point merits some additional discussion. Congress has, over the last

three decades, enacted numerous laws granting special protection to employees, and
specifically minorities. These laws, such as COBRA contmuation rights. Civil Rights

legislation, the ADA. minimum wage laws, etc., impose certain reouirements on em-
ployers for the protection of the emplovees. Yet, Congress, mindful of the increasing

cost burden it places on employere, has chosen to exempt small businesses &T>m

many of these requirements, although in a different fashion and with different

thresholds for each legislation. Since small businesses account for over 66% of all

private employment, over half of the work force is essentiallv left without the in-

tended protectjon. The inadvertent efTect of these exemptions haa been the creation

of B second<las8 empbvee in the American work force. Staff leaaiM Qnna, as large

empbyers, comply with these requirements thus extending the desired statutory
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an to employees whik abaarbing the oomplianoe costs in the overall cost-ef-

fective discharge of the assumed emploTer responsibilities.

FinaUy, the government benefits Dom staff leasing arrangements in the following

manner.
• Bednced tax collectian costs. Staff leasing firms often have hundreds of cli-

ents. Each of these clients would have to fife a separate return for employment
taxes. Under staff leasing that is reduced to one return.
• Paster tax collection. Staff feasing firms usually have tax pajrments that re-

quire next day deposits, versus their individual clients that would pay on more
infrequent basis.
• Better record keeping. Staff feasing firms generally have more elaborate com-
puter systems and records better sbfe to report taxes and data, with a superior

audit trail.

• Improved compliance.

V. THE CONTINGShrT WOBK FOBCE

"A ses of change is taking place in the world of work.' With these words, Richard

S. Belous beginsnis well-known book on the contingent economy. A growing number
of companies have implemented m^r changes in tneir human resources strategies,

reducing the traditional work Ibroe, and increasing the use of alternative stamng
arrangements. These alternative staf&ng arrangements, which include temporary

empfeyment, contract -ffing and en4>loyee leasing have grown dramatically in the

last 10 years. In 1980 "contmgent woikers" represented 77% of the work force. By
1988 that figure had grown to 30%. The growtn in temporary employees alone dur-

ing that same period reached an aHtounding 175%.
Just about all sectors of the economy have seen s major increase in the use of

contingent en^>k>yeeB. Many companies will refer to this as the core-ring strategy,

whereGy the traditional work force is reduced to s core number of people, sur-

rounded by various rings of contingent employees throu^ various forms of alter-

nstive employment arrangementsriius trend is not limited to the U.S. In fact, Eu-
ropean and Japanese empWers also report large increases in the use of contingent

empfeyees. In Prance ana Chife, «hat is known nere as staff leasing is a fairly prev-

alent practice.

T^re are nusoerous reasons why companies are increasingly resorting to the use

of contingent exnplcjrees, with operational flexibility being the operative word. The
need to remain flexibfe, competitive and cost-effective in ^obal markets has become
a strategic necessity for all mms. Global markets also hsve the effect to lower prices

to worlcTwide competitive levels, whether we are talking about prices for raw mate-

rials, mamifactured products, interest rates, or labor.

Tfatese changes honrever, are having a major impact on workers and society, pri-

marihr because the UJS. relies primarily on a system of employer-provided benefiU,

spedficallv pensions and health insiiranoe. Consequently the two major social costs

brought snout by the contingent economy are:

• loss ofjob security
• loss of pensions and health insurance coverage

• lower wages.

Por exampfe, contingent workers are generally paid less than permanent or core

employees, often by as much as 26% less, and over 30% of part-time workers have

no Dealth care coverage.

1^ broad issue of tne contingent work force has sparked lively debate on its mer-

its and coata. That debate is likely to intensify over the next few vears. The issue

also triggers strong emotional responses with vahd arguments, on both sides of the

issue, losing credmility because of the emotional loss of reasoning. Employers who
adopt contingent work strategies are not the callous, indifferent, job-exporting, fat

cats, as they are sometimes portrayed by pro-labor groups. Neither are the contin-

gent workers the happv, fulfilled housewives lookinc for a little extra income. As

in most issues the truth lies somewhere in the midoUe. What is a fact however, is

that the issue will not go awsy. because it is a key byproduct of the globalization

of our economy. Government ana business need to work solution to provide the econ-

omy with needed labor fiexibihty while cushioning or minimizing the short-term cost

to society and the workers.

It is not the scope of this paper, or its purpose, to discuss or fu-gue the merits

of the contingent work force or uie poUcy implications which it cames. Rather, our

purpose here is to set the stase so tnat we may distinguish between employee leas-

ing and the contingent work force. Although empbyee leasing is certainly an alter-
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native emplojnnent Bmngeraent, it is not contingent in the sense of entailing loss

of pennanency, reduced wages or loss of benefits.

VI. STAFF LEASING DISTINGUISHED FBOM OTHES ALTBENATIVE STAFFING
ASBANGEMKNTS

Ahemative *jfflwff amngements constitute a departure from the traditional two-
party employment relationmip. Alternative stafiBng arrangements are characterized

by a three-way employment relationship iHtiere the client or recipient oreanization

pciueives the economic benefits of the labor, continues to provide day4o-<uiy control

over tbe woik performed, provides the tools and the workplace and sets certain

woik conditions. The alternative employer or lessor, is at nsk for the wages and
benefits, controls most aspects of the emplo3rment relationship, including the ri^t
to hire and fire, and sets many of the conditions for empbyment. The employee
loc^ to the aHemate employer for wages and benefits but understands that his or
her services are provided to the client organization. Many of the systems developed
over the years to regulate the operation of the employment relationship, or to pro-

vide sociaUy desirable benefits to employees, are based on the traditional two-party

employment relationship, and are dialienged by the numerous emergent forms of

alternative "^^ffi^g arrangements.
In addition to staff leasing, the other various alternative staffing arrangements

can be grouped into the following categories:

Temporeay Employment

Generally, arrangements where employees are provided for short periods of time
to substitute for permanent employees on leave, or to meet peaks or surges in work
demand, llie question of how long is temporary is impossible to answer. In fact, it

is not uncommon to find temporary employees working for the same user for several

years.

Contract Sto/Tuig

Ihis term is generaUy used to refer to tbe provision of more *permanenf tem-
poraries who often sta^ at their assisned jobs for months or years. In substance,

uere is very little distmction, if any, between a "contract staffer* and a leased em-
ployee in terms of the legal aspects of the empbyment relationship. This practice

18 widely used by maior U^. oorporatbns and government, and is a major element

of the contingent wora force.

Contracted ServieeB

Contracted Services constitute s fast-growing segpoent of the continent economy;
what Pyeter Drudier calls the TuncUonal E^nomy, where an entire functbn, tradi-

tionally performed by employees, is contracted out to a firm that generally special-

izes in tne provision of such services. Elxamples include deaning services, security

guards, fooa service operations, engineering aesign. and many others. Typically, one

salient feature of this tvpe of arrangement is that the contractor asstimes respon-

sibility for the end proouct of the luwr provided, though often, the user company
dictates how the won is to be done.

PayroUing

PayroOing is an arrangement whereby the payroUing company generally does bt-

tle more than process the payroll and pay the workers out of the payroUing compa-

ny's accoiinL

Labor Contracton

Labor contracting typically involves unskilled or agricultural workers, and refers

to employer entities tnat supply such workers on s verr short-term basis. Usually

these contractors charge the empbyees a fee for their placement. Labor contracting

is radical^ diJOTerent firom employee leasing, although employee leasing is sometimes

referred to as "labor leasing.*

Staff leasinff shares a ri^tful place in the growing field of alternative stafTuig ar-

rangements. Often confused witn temporary staffing and other more established

staffing alternatives, staff leasing shares some common characteristics with these

staffing ahemstives. Perhaps it is useful to visualize a number of overlapping cir-

cles. Each circle represents s different form of alternative staffing. There are areas

where each form of alternative staffing is cleariy distinct from the others, but in

other areas, where the circles overlap. The distinctions often become diffused. For

instance, where s secretary goes on maternity leave and a temporary employee is

used to substitute, there is no question that it is clearly s temporary arrangement.

Conversely, where a "temporary employee is retained indefinitely, the distinction

with staff leasing becomes more difficult to delineate.
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Vn. THE EMPLOYMKNT RELATIONSHIP UNDKR STATP LEASING

Some people not down staff leaaing by arsaing that it exists throu^ the creation

of an 'aitindar employer status, or aimpiy an employer facade, and that ether

fmns of alteraative «*«'ww«g arrangements establish genuine emplosrment relation-

ships, while staff leasing firms do not Biost staff leasing firms substantively assert

thor employer status, even where the leaaed employees were fbrmeriv employed

solely by the dient company. Direction and oontroT over the leased workers is gen-

eral^r viewed as a mignOi^nt determinative factor, but in fact, almost all forms of

alternative employment arrangements share such direction and control with their

clients.

Yet, while staff leasing generally is characterized by the three-party co-employ-

ment relationship foniid in most other forms of sitemative staffing arrangements

that make up the contingent work force, it emerges as dearly distind when we look

at its fundamental characteristics and the markets which it serves.

Tbe empbyment relationship found in staff leasing arrangements is well ground-

ed in common law. Generally speaking, the leasing ffrm, as s professional employer,

assumes the numerous en^doyer responsibilities while the speaal emptoyer retains

others and provides the day-to-day supervision over the work product. Where the

leasing company normally employs individuals currently working for the client, a

new empkyment relationship is created between the employees and the leasing

firm, and a substantive diange in the nature of the employment relationship be-

tween the employees and the client is effected. However, contrary to oonunon belief,

there need be no termination of the employer relationship between the client and

the now-leased empbyees, althoudi that relationship becomes materially altered

when the leasing employer enters the picture.
. . , . j •_*

llie determinatk>n as to whether, in fact, an employment relationship does exist

between the leasing company and the emptoyees should be based on the following

sequence of tests:

1) Determine if the worker is an independent contractor relative to the client and

the leasing company as a unit. If he or she is, there is no employment relationship

estabU^ed. This test can be aooompliahed by applying the traditional common law

factors. If the worker is not an independent contractor, then the second test must

be applied. . ,

2)I>etermine if the leasing company has created an employment relationship with

the leased employees. This can be accomplished by looking to the following factors:

• Has there been solidtation of employment?
• Has there been an offer of employment?
• Is there awareness by the en^iloyees of the terms of the empwymeot relatioo-

ahip?
• Are these terms ascertainable?
• Has there been acceptance by the employees of theae terms?

3) If an employment relationship was crested, the next test is whether the leasing

company maintains the relatk>nship. To make sudi determination the following fac-

tors should be evaluated:

• Is there evidence that the leasing company does the things incumbent upon

an empktyer? . , ,

• Does the leasing company retain the ri^ts to control consistent with those

ofgeneral empk>yen?
. , , j i

• Does the leasing empbyer exercise its riffii to ensure that the teased employ-

ees work in a safe environment?
• Does the leasing empbyer hsve and exercise the right to set employment pou-

des?
• Does the leasing employer retain the riAt to reassi^ the employee?

• Is the leasing company at riA for profit or losses mdependent of the dient?

• Is the leasing company at risk for wages and benefits regardless of paymcoU
from the client?

• Does the leasing company ip»intjiin an independent system to handle em-

• Are uie righte to hire and terminate empbyees held by the leasing company

independent of the cUent?
• Does the leasing company retain a ri^t to access to the workplace consistent

with its employer rights?

• Is there evidence thst the leasing company actually exercises its employer

ri^ts in the context of there being occasions to do so?

The empbyment relationship under staff leasing thus consisu of a triangular ar-

rangement where the responsibilities found in an empbyment relationship are con-
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tractually allocated between the leasing eoxapanv and the dknt. Conaeauently, the
determination of who the employer Im needs to be made in relation to the purpose
at hand based on which par^ assumed responsibility for the issue in question. Since
many statutes, such as the National Labor Relations Act, ERISA, and others have
established their own definition of 'empbyer", it is then necessary to apply that spe-

cific definition to the leasinf arrangement fiorr issues arising under that particular

statute. For certain specific statutory purposes, the employ leasing company or
the client may be the sole employer, or they both may be found to be an employer
under an expansive statutory definition of the empk>3maent relationship.

Vm. CONCLUSION

StaS leasing firms are currently providing a valuable benefit to the UJS. econonqr,

mainly by improving the efficiencies and profitability of small businesses. In many
ways staff leasingnrms have been providing, throii^ market dynamics, many of
the benefits sou£^t throu^ healthcare reform. Staif leasing arrangements do not
exist for the purpose of cusenfi'anchising workers from their employment benefits,

but rather the verv opposite of that, staff leasing has eztendea health care and
other benefita to thousands of American workers who would not otherwise e^joy
them.
In this respect staff leasing firms seek to maintain long-term, ongoing relation-

ships between this clients and leased employees, duiracteristics that makes staff

leasing distinct from other altemative empiojrment arrangements that form the ele-

ments of the contingent work force.

TUs fast-growing industry is still a young industry. The staff leaslzi^ industry

stiU needs to come to grip with the realities associated with the process olindustriid

maturity. Increasing r^fulation. higher entr^ costs, and capital requirements com-
mensurate with the risks and responsibihties assumed will be inevitable con-

sequences of the process of maturation. Government and industry should cooperate

to ensure the orderly development of this valuable industry.

Control rather than obliteration is being increasingly viewed as the solution to the
challenges presented by staff leasing. Tm industry strongly favors regulation. Re-
cently, m^jor regulatory successes brought about throu^ toe eflbrts of the National
Staff Leasing Association (NSLA) are having an impact in changing perceptions and
attitudes.

T^ National Staff Leasing AasociaUon

This National Staff leasing Association (NSLA) is the recognized trade asaociatioo

for the staff leasing industry. Initially formed in 1964 by a small group of staff leas-

ing firms, the NSLA has since grown to over 220 member firms today. For years,

the NSLA has been known as the leading standards-setting organization for toe in-

dustry, and its members have ei^yed reputation for honest and ethical business

practices. The NSLA's strict code of ethics and business conduct is one of the finest

examples of industry self-regulation.

As the industry expands and matures, the NSLA's functions wiD similarly evolve

to meet the needs of its member firms. By providing a unified voice, the NSLA plavs

a crucial role in fostering better understanding of the industry and advocating the

interests of its membersnip before regulatory and legislative bodies. For the NSLA
members, manv of whom are both ooUeagues and competitors, shared goals and a

united front will best promote the industry's future growth.

In a relatively new industry such as staff leasing, its future is dependent upon
its credibihty. For this reason the NSLA provides continuing guidance to its member
firms on operational issues and ethical principles. Accredited members must go the

extra "mile" by providing the NSLA wim guarterlv verification by independent ac-

countants attesting that its fiscal responsibilities have been properly discharge for

payroll taxes and en:^)lo)ree benefits.

The NSLA also plays a m^r role to disseminate informaticD about the industry

and its members. The commitment to the publication of this series of position pa-

pers is one more example of NSLA's commitanent to provide factual informatioo

about the industry. In addition the NSLA has published numerous other publica-

tions, including a quarterly newsletter, and a monthly bulletin, and holds two major

meetings a year dealing with key issues aflecting the industry.

Statement op David Bucms

I am a journeyman carpenter. I hsve been working as a carpenter for 9Va years

in Connecticut. 1 have worked on public and private residential construction, com-

merdal construction and pile driving. The jobs I have worked on have been both
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union and nonunion. Currently, I am a member of Carpenters local 210, which ii

baaed in NonraDc. CT. , ^ , ,

When I first itaited working at the trade in 1964. I remember tome people work-

ing aa individual subcoDtractara, moatly in residential construction. These were peo-

ple who were provided with tools and building materials by their employer, and who
were told what to do and how to do it. Ilie empk>yer wouldn't payr social security

t#x^ or unemployment taxes, nor would he pay overtime, withhold Federal income

taxes, or provide worken' compensation insurance. Sometimes, people would get

This pTBctioe of workers being treated as individual subcontractors by their em-

payers has been growins. Now ifs happening in all levels of construction. Its

against the law, becauseuie workers are deariy employees. And it's not fair to em-

pLyen who abide by the law because they are underbid by the employers who save

costs by violating the law.
. ^ , ,

To battle this problem, I agreed with the union to go on jobs where laws are vio-

lated to collect evidence. I pay aH of the appropriate uzes, and the union sends my
affidavits along with other ibrms to enfoicement agencies. So far, I have provided

evidence on two emplwers. ^. *rx_ * »,*
In September 1992 I woiked for A.W. Siscoe Concrete Construction of Onset, MA.

They were a subcontractor to Suffolk ConstructioiL also from Massadmaetts. I

worxed for Siscoe at the construction of a nursing home in Stamford, CT. I was

hired at $9 an hour in cash—do checks, just cash. I was not given an IRS W-4 form

to sign. Taxes were not deducted from my pay. I was supphed with tools and build-

ing materials. I had to be at work by 7 ajn., and auittmg time was 5 pjn. Every

d^ I was given assignments from Sisooe's foreman. I remember the first week I re-

ceived my cash pay, I asked my foreman for a receipt so I could dedare it to the

IRS. The foreman told me that I wouldn't get a receipt, and that it wm up to me
if I wanted to declare the earnings, but as far as Siscoe was ooocemed I didnt exist.

Siscoe didnt send me a 1099 form for 1992. I paid all of the appropriate SUte and

Federal taxes.

I supplied the evidence on Siscoe to the union and I completed an SS8 form for

the IRS to determine whether I waa an en4>k>yee or not. The union sent any afBda-

viU and forms to the LRS., the Connecticut Workers Compensation Commiaaion.

the Connecticut State's Attorney, the Connecticut Department of Revenue Services

and the Connecticut Unemployment Compensation Field Audit Unit Aa of yet, no

action has been taken that! know of to enloroe the law.

The second job I took was in October 1992 with Concrete Inc. of Orange. CT. They

were a subcontractor to Pace Construction of Bridgeport, CT. We were building an

affordable housing complex in Norwalk, CT. The construction waa financed by the

Sute of Connecticut. Becauae there were public funds, it was a prevailing rate iob

and the rate for carpenters waa $19.90 an hour. I waa paid $8 an hour m caah. I

waa told that work waa from 7 am. to 3:30 pjn. and that I wouldn't receive over-

time. Alao, I waa told that the pav-week went from Thursday to Wednesday and I

would be paid Friday or Monday. I waa never requested to aign a W-4 form. Every-

day. I waa supplied with toola and building materiala, and my work waa directed

by my foremen. ..... , ., j

On the job there waa a worker being paid like I waa who waa alao on welfare and

food stamps. Alao. there were workers on the job who were coUectmg unemploy-

ment. I was told I was fooliah for not working and collecting unemployment.

The Norwalk Houaing Authority had a ckrk of the works on the job. One day,

I 1^ him know that I waa not bein« paid the prevailing rate. He did not take any

corrective action. On my last day of employment, I told the owner of CoocreU, Inc.

that I waa not being paid properiy. He reaponded that he woxild continue paying

me improperiy m k)ng aa no one was checking, and I could leave if 1 didn't like it.

I did not get a 1099 form from Concrete, Inc. for 1992. I paid all of the appropriate

State andTederal taxes. ,^ , -^ ,

Again, I supplied material to the union and I filled out an SS8 form. The maUnal
waa aent to all of the enforcement agenciea. This May, the IRS. determined that

I was Concrete, Inc.'s employee and not an individual subcontractor. We havenl

heard from «my other enforcement agencies.

On both of these jobs I worked like I did for any other employer who had classi-

fied me aa an employee. This practice of illegally classiiying employees as sub-

contracton has got to end. It's «lriving down woridng standards, cheating the gov-

ernment out of revenue and forcing employers «dio abide bv the law out of business.

Finally, I have diabetes, so I need a job with medical benefiU. Maintaining my
insurance is difTicult. because employers with benefiU who abide by the law are

finding it difBcuH to get ;obs. whidi is making it dilTicult for me to get employment

with tLem, I have been unemployed 9 months in the laat 2 years. I had to go on
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COBRA self paymenta to iniiintain my inaaraiioe. I was on COBRA from October
1992 to April 1993 at $316 a month, tliis waa a difficult sum to pay on unemploy-
ment, especially fi^en I had to pay mv rent and other bills. Luckuhr I did maintam
my insuranceTDecauae in April I ended npin the intensive-care unit for m^ diabetes
due to complications caused by the flu. Ibe bill came to about $7,000. If I didnt
have the in? rmnoe then, it would have been vety difficult, if not impossible, tar me
to pay the k right away.

I wiould impress upon jron the need to enforce the law to end these violations, be-

cause they are ruining the construction industry and they are having real life-

threatening oonsequeooea for me.

STATEMsyr OP Joe Roy Allen, Jr.

For the past 45 years I have been a woiker, manager, owner and consultant in

the women 8 apparel indnstnr—mainly in the Dallas, Ia area.

In the last 16-20 years I have witnessed many American dreams turning into

American nightmares. Of the hundreds of legal garment manufacturingfirms and
their thousands of legal, tax paying employees, only a handful are left. These firms

and employees have OMn replaced by a ntnip of illegal contractors who have dis-

regarded tne labor, health and tax laws of our country. Out of the several hundred
apparel sewing contractors in the I^Jlas/Fort Worth area I know of none that are

currently in compliance with statutes regarding these activities. To the best of my
knowledge, prior to 1975, there were no contractors or manufacturera in this area

using illegal bome-sewing contractors. In 1993 it is estimated there are 300 to 500
sewing contractors, using 40,000-60.000 home-sewers, engaged in these iUetrBl prac-

tioesTrhis is, again, only in the Dallas/Fort Worth r^on of north Texas. (Beosuse
these activities are part of the underground economy, it is impossible to track and
firovide exact counts as to the number of people involved or the millions of tax dol-

an lost.)

Today it is virtually impossible tojRt an item of women's apparel sewn legally

in the Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex. Toeae illegal contractors are calling their sew-
ers '^dependent contractors". Iriese so-called independent contractors are doing the

same exact functions that legal factory employees bad been doing for the past 6 or
6 decades. The excuse used by many of the people using these illegal contractors

is that this is the only way the industry can compete with imported apparel. These
same people say that this u a cheaper and more efficient way of manufacturing gar-

ments. It may be cheaper, but at what costs?

It is very easy to be ^aper if you do not abide by the laws and requirements,

such as Federal minimum wages, Federal laws prt^iibiting industrial home-work,
Child Labor Laws, withholding taxes, tnntrKing Social Security taxes, OSHA stand-

ards. State and Federal unemployment taxes, etc. On top of this, these illegal con-

tractors do not concern themselves with any employee 'benefits' (health insurance,

profit sharing and retirement plans, paid holida3rs and vacations, etc.). As for the

efficiency, some industrial engineers in the apparel industry think these illegal

home-eewers are about 60% as efficient per worked person-hour as are legal factory

einployees.
lunderstand this independent contractor i^enomenoD is becoming very dominant

in many other industries that had not had this employee misclassiucation problem
before the middle 1970s.

In working with people and firms in my industry, I have seen most of those that

chose to play by the rules either go out of business or go bankrupt—including my-
self!

It is time that our Congress either rescinds (God help ua if they do) most of our

present labor and tax laws so that we can aU operate the way the illegal coDtractors

do—OR—they diange the present laws, closing the loopholes, and see that the lawa

are equitably enforced.

I have put many hours into reseaith of this growing problem of misdaasification

of workers. Please contact me should srou need aidditional information.

Thank you.

Statement of Douglas J. Benad

I am making this statement to let anyone who still cares about the tax paying

Ajserican garment workers and tax paying American garment contractors, that le-

gitimate earment manufacturing in our country is just about gone. Not only do we
have to f^t cheap imports Uiat flood our stores, but we have to compete with ille-

gal home sewing contractors in the DaUas, Fort Worth, Killecn, Texas areas who
say their sewers are independent contractors. While we play by the rules that in-

clude paying minimum wages, income taxes, unemployment taxes, social security
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taxes and worker'i oompensation, the illegal honae tewing oontracton usually do

noL At one time in our area there were seven legal garment manufacturing plants,

employing anmnd 76 to 100 people eadi, paying well above minimum wage, giving

bonuses * it4 paid vacationa. Now there is oi:dy one left—mine. Most of these plants

had their work taken away by the illegal home sewing contractors who cut prices

not in half^ but by more than two4hirds, because they paid by the piece with com-

plete disregard of oar labor laws. (Fair Labor Standards Act). The profitability of

beiiig in the gannent Iwnrino— and abiding by the labor and tax laws of our country

is almost noncsistenL
We, the legitimate contractors, cannot continue to lose money by playing by the

rules and providing decent paying jobs to our people while home sewers pay little

or »Mi*lii«g and in many cases are draining additional revenue fiiom our government

by not paying appropriate taxes.

Help from our elected officials is greatly needed to see that our labor and tax laws

are enforced.

Thank You.

Statkmsnt of William Reuben Storey

I William Reuben Storey reside at 406 Hilltop, P.O. Box 616, Wylie, TX. 76098.

My Social Security number is 46»-38-2002 and my phone number is (214)442-0134.

I grew up in the garment industry. My father, James Reuben Story, was a stock

holder in Johnston, Lkl, a diOdren's apparel manufacturer in Wylie, TX. My father

was Vice President in charge of production in this firm. I started helping my father

in the plant when I was 14 years old. I swept floon and was taught how to repair

broken sewing w««^i«^ At age 16, I was trained to be a cutter of garments. In

order to master the craft of cutting garments out of fabric, you must team how to

prepare and read a marker patterns and spresd sheets. When this is achieved you

take fJsbric, which comes in rolls, and spread it several layen thidc on a table ap-

proximately 100 feet long. Then you cut the pieces out with electric knives. The
pieces are then ready for assembly into garmenta.

In my late teens, nearing 20 years old, I *«*«'*''~' plant manager, responsible for

50-60 empbyeea. I left the plant from 1951-63 and served my countiy in the VS.
Army. After that tour of duty I returned to Johnston, Inc. which had expanded to

•even plants in the Dallas, TX area.

In 1958, I bought the Ennis plant from Johnston, Inc. My company, WJR. Storey

Manufacturing CS., Tnr

,

was very prosperous. We grew from 26 employees to 600

employees. We manufactured women's oresses and sportswear. In the eaHy 80*8 the

gamwnt market started deterionting. I would submit bids on assembly of garments

to jobbers who owned a particular style and label and they would say to me you

are too hi^ on your bid. I oonveraed with other contractors and manufacturing em-

pbycn who were experiencing the same resfxmse fiom the area jobbers. I continued

to cut my bids to stay in business and keep my employees working. I had to start

—lling personal assets to pot money in my company, otherwise I could not maintain

the business. I had to cut benefits to my employees such as: medical insurance, ftaid

vacations, paid holidays, incentive pay systons, Christmas bonuses and had to close

the day care center in Ennis that provided child care for my employees. My employ-

ees hfe style changed considerably. The Ennia, TX community sufTered from the loss

of revenues. Finally in 1988 I had to dose my business. I just couldn't compete with

area contractors who I felt were producing garments illegally. A legitimate employer

who is in compliance with Federsi and State laws cannot compete with contractors

who treat their employees as independent contractors^paying them 12 to (3 per gar-

ment. These same garments retail from $35 to $65. Tne most prevalent problem in

this area is the contractors who utilize home sewers—contractors distribute the cut

pieces to home sewen who assemble the garment in their home and return the com-

rleted goods to the contractore who in turn deliven the garments to the jobbers,

feel these contractors do not pay payroll taxes, nor comply with Federal Wage and

Hour Standards, or other Federal and Sute laws. It is impossible to produce these

garments at these prices and obey all required laws.

Personally my family and I are suffering from a loss of all of my assets. At the

age of sixty, my health has dramatically deteriorated from the stress associated with

years of struggle. It also hurts me personally to see my former employees families

suffering finanaally.

After 30 years in business, the inabihty of my government to enforoe the very

laws that 1 faithfully obeyed during my years in Ixismess, destroyed me.
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arATKMKNT OP JaNIS B. FLYNN

I, JaniB B. Flynn reside at 1400 Shields Dr^ Sherman, TX 75090. hfy phone num-
ber is (903) 892-0422.
From late 1969 to 1973 I was eouiloyed at Soya! Park Fashions, a women's

sportswear manufacturer, kxated at 7777 Hines Haoe, Dallas, TX. I worked in the

office and my position was receptionist. I also handled invoidng of incoming and out

going garment orden. I quit in 1973 to care for inv diild. While worldng at home
1 stayed involved wtth the garment industry throu^ my husband who is a garment
salesperson. He has been a garment salesperson since 1964. While at home I as-

sisted him with orders of various styles of garments for a number of companies.
In Mardi 1988 I started my own nrment business, J. Flynn Enterprises, located

at 1020 8. Gribble St., Sherman, TX 75090. In the language of the industry, J.

Flynn Enterprises was a contract sewing facility doing won. tor a Dallas based job-

ber called Units. I was President of J. Flynn Enterprises, I manased the company
and was responsible for production. My company oKked up cut faBric and brou^t
it to my plant for assembly. I emplojred 40 pc«ple. My employees sewed the sarment
together, inspected the work, pressed the garmente and paoced them for snipment
te Dallas, TlL The garmente were distributed by Units, a company owned bV J.C.

Penneys. I operated my business in oomplumce with all govemmeat standartu and
regulations. 1 provided my employees with a good, clean work environment. I even

provid«l air conditioning whi^ is unusual in this industry. This was a work place

that I as an employer feE was the American Wa^.
In the fall of 1992, the Unite Co. started cutting back on the amount of garmente

my company was to assemble. I did not understand the reason because my compa-
ny's quality was excellent and I met the deadlines on time. Unite sales had not

dropped excessively, no more than the annual, usual slow period prior to the Christ-

mas season. I started inquiring and conversinff with other legal contractors working

for Units. They were experiencing the samennancial problems that I was encoun-

tering. My research allowed me to become knowledgeable as to why I was experienc-

ing miandal problems with Bov company. I was struggling to pay employment taxes,

Social Security taxes, Texas Unemployment Compensation. I had to drop my Work-
ers' Compensation Insurance. I operated legally but my competitors were not paving

taxes as prescribed by State and Federal laws. Instead of sending me work. Unite

was sending work to contractors who then distributed the work to home sewers.

These contractors did not pay any taxes (treating the employees as independent con-

tractors) or have the ovemead expense invohred with operating a legitimate busi-

ness. Therefore, they were able to assemble the garmente at a draper price. I just

could not compete with their bids for the assembly of the rarmente.

So, on November 16, 1992 I had to dose my business. Irefused to be a contractor

who would operate illegally so I closed my company. It hurts me deeply to see my
former employees without jobs. Due to the lack of job opportunity in Grayson Coun-

ty, TX, 70 percent of my former emfdoyees are receiving unemployment benefite and

welfare assistance. I am currently still struggling to pay debte accumulated from the

business, such as building lease paymente, utility buls and property taxes. I had to

liquidate assete by selling my machmery at s loss.

I have always been a taw abiding citizen but it seems that is the garment indus-

try crime pays off and is profitable. TTiese illegal contractors end home sew oper-

ations destroyed my image of what the American Dream should be.

dTATKIfENT OP HaKOLD JONSS

Since 1982, I have not been able to compete in the Dallas market's needle trade.

From 1957 through 1982 we (Dantan) were a large supplier of contract labor to this

market. During this time, my company employed about 330 people and was shipping

$3.5 to 4.6 mmion of contract work annually to the apparel firms in Dallas Now
we employ 100 people and are not able to get work out of the Dallas area. 1 am
very mu(^ aware oT the home sewing industry that is now very prevalent in the

Dallas area. In order for me to compete with the illegal home sewing contrattor, I

would have to work by the same rules as they do. It is my understanaing the illegal

home sewers are not being paid as an employee of any company as my employees

are; but as a contract laborer at a predetermined-price by the piece. If this true,

I wonder if they abide by the regulations of the Federal and Stete govenimente,

audi as roporting their taxes, and the prohflsition of industrial home work in the

manufacturing ol women's apparel unemployment taxes, social security taxes, and

paying a guaranteed minimum wage as any legitimate business must do.

In order for my company to compete with the illegal home sewing contractors, I

would be forced to announce to my employees that 1 would not guarantee an mini-

mum wage, would not deduct income taxes, would not deduct nor contribute to so-
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dal aecunty and Medicare taxes, wonld not cover them with/oontribute to State and

Federal unemployment inauranoe, my worker'a would not be covered by worker's

compensation insurance, would withdraw all benefits (health insurance, paid vaca-

tions, paid hoUd^rs, bonuses, etc), tdl them they will pav for the electricity and

other utilities used in the manufacturing process, and Ukt my chances of being

cfaai:ged with breaking the labor and tax laws of my country. Tlie illegal home sew-

ing contractors who practice the above form of doing business are breaking the laws

ofmy coontiy.

It is not my intention to break the laws of the land, but I feel that it is time our

Congress and appropriate agencies take a very stran« look at this problem.

My company and its enqw^ees are being punished because we abide by the rules

and most of our competitors do not.

Mr. Thomas W. Hawkins, Jr.,

Arcadia. CA 91007,
Juru 16, 1993.

Senator Howard METZENBAUlf

,

Subcommittee Chairman,
Senate Labor Committee,
Washington. DC.

Dear Mr. MetzenbauU : I just read your investigation of labor practices on part-

time employees in the Los Angles Times newspaper. My name is Thomas W. Haw-
kins, Jr. and I have been a part-time community ooUege art teacher for 26 years.

I am a tenured part-time community college teacher at Rio Hondo College and have

tau^t there for 26 years. My tenure was not granted to me by the State of Califor-

nia for I had to fi^ for it witii a long hard court battle up to the California State

Supreme Court with the help of the California Teachers Association and finally

after waiting years they granted me tenure, but not equal pay or benefits. The court

granted tenure to on^ those teadters whis were hired before November 8, 1967;

those teachers hired after that date are claasified as Temporary and can be hired

or laid oTT at will by their empk)yers. These are some of the labor practices on part-

time teachers in California, there are thousands of part-time teachers who teach one

or two classes:

1. lliey are paid 50% to less than 60% of a full-time teacher and do the same

100% job in the class room as a full time tead^r. Full time teachers are required

to t^fh 3 to 5 flAMu>« one faculty meeting a month, serve on hiring committees,

who hire part-tinte teadiers and counsel 3 to 6 students s month. Part-time teachers

do the ^»m^ preparation and grading job outside the classroom as full time teadiers,

but are paid only 45 minutes per class or are paid only for the hourly time on the

job, not fireparation or grading.

2. They receive no medical benefits to themselves or families. The employers

argue since part-time teachers work less than 8 hours on job per week and they feel

that they do not have to provide medical benefits thst are provided full time teach-

ers. Many have gone without medical care and had to go to the county hospital for

3. No dental or eye care benefiU. No life insurance policy.

4. Recently, in 1991, parUtime teachers have been allowed to join Medicare, pay

into Medicare so when they read) 65 yean old if they become sick they will have

some care. This is their only benefit.

5. Some have Social Security, some do not. Some have sick leave pay.

6. Part-time teachers have to work for 6 years to be vested in the California State

Teachers Retirement sysUm to receive any retirement benefita. Many colleges lay

off part-time teachers after 3 years.

7. Part-time teadiers are not promoted to full time even with the same academic

preparation and after yeare of good job performance, attendance and loyalty. Be-

cause it's cheaper for the employer to hire a new part-time teacher. Many college's

routinely hire the part-time teacher for the semester and lay off the teacher, when

he or she hands in student grades. Part-timers live in a state of fear. 8. Part-time

teachers are denied freedom of speech by employers.
Thomas W. HAWKi>fs, Jr.^

Part-time college teacher.
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dTATBHSNT OP ADVOCATES FOB FLBOBLE EMPLOYMENT

Bfr. Chairman, Adkocates for Flexible Employment (AFE) aopreriates the oppor-

tanity to sabmit a written statement for your June 15, 1993 hearinff entitled "To*

ward a Disposable Workforce: The Growing Use of XTontinflent Labor*'

AFE is comprised of emsloyers and employees who find pait4ime, temporary, or

seasonid woric to be mutnally beneficial We were established to bei^ten awareness

of the value and contribution that part-time, temporary and seasonal jobs contribate

to the economy. AFE aims to preserve and protect those jobs. AFE represents a wide

spectrum of employers firom many industrial and service sectors including retailing,

restaurants, ua temporanr agencies.

Both workers and employers often benefit from flexible work arrangements be-

cause these jobs accommodate the personal and lifestyle needs of certain woikers

and allow employers to respond to customer needs. AFcTs primary epal is to protect

these important jobs and u> insure the continuation and growth oi these valuable

work arrangements for employers and employees.

The vast majority of those who work part-time dioose that option because it af-

fords them numerous advantages. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics

(BLS), approximately 70% of flexible workers choose part-time, temporary or sea-

sonal woTX vohintanly. Certain segments of our ^oulation have a specific interest

in and directly benefit from the availability of flexible employment options.

ADVANTACXS OF FLEXIBLE WOBK ABBANGEMENTS TO EMPLOYEES

According to the BLS, some of the advantages to employees include:

During the school year, flexible work helps college students earn mon^ to fi-

nance their education and helps young people in secondary education to stay

in school while supplementing lanuly income.

During the summer, flexiue work helps students (and increasing, teachers)

earn admtional income between one sdiool year and the next
Flexible woik helps senior citizens supplement retirement benefits.

Flexible hours helps spouses/parents who are seeking to enter the work fottse

for the first time (or re-enter) to earn money and obtau valuable work experi-

ence as wdl as have a flexible work schedule which makes them available to

their diildren or a dependent parent.

For those who have not decided on a specific career path, flexible work ar-

rangements are a good source of work experience and can provide important

entry level opportunities for many career fields.

Also, those pursuing their own career—self-emplojrment, the arts, etc.—can afford

to do so by woridng part time which provides steady income while giving them time

for other projects.

ADVANTAGES OF FLEXIBLE WOBK ABBANGEMENTS TO EMPLOYEBS

According to s 1991 "Survey of Benefits for Part-Time Employees" by Hewitt As-

sociates, the top three reasons employers give for offering fleaoble arrangements are:

It helps businesses attract and retain quality workers who often may not wish

to work full-time and would otherwise leave their employment.

It enables employers to help me^ customer demands for services or goods at

peak times of the day or season.

It accommodates employee work and family needs.

CATtCOBOS OF FLEXIBLE EMPLOYMENT

There are three main categories of flexible work options svailable to emplovers

and employees—part-time, temporary and seasonal. Predominately, AFE members

who are emplovers of part-time, temporary or seasonal workers use such arrwige-

njents to supplen>ent uieir existing work force because of a specific need A bnef

description oT these three categories follows.

Part-Time Employment

Part-time employment is defined by the BLS as employment of less than 36 hours

per week. The nature of many part-time work arrangemenu gives employers and

employees the flexibility to agree on mutually beneficial work schedules. It also can

provide vital work experience.

A growing number of professionals are dioosing to work part time. According to

the Bureau of Labor Sutistica, the number of part-time professionals rose to mst

over 4.1 million in 1991. 125,000 above 1990 figures. An increasing number of re-

tired workers, homemakers, and students are also utiluuig flexible work hours to
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Bnpplement their income. Aooordiiig to the A—ociiitinn of Part-Time ProfeasionalB.

approximately 20% of the total mimber of part-time workers in 1991 were retired

woncen.
,

For many empbyers, paiticDlarly those in the aervice induitry, part-time employ-

ment is indispensable auring certain periods of the day or season. For example,

pnA tiwM^ of' the day require restaurants to expand their crews to meet the sub-

stantial increase in customers.
Blany wtM^n** work to obtain tuition doDars as well as valuable experience. Ac-

cording to a survey conducted by the Natwnal Association of Student Employment
Admimstrators (NASEA), appnudmately 70% of collese studenU (78% in 2 year pro-

grams and 62% in 4 year programs) woric on- and oQ-camnus during the academic

year. ^ In addition, a 1991 survey conducted by the National Association of Manufac-

turers (NAM), inoicated that more than 60% of the companies surveyed feh that

part-time on-site work experience is the most imoortant school-work linkage in ad-

dressing the labor and sloll shortage in their inanstry. Dr. John R. Heneisen, the

dean ofstudent woik at Berry (College in Cieorgia, testified at the hearing regarding

the benefits of student part-time woric Dr. Heneiaen's study showed that students

who work part-time are more likely to finish their education and tend to do better

in their ooursework than those who do not.

Temporary Employment

Similar to part-tinw employment, temporary en4>lovment can serve as a bridge

to full-time work by providing valuable experience, skills and contacts. According to

a 1989 survey conducted by the Natk)nar Association of Temporary Services, 80%
of temporary empbyees worked to gain additional income, while between 67%-77%
ntilizeotemporary emplovment to aaaist them in getting a full-time job, improve

skills, or for flexinility. About a third of today's temporary workers work in profes-

sional or t*^""-"' capadtiea, sudi as computer programming, accounting, engineer-

ing, medical, legal, and para-legal jobs. Teachere are increamngly finding temporary

employment a valuable way of supplementing their income during the summer.
Temporary workers et^joy oomp^trve bonuses, vacations, raises, health insurance

and life insuraxkce. In order Car con^>anies to attract the best workers they offer a

range of benefita. They place a hi^ premium on satisfied and productive woricers,

aAO^providing benefits is one way to insure such satiafaxrtion. As Manpower CEO
Biitchell S. Fromstein testified at the hearing, temporary services also provide sUte-

of-Uie-airt training at no cost to employees to upgraide their skills.

Seaaonal Employment

Industries that utilize seasonal emplovment—amusement parks, summer resorts,

retail outlets, private'pubUc recreationsJ areaa, ski resorts, tax preparers, and sum-

mer can^M—oOer people fuU-time employment opportunities, i.e. s 35 to 40 hour

work week, during a relatively short season. Businesses either completely dose

down outside of the operating season or continue with s small year-round work

force. »• •
1

While employees generally work seasonally for short periods of time, this u s vol-

untary option, not s last-resort alternative, as most seai»onal employees use the job

to gain experience during a transitions! period of time. In the amusement park in-

dustry, for example, over 86% of the inmistry's total employment is on the payroll

for 1^ tK»n 12 weeks. In that industry, the employees are often high school and

college students wishing to helppay tuition, sain spending money and add to their

savings between school years. Tney usually Degin after school closes in the early

«imfiw»r and stop worldng before the summer ends to begin extra-cumcular activi-

ties or otherwise prepare for sdiool. In the retail sector, many companies offer em-
pbyment to retirees and students on winter vacation to help staff during the busy

holiday season.
Thus »i»^if»TH»l empbyen are a mc^or source of jobs for one of the most difucult

parts of the work force to place—summer youth. Ab the Washington Post (June 17,

1993) recently reported, the FederaJ Government hasnt been abb to even come

dose to providing summer jobs for all the vouths registering for government sum-

mer jobs. In Washington, DC, for example, 19,000 youths were registered for a sum-

mer job and the projected enrollment is only 3,000. In Los Angeles, the gap is even

larger. Summer wort is critical in insuring that young oersons engage in productive

actrvitiefl during the periods when they are not in sdiool. The changing economy has

also meant that teachers, other professionals, and senior dtixens who previously

may have taken the summers off have looked to seasonal employment as a way to

suppbment their income.

'"Employment and Esrnin^* (December 1991). pg. 22.
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Bfr. Chainnan, we hope that this tettunony haa been naeiiil in A»fiTiing—and ex-
ploring the benefits of-^>art-time, temporaiy, and seasonal work arranfiements. In
yaoT examination of these work arrangements, we encourage you to stu^ the vahie
of these jobs to enq)loyees, employers, and the economy. (>ur membarship mntaina
every category of part-time, temporary, and seasonal woik and we hope that you
will call upon us for information on the benefits that flexible work gives to both the
worker and the employer. Traditional part-time, temporaiy, and seasons! work ar-
rangements are critical to those taking part in them and to the economy as a i^iole.

ILGWU,
New York, NY 10019,

June 22, 1993

Hon. HOWABD M. MSTZENBAUM,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor,
US. Senate,
Washington, DC 20510.

Dear Mr. Chairman: In behalf of the 220,000 members of the International La-
dies Garment Workers' Union (ILGWID employed in the production of women's
and children's apparel, I commend the subcommittee for its hearings on June 15,

1993, to expbre the impUcations for fair labor standards, unemployment compensa-
tion, social security, and fair competition of the increasing use of "contingent labor."

The ILGWU has bog been concerned over homework in women's apparel and re-

lated industries, a form of contingent Isbor that has been adversely ulecting work-
ers and law-abiding enwlovers throu^iont this century. I write this letter to une
the subcommittee to induoe disadvantaged illegal homewoikers as well as lawml
employers in these apparel industries among those persons who need protection

from UM predatory employment practices whim are the focus of your current hear-
inffs.

Homework in the apparel industries has always meant substandard labor condi-

tions. As the Department of Labor found in 1942, after hearings and study respect-

ing the women's apparel industry, homework "fumishled] a ready means of cir-

cumventing or evacung the minimum wage" and spawned "wholesale violationls] of
reoord-keepinf . . . requirements of the iFair Labor Standards] Act ^ These condi-

tions led tne Department then to ban homework in women's apparel and six smaller
related industries on grounds that it could not enforcse the FLsA eflectively among
homeworkers in absence of s ban. The regulations imposing the ban were u|^la
by the Supreme Court in Gemsoo, Inc. v. Walling, 324 U.S. 244 (1945).
Commencing in 1984, the Department, tmr the opposition of the ILGWU and

many interested employers, employer organizations, unions, and other individuala

and groups, see ILGWU v. Donovan, 722 F.2d 795 (D.C. Cir. 1983), and ILGWU v.

Dole, 729 F. Supp. 877 (D.D.C. 1989), rescinded the ban on homework first in knit-

ted outerwear and thereafter in five other apparel-related industries, and suthorized
employers qualifying for and obtaining a Certificate" to employ nomeworkers in

States where sudi empbyment is Iswful. The Department retained the ban on
homework in the largest of the seven industries, women's apparel, but in 1986
opened an Advance railemakixig Proceeding to consider whether to propose lifting

that ban. 53 Federal Register 53344. That proceeding remains pending today.

Since the inauguration of the oertificatbn system, the ILGWU has doeely mon-
itored the effectiveness of the Department's efforts to enforce the FLSA in the seven
apparel-related industries through periodic Freedom of Information Act requests.

While only a token number of employers, approximately 70 at last count, have
sou^t and obtained certificates authonzinff them to empby homeworkers, our mon-
itoring has established that even among the small universe of certified empb)rers,
the Department is finding it difficult to achieve full FLSA compliance.
Of more significance, the ILGWLTs monitoring program as well as the extensive

reon-d made in the Aovance Rulemaking Proceeaing establish that the conditions

which led the Department to restrict homework in the women's apparel industry in

the 19408 remain substantially the same today: Empbyers of homeworkers seldom

f)ay
the minimum wage and never pay the required overtime. Child labor is preva-

ent and work conditions are often neither sale nor healthful. Employees are often

carried "off-book" so that wages are not reported and required taxes neither with-

held or paid. Required records are alnaost never maintained, making it difficult, usu-

ally impossible, tor the Department to recover back wages owed.

*Wage a Hoar Div., US Dept. of L^bor. In the Matter of IndastriA] Homework in the Wom-
en* Apparel Industry, Finding aod Opuuon of the Admntatrator at 9 (JuJy 9, 1942).
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In abort, homewoikeri in women's apparel are and alwajrs have been part of an
underground eoonomv, outside the protectiona of the law, working at the aufTerance

of their empbyen. Fear of the lou of their jobs prevents them from claiming the
rightM the law guoranteea to them. They work without complaint at below mimmnm
wages, without overtime pay, without contributions for social secuhw or unemploy-
ment compensation, without the protections required by OSHA, ana with the par-

tidpotion of iUe^ child labor. Law-abiding emplpyers suffer firom unfair competi-

tion fueled by this noncompliance with ^ne law.

Tlie UXjWU bos presented these facts to Secretory Reidi and urged him to for-

mally ck>se out any con^over consideration being given to initiating proceedings to

lift tae ban on homework in the women's apparel industry. We ask this subcommit-
tee to communicate the same counsel to Secretary Reidi. We also urge vou to act

to strengthen and support vigorous efforts by the Department of Labor ana its Wage
and Hour Administration to enforce the restrictions on homework in the apparel in-

dustries, to eliminate the deploi«ble conditions of this undergiotmd economy, and
to ensure compliance with the FLSA and other laws protecting worker ri^ts m fac-

tories and among homeworkers in the garment industry.

In this connection, we note that employers desirous of using homeworkers in the

apparel industries have long sou^t to avoid the requirements of the FLSA, pay-

ment of employment taxes, and compliance with other protective laws bv claiming

that their workers are independent contractors rather than employees. Tne Depart-

ment of Labor has consistently opposed sudi claims and has almost as consistently

been supported by the decisions of the Federal courts.

Ilie eflorts of employers to find a way around the Department's position, however,

continue and recently found support in a decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for

the Eighth Circuit. On Mordi 12, 1993, that Court in Reidi v. ConAgra. Inc., dba
Northwest Fabrics & Crafts, 987 F.2d 1357, held that Northwest employees who
diose to make model garments at home after work for display in the fabric stores

of their employer had not been shown by the Secretary to be "employees" for that

purpose. The Court held that the Secretary hod failed to demonstrate that the gar-

ment making activities were controlled by Northwest or that the sewing primarily

benefited Northwest (workers were allowed to keep the garments after they had
been displayed), eodi a prerequisite to on employer-emplovee relationship. Aixord-

ingly, the Court held that the homework was not covered by the FLSA and that

Northwest had lawfully refused to keen records of the time its employees spent
malring these model garments at home. I endose herewith a copy of the Court's de-

cision. ___
llie ILGWU urges the subcommittee to support the Seoetary of Labor's conclu-

sion that an empk>ver-employee relationship eidsts between makers of model gar-

ments at home and the employer who commissions and displays those garments.

The Secretary should be encouraged to present his position to another Circuit Court
and to seek Supreme Court review in the event of a conflict in rulings. In the event

the Secretary's position is not sustained, this subcommittee should, we suggest, pur-

sue corrective legislation.

In oondusion, the ILGWU urges the subcommittee to recognize homework in the

women's apparel industry as another manifestation of contingent labor which under-

cuts the rignts of lawful workers, generates unfair competition to lawful employers,

and leaves the homeworkers without the protections of the law in deplorable sweat-

shop conditions.

Very truly yours,
JayMazur.

PnsidenL

National Assooation op TsMPORAinr Services,
Alexandria, VA 22314,

June 28. 1993.

Hon. Howard M. MfrzENRAUii
Chairman, SubcommiiUe on Labor,
US.SenaU,
Washington. DC 20510.

Dear Mr. Chairman: This statement is submitted on behalf of the National Asso-

dation of Temporary Services (NATS) whidi represents over l.CXX) temporary help

and BtalEng service firms throughout the United Stares and approximately 85% of

the industry's total payroll. Temporary work compnaes about 1 percent of total non-

agrkrultural employtnent and is oy far the smaUest component of the so-called "con-

tingent" work force whidi includes a variety of employment arrangements, including
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part-time worken, leased" workers, and independent oontractors. We request that
a copy of this letter and attafdunents be inchided in the record of the subcommittee's
June 16, 1993, hearing on the "contingent* work force.

Temporary Help PrtJvideB a Critieal "Safety Nef During Work Force TransUiona

Tenqnrajy work has for over 50 years been a wav for individuals with special em-
pbyment needs to find meaningful and profitable work. Parents (in most cases
women) with small diildren who cannot or do not wish to commit to full-time em-
ployment, people looking for first time work who want to test the waters', older
workers loMcing to stay active and supplement their incomes, and students needing
summer work aD look to temporary help companies to meet their needs. These still

make up the great nugorit^ of temporary en^>ioyees.

In tooay's economic environment, however, temporary help companies are assum-
ing a new and vital role. For displaced enmfeyees, temporary work can provide a
critical safety net that offers inoome and other benefits, unemployment insurance
and workers compensation protection, untfl regular, full-time won can be found.

Moreover, these jobs themselves often are a brioge to regular, fuU-time employment
by giving workers an opportunity to gain new skills (e.g., computer training) and
experience with a varie^ of potential empbyers.
A painful restructuring of the American work force is undeniably taking place.

But as the recent Time ma^zine article The Temping of America" (Marai 29,

1993) pointed out, there are gDod economic reasons" for this whidi are related to

the need for American companies to stay globally competitive. Congress should en-
courage the positive intermediary role temporary help employers are plaving to help
esae uie burden on individuals during this period oi restructuring, and should ex-

amine carefully any proposed "solutions," no matter how well-intentioned, designed
to deal with the dislocations. Ihe danser is that new regulations which increase the
cost of temporary help and other flexiDle staffing options—e.g^ by mandating bene-
fits for temporary workers or requiring wage paritv with full-time workers—will not
create more full-time jobs but almost oertunJy will result in fewer temporary ones.

Without the temporary work "safety net," many more people would have no job at

aU.
Temporary Employees are Fu% Protected by the Nation's Civfl Ri^ts and Labor

Laws
Some of the testimony at the hearing suggested that temporary workers are often

unprotected by laws intended to protect workers. While some laws may not cover

employees working less than a minimum number of hours per week, temporary em-
pbyees almost always work full-time when they do work and hence are fiiUy pro-

tected.

As emplojrers, temporary help companies must comply with all State and Federal

laws enacted to protect workers. These include all of the civil ri^ts laws, OSHA,
the National Labor Relations Act, the minimum wage and overtime laws, and the

recently enacted familv leave law, to name hist a few. Moreover, because the busi-

ness using temporary help generally is also oeld to be an employer, the worker has
recourse against both the temporary help employer and the empk>yer for whom the

work is performed.
We are in complete agreement with Mr. Michael D. Hobbs of Connecticut, who

testified at the hearing regarding the misdassification of employees as "^depeadent
contractors" and how this practice is being used to the disadvantage of empioyees
in the construction industry. In fact the problem is far more widespread. As respon-

sible empk>3rer8, the Nation's temporary help companies deplore the miaclassificatioD

of workers. It harms the worker, significantly reduces tax revenues, and places at

a major competitive disadvantage tbe responsible firm that pays social security,

withholds income taxes, and provides unemployment insurance and workers' com-
pensation. NATS strongly supports legislation to stop these abuses.

Wo^es and Benefits

Wage rates of temporary employees vary widely, but generally are competitive

with wages paid to their regular, full-time counterparts in the same locale. Nation-

ally, NATS estimates Uiat average temporary wage rates are currently in the $8 per

hour range. While temporary workers nistorically have shown a strong preference

for cash income rather than binge benefits, most temporary emplovees have access

to a full range of benefits. These typically include vacation and holiday pay, incen-

tive bonuses of vanous kinds, and health insurance plans (including a national plan

oflered throu^ NATS). Some temporary help firms even ofier pension plans for

lonffer-term workers.
Most temporary employees already have health coverage through a spouse or par-

ent In addition, a significant number (about one-third) are in between mll-time jobs
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for relatively thort perioda of time and are covered under a prior emplojrer's health

plan becauae of COBRA. Of the temporarica w1k> are not covered, moat are young
and beahlw who do without coverage aa a matter of choice, thereby maxirnizing
their caah income. For theae reaaona, and becauae of their abort tenure, temporary
emplovee participation in temporary help company health plans tends to be very

low. For toe aante reaaona, peaiaion plan participation by temporanes alao ia very

low. ^ ^^
NATS aupporta health care reform kmalation that would mcreaae access to health

and pension coverage for all woiiers. For example, we could support many of the

piopoaala being advanced today, althcm^ we believe meaningful reform can and
should be accomplished without resort to emplover mandates. Mandates would cre-

ate unique administrative and underwriting problems for temporary help employers

becauae of the 60(^-600% annual turnover of the temporary work force. If mandates
were imposed, a workid>k payment medianism (e.g., a payroU-based system to allow

pro rata paynnent of any premium contribution) would be essential

NATS alao could support pension reform that creates incentives for individuals to

invest and for employers to establish workable plans, even for short-term workers.

Current IBS coverage rules make it virtually impossible to establish qualified plans

for short-term emploveei.
. .

Tbe temporary help industry is continually striving to iinprove its trainmg pro-

grama and benefit plans to »nh«Lfws<> the experience of working as a temporary em-

ployee. Temporary nelp companies compete vigorously for qualified workers, and
t>ii« competition will increase as the economy miproves. This competitive environ-

ment has enabled the temporary help industry to provide mpaninrful, and often crit-

ical, job opportunities to millions of American workers while at the same time pro-

viding a vital service to American businesses. We urge Congress to observe the phy-

sidus injunction, "first, do no harm,' by ensuring that the problems, if any, relat-

ing to the "contingent" work force are proper^ identified ana that any solutions of-

fered do not make those problems worse, or create new ones.

Sincerely,
Samuel R. Sacco,

Ejcecutive Vice President.

PBorsssiONAL Ski Instructoes of America, Inc.,

Lakewood. CO 80228,
June 23. 1993.

Hon. Howard Metzenbaum.
US. Senate.
Waahington. DC 20510.

Dear Senator Metzenbaum: We understand you held a hearing on oart-time em-

ployment June 16. 1993. 1 am the Executive Director of the Professional Ski Instruc-

tors of America (PSIA) and would Uke to comment on this issue as it relates to ski

teaching.
PSLA is comprised of 21,000 ski instructors and was founded in 1961. As you can

understand, becauae of the f*««nn «l nsture of the ski busineaa, over 90% of our

members are employed by ski areas in a part-time capacity or for a season. The va-

riety of arrangements ski instructors have made with their ski area empbyers bene-

fits our membership. Our members support the current system and appreciates the

flexibility and benefits part-time employment provides.

We realize it is not your intent to limit job opportunities for those of us that have

iyi«A» sstisfsfiory arrangements with our employers. PSIA simply wants to explain

how supportive we are of part-time and seasonal employment opportunities. We
would urge you to support Dexible job opportunities and discourage you from sup-

porting any legislation whidi would pose an undue financial burden on our employ-

ers, requiring them to limit part-time and seasonal opportunities in any way.

If you or your staff have any further questionfl regarding PSIA, please do not hesi-

tate to contact me.
Sincerely.

,., _
Stephen Over,
Eixecutive Director.
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Statement of Cakol A. Dean

On behalf of the Building Service Contxactors Association

International (BSCAI), I wish to take this opportunity to coinunicate

our views on an issue of critical lirportance to the industry, the

classification of workers as independent contractors versus enployees

and its ijtfjact on the use of 'contingent' labor. BSCAI has been

active in this debate for over a decade and as recently as 1991

testified before Congress on this issxje.

BSCAI is an association of companies predorainantly involved in the

contracting of janitorial services. BSCAI is incorporated as a

501(c)(6) trade association. We currently have approxinately 2,500

nottjer conpanies throughout the United States and 39 countries around

the vrorld. Oir headquarters are located at 10201 Lee Highway, Suite

225, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030.

I vould like to briefly outline the current situation throughout the

l^ited States regarding misclasslf ication of enpiloyees as independent

contractors, "as it relates to our industry. It should be noted at the

cxjtset that the majority of the erployees in this industry do

represent 'contingent' labor. I will also discuss reccnTrendations

tuihich BSCAI supports to help inprove the current situation.

•TerminoloQV . The misclassiflcatlon issue here In the Congress and at

the IRS is discussed in the context of classifying vorkers as

"aipioyees" or "independent contractors." In the building services

industry-, we refer to this issue as the 'illegal subcontracting"

problen. While the terminology- is scmewhat different, the issue is

the same.
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How OoTTanies In Our Industry Do Business . Business in cxir industry

is generally done on a contract bid system. CcnnErcial building

owners or coniiercial tenants solicit bids from potential cleaning

coipanies. Interested corpanies in that market submit bids. Ttie

owner or tenant then accepts the bid v*\ich best meets his or her

needs.

The Misclassification Problan In Our Industry . Based on our knowledge

and experience of the industry, BSCAI believes the typical cleaning

confjany in the building services industry treats its workers as

employees, not independent contractors. This is the "prevailing

industry practice," certainly when vie\.«d on a national basis. Vte

also believe this to be the case with respect to nearly all individual

Bttrkets such as metropolitan areas. We have subnitted correspondence

to the IRS on this point. It is attached and marked Addendum A.

The IRS uses 20 ujii iun law factors to determine whether a worker is an

•eiployee" or an "independent contractor." We believe that under any

reasonable interpretation of this test, the workers in our industry

are "arployees .

*

This misclassification problan occurs in our industry- when a firm

bidding for a cleaning contract does so based on "subcontracting out'

the actual cleaning work to "independent contractors' (the actual

workers who do the cleaning)

.
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A fixin bidding on this basis has an obvious cost advantage vis-a-vis a

firm bidding based on classifying its vrorkers as enployees. The fion

supposedly "siabcontxacting out" the work does not have to concern

itself with various labor burden costs, such as federal FICA, FUIA,

state SUIA, worker's ccnpensation and general liability insurance

costs. The "subcontracting" firm also does not have the

administrative costs associated with tax ccrpliance for aiployees.

This package of costs vary from state to state, bjt is generally in

the range of twenty to thirty percent of the contract price.

The problem appears to be growing worse as more and more local markets

are affected. In sore cases such as in Houston and Dallas, the

"sxibcontracting out" practice has become so prevalent that it may -

absent action by Congress and/or the IRS - become the "de facto"

prevailing industry practice in those narkets.

PrtJtectinq the Workers . Other witnesses appearing before the

si±camnuttee have testified as to the the harm done to the vrorkers

Involved in misclassif ication. we think the harm is fairly obvious.

While a worker so misclassified may gain the terrporary advantage of

not having his or her wages subject to withholding, that vrorker loses

a niirfcer of benefits and protections, such as Marker's coipensation

,

unerployment insurance protection, eiployer contrilxjtions to his or

her social security, etc.
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I would also add that the workers involved, at least in our industry,

are often recent imnigrants to the Urdted States who are even more

subject to potential abuse because of their unfamiliarity with the

language and the law.

Clearly, workers lose out when their status is misclassified by an

enployer.

The federal, state and local govemrents, I vrould add, also lose

substantial amounts of tax revenue.

The Inpact of the Safe Harbor Provisions . We believe it is not a

coincidence that our problarB with illegal subcontracting began around

1978 when CongresB added these provisions to the tax code. While v«

can't prove this, I think you will agree the coincidence is striking.

tyye prior tax audit provision in particular has proven to be a

problan. It is our understanding that a ccrpany which has undergone a

prior audit is then protected for the indefinite future from IRS

inquiry concerning the classification of that cnrpanys workers. We

understand this is true even if the audit was for scrething such as

inccne taxes and not specifically directed to enploynent taxes.

We believe this provision "reweirds- a corpany misclassifying workers.

It is unfair to carpeting firms. It is bad tax policy'. It harms

workers. It harms the federal, state and local governments through

lost tax revenue. It needs to be eliminated.
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Regarding the pxeveu.ling industry practice test of the safe hartx>r

provisions, we have been advised ti^at the courts have held that this

is to be applied on a narket-by-market basis. We vgould at a miauium

like to see this test, if it is to be retained, applied to an industry

on a national basis.

Perhaps the biggest negative of Congress' passage of the safe heicbor

provisions was the very strong signal it sent to the IRS to tread

softly in this area. Action by Congress in the 1980s was insufficient

to undo the h&nn done in 1978.

In these tight budget tijnes and concerns for vrorker security, ve

believe the Congress should clearly instruct IRS to vigorously enforce

the law.

Vte do our workers no favor if we rob then^, through miscLassif ication

as independent contractors, of the various protections such as

worker's condensation and unarpioyment insurance which have been

erected by the federal and state government over the past half

century.

Tto Surmerize the Problan in Our Industry . Workers in our industry

traditionally under applicable ccmnjii law are "arployees.

"
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Misclassiflcaticn cx«ates a cxxTfietltive problen. Ccnpanies bidding

against each other have different cost structures because one of those

ocnpanies is misciasssifying Its workers as "independent contractors"

rather than "aiployees."

We believe this to be unfair, contreury to current applicable law , and

haxmful to the workers thereelves.

We believe strongly this is a natter of fundamental fairness. Frcm our

perspective, torpanies acting responsibly and classifying workers -

correctly - as erployees are put at a ccrpetitive disadvantage by

films incorrectly classifying their workers as -independent

contractors .

"

Reconnendations

.

First . We believe Congress needs to send a very strong signal to the

IRS to vigorously enforce the current law. Congress should also

ensure that the IRS has the resources and people to get the job done.

Second . We believe the present law, particularly with respect to the

safe harbor provisions, needs to be changed. Former Congressman DDug

Barnard, Jr. and the Ccnmerce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs

Suboonmittee developed seven reoomendations on the misclassification

issue. Ttiese are contained in the Noverrber 9, 1990 report entitled,

"Tax Adbnini stration Problens Involving Independent Contractors." We

urge your support of all seven reccnmendations.
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Ihe BSCAI Board of Directors has unajiimously supported all seven

recciiimfcJations . A copy of our February 25, 1991 written statenent

to OiaiDrem Barnard indicating our support is attached as Addendun B.

A copy of the seven recamendations is attached to Addendun C.

Congressman tantos sumned the issue:

"You are looking at a nationwide pattern of fraud which

penalizes the law-abiding citizen, which punishes the

law-abiding business, which punishes the law-abiding worker,

but benefits the crodks, and the avoiders, and the evaders of

their responsibility. .
.

"

If this practice of nvisclassification in the building service

contracting iridustry continues to escalate as it has over the past

decade, the repercussions could be devastating to both eiployers and

enployees not to nention harmful to state and federal revenue

programs. EJrployers running their operations within the law will be

forced to pay their erployees less, reduce the number of arployees and

in sone cases go out of business. Both the states and the federal

government will lose revenue at a time when they are struggling to

balance their budgets.

Yet another concern for the building service contractor is ti^e

possible fallout frcm the President's mandated health care reform

proposal where a payroll tax could very v«ll exacerbate the problem of

misclassification in the industry even further.
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Congress and" the Acirdnistxation have itade serious ccmnitments to small

business, jobs and Tovemnent revenue programs. It is our hope that

this ocnniitment will result in legislative and/or regulatory

initiatives that will allow the law abiding erployer and enployee to

conpete on a "level playing field*.

The Building Service Contractors Association International vrelcanes

this opportunity to voice the concerns of its manbers and the

inportanoe of enforcing current law with respect to misclassification

of enployees as independent contractors, as v«ll as outlining possible

changes to current law to reduce the pri:±>leni of misclassification. We

trust that out connents will be helpful in the subccmnittee's

consideration of "misclassification issue" and it affects on one of

the largest 'contingent' labor forces in the country today.

We your support in urging your colleagues to take action on these

reconitendations at the earliest opportunity.

Senator Metzenbaum. With that, this hearing stands a4Joumed.
[Whereupon, at 11^22 a.in., the subcommittee was adjourned.]




